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Summary
Metal-organic frameworks are highly ordered arrays of periodic inorganic clusters, spatially separated
by organic linking units. Their diverse chemical compositions lend them to by applied to a variety
of applications, including gas storage and separation, chemical catalysis, light harvesting and, more
recently as semiconducting layers in electronic devices. Unlike the pure inorganic analogues, typi-
cal semiconductor principles (e.g. doping and defects) are not well defined in hybrid structures. But,
unlike pure organic molecules, the frameworks are not entirely covalent. Thus, the application of elec-
tronic structure theory can provide significant insight into the fundamental chemistry of these hybrid
materials.
In general, these perfect crystalline frameworks are intrinsic insulators: They are wide band gap,
poorly conducting materials. To modulate their properties for electronic and catalytic applications
both inorganic and organic chemistry must be harnessed. As a starting point, a description of electron
energies in porous materials (both in their equilibrium state and deviations induced by pressure) is
presented, followed by a series of investigations into their modulation through ligand design. The
ligand design also determines other properties, including material density and magnetic ordering. The
work concludes with three studies that demonstrate the symbiosis of theory and experiment, showing
examples of tailored metal-organic frameworks for semiconductor applications and providing scope for
future hybrid materials design.
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An introduction to designer porous
materials
1.1 Crystalline semiconductors
Although there is speculation that the term ‘semiconductor’ was first proposed by Alessandro Volta in
1782,1 the first experimental report was presented by Michael Faraday in 1833.2 In this seminal work,
Faraday documented a decrease in resistivity with an increase in temperature in Ag2S. Later, Johann
Hittorf systematically explored these effects for both Ag2S and Cu2S, and these studies spurred interest
in two properties; rectification and light absorption. They also marked the start of one of the most
profound fields of chemical research.
Rectification is the process of allowing current to flow in one direction, but not the other, and exists
in metal-semiconductor and semiconductor-semiconductor interfaces. The observation of rectification
was first presented by Karl Ferdinand Braun (1874) in a study which clearly described both conduction
and rectification in metal sulfides.3 The same year, Authur Schuster observed rectification in copper
wire anchored with steal screws, only when the copper at the interface of the two metals had oxidised
to form CuO (generating the metal-semiconductor interface required for rectification, Figure 1-1).4
Meanwhile, Alexander E. Becquerel, Willoughby Smith, William G. Adams, Richard E. Day, and
later Charles Fritts were exploring the idea of photoconductivity and implementing semiconducting
materials into the first photovoltaic device. During this time, Edwin H. Hall (1878) showed that charge
carriers in solid semiconductors could be affected by external magnetic fields. This was later termed
the Hall effect, and in combination with work of J. J. Thompson and later by Ferdinand Bloch the
theory of electron charge carriers in the solid state was presented. The photovoltaic device relied on
the absorption of light, generating an excited electron. This was then injected into an electron transport
layer and transported it through a wire creating electrical current.
Nearly a half century later Alan Wilson (1931) presented the band theory of solids, which was anal-
1






















Figure 1-1: Upper: A schematic band structure representation of four types of solids. Lower: The
metal-semiconductor interface results in a Schottky barrier, FB, at the interface of a semiconductor and
metal. In this case the semiconductor is n-type and the bands bend towards the Fermi level. The Fermi
Level is described by shown as a dotted line, and in this work the Fermi Level can be considered to be
equal to the highest energy ground state electron in the material. In the p-n semiconductor interface,
the hole-electron pair are spatially separated across their interface. In this depiction, the valence band
(EVBM) and conduction band (ECBM) are bending at the interface.
ogous to Hund’s rule for molecules: in the ground state, low energy bands were occupied preferentially
over higher energy bands, and the energetic gap between the highest occupied (the valence band maxi-
mum, VBM) and lowest unoccupied state (the conduction band minimum, CBM) was termed the band
gap.5 Also in his work, Wilson proposed the idea that the conductivity in these materials originated
from impurities (now known as defects; for example n and p type doping of Si through the inclusion
of phosphorus or aluminium lattice site substitutions, respectively), which in combination with Werner
Heisenberg’s theory of the ‘hole’ (which had already been implied by Rudolf Peierls but never explic-
2
itly stated), lead to the electronic description of solids. In a series of studies following these reports,
Walter Schottky, and separately Neville F. Mott, demonstrated that there was an energetic barrier at
the interface between metal and semiconductor (providing rationale for the observed rectification in
in the Cu experiment presented by Schuster 35 years prior).6–8 Over the following decades a series of
developments lead to the description of the p-n junction (Figure 1-1), the effect of surfaces on band
alignments (bending) and eventually culminated in a description of thermionic emission. We now use
semiconductors in all electronic devices, because they are relatively easy to manufacture, and provide
a platform for a diverse library of materials that have a tunable electronic band gap.
Metals, semiconductors and insulators can be classified by their resistivity. The distinction between
semiconductor and conductor (metal) is that in the semiconductor there is a discrete energy gap between
the occupied and unoccupied bands, Figure 1-1. However, the distinction between semiconductor and
insulator is less obvious. In a general sense, a semiconductor is a material that exhibits and increase in
conductivity with temperature, whereas an insulator in principle can exhibit this property, but the gap
is too large to permit thermal occupation of the formally unoccupied states. There are several other
interesting possible electronic structures; I present only one of the more exotic ones in Figure 1-1: the
zero-gap semiconductor. This sort of band structure is rare in metal-organic chemistry because infre-
quently is there any band dispersion required for the conduction and valence bands to meet. Materials
that possess this structure exhibit semiconducting behaviour, but no electronic gap.
Given the focus of this thesis is to work towards the prediction of novel mixed metal-organic semi-
conductors, emphasis will be placed on semiconductors, and their properties.
1.1.1 Non-porous semiconductors
In the 1950’s Jack Kilby and Robert Noyce presented the first integrated circuits (ICs) based on semi-
conductors.9,10 This single development allowed for a computer to be built smaller and communicate
faster. Whilst Kilby’s germanium based IC was used by his employer Texas Instruments in the first
hand-held calculator, it was Noyce’s silicon based IC that became the basis for the central processing
unit (CPU) in what we now recognise as the modern computer. This advance was realised through the
precise defect control at the interface between an electron-rich (n-type) and hole-rich (p-type) material
regions. Today, the challenge is not the chemistry and defect engineering of silicon based chips, but
rather the manufacturing size. As the limiting factor is CPU performance is based on the number of
transistors (i.e. n-p-n and p-n-p junctions), space becomes a precious commodity. From a research
perspective, the chemistry of Si- and Ge-doped semiconductors is well-known, and focus has shifted
away from these monoatomic materials (with the exception of graphene) with aims of finding novel
compounds and properties.11
One avenue is the exploration of the oxidised metal products; the series of metal chalcogenides
(including oxides). The inclusion of the chalcogenides into an ionic or covalent lattice vastly expands
chemical space. For instance, MnO is the quintessential material for the demonstration of a high tem-
3
perature superexchange interaction,12 WO3 exhibitis an electrochromic response,13 Bi2Se3 is a topo-
logical insulator (somewhat similar to the zero-gap depiction in Figure 1-1)14 and PbTe is a textbook
thermoelectric material.15
With increasing chemical complexity comes increasing scope for property tailoring. Metal chalco-
genides feature the same doping principles as their elemental derivatives, but unlike many elemental
materials, most metal chalcogenides are semiconductors rather than metals. This allows for highly
tunable chemical properties including band gap engineering, and also precise energy level alignment
of the band edges to overcome the energy steps (e.g. Schottky barriers) at material interfaces.16 As
an example, the ubiquitous indium tin oxide is used frequently in optoelectronic devices because it is
optically transparent (i.e. wide gap) but highly conductive.17 Fluorine doped tin oxide has also found
an several applications in the construction of solar devices for similar reasons.18
1.1.2 The limitations of the periodic table
The periodic table contains 92 stable elements. 77 of these elements have reported cationic oxidation
states, leaving only 15 possible elemental anions (some of which have multiple oxidation states). Bi-
nary mixtures pose severe limitation to the chemical complextities that are achievable; some metals
feature multiple oxidation states (e.g. Pb2+ and Pb4+), but the same can not be said about anions.
The construction of charge neutral materials with these building blocks is limited because there are far
fewer intrinsically anionic elements on the periodic table.
The chemical diversity of condensed phase semiconductors can be expanded by increasing the
unit cell size, to accommodate for more complex regular structures. Through the inclusion of a third
element, we obtain tertiary mixtures like SbSI. The further addition of a forth element results in a
quaternary structure. For example, copper zinc tin sulfide (CZTS or kesterite) is a quaternary mate-
rials which can be envisaged as a highly substituted zinc blende (ZnS) material.19–23 In the case of
kesterite, the atoms exist in the following oxidation states: Cu+, Zn2+, Sn4+ and S2 , in the stoichiom-
etry Cu2ZnSnS4. Despite the compositional and structural complexity, these crystalline materials are
tailored to exhibit favourable chemical properties for photoelectrical conductivity; they absorb light
and can separate the hole and electron pair.24 But with the increase in chemical diversity, there is a pro-
portional increase in the propensity for phase separation. Many materials are metastable with respect
to competing binary phases and it becomes increasingly challenging to form crystalline materials. This
desire for increased chemical space, but also comparable stability, poses a chemical conundrum.
One way to create a library of solid state materials is through lattice site substitutions. For example,
beginning with the distorted cubic structure of WO3 (depicted as cubic for ease of imagination in Figure
1-2), a diverse library of materials can be constructed through elemental substitutions with the criteria
that the cell remain charge neutral. For this example, WO3 has 3 lattice positions: the W site, the O
site and the vacant inner cube site. Tungsten obtains the 6+ formal oxidation state in the unmodified




Figure 1-2: The design of new materials can be achieved through fixing a structural topology and
making isoelectronic substitutions. In this example four structurally related materials are presented, all
having the corner sharing octahedra in common. This process does not guarantee the material will be
stable or obtain the hypothetical structure. Metals, O, N, C, H and I are shown in cinereous, cardinal,
blueberry, black, white and aubergine, respectively.
Ca2+ into the empty space of the cage results in a stable mineral, perovskite (CaTiO3), which has a
perfect cubic crystal structure. From this structure, we can make further ionic substitutions, e.g. Pb2+
for Ti4+, and I  for O2 . The counter cation must be reduced to balance charge: an appropriate example
would be Cs+. As a result, another perovskite-type structure is formed, CsPbI3.25 Substitution of Cs+
for the cationic organic molecule, methylammonium, results in the topical hybrid perovksite structure,
CH3NH3PbI3.26,27




further away from the WO3 structure. If Fe3+ were to replace W6+, then the anion could be any of the
halides, or perhaps something more exotic like formate, Figure 1-3. The formate-type frameworks
have become popular because they are mixed organic-inorganic structures, but also because the ligand
is small enough to permit interesting magnetic coupling and metal-metal interactions.31–34 Whilst the
formate structure shown in the middle of Figure 1-3 is the Fe3+ material, the 2+ metal-formates are
more common, and therefore contain a counter ion inside the cage (shown right in Figure 1-3). These
structures are similar to the hybrid halide perovskite from Figure 1-2.
Throughout this process of lattice substitutions, we have made the assumption that most solid-state
materials can be thought of as a 3D arrangement of ions rather than atoms. Of course not all solids
are salts, but the materials stick together due to electrostatics, and hence the limits of our creativity in
the solid state are bound by the periodic table. From electronegetivities alone it is obvious there are
many more possible cations than there are anions in the periodic table, and hence the design of complex
5
WO3 Fe(HCO2)3HCO2- CH3NH3Fe(HCO2)3
Figure 1-3: Lattice substitutions of WO3 can yield a small metal-organic framework, Fe(HCO2)3,
although only the CH3NH3Fe(HCO2)3 structure is reported. W, Fe(II), Fe(III), C, O and H are depicted
in cinereous, dandelion, avocado, black, cardinal and white, respectively.
molecular anions has taken the spotlight. Organic and organometallic chemists are familiar with more
exotic ligands that exhibit a negative charge, but to access these, they typically are much larger than a
halide.
When we reach the limit of our chemical possibilities, one alternative route is to then to alter
the topology maintaining the same composition: Polymorph engineering. This is an active area of
research in both solid-state semiconductors35 and in pharmaceuticals.36 Geoffrey A. Ozin and col-
leagues explored this in great detail, including the first topology experiment in space.37 But to obtain
novel chemical properties, we must expand beyond crystal engineering. Once this avenue is exhausted
two questions arise i) what properties could be obtained from a dense semiconductor if it were arrange
in a nanoporous topology? And ii) what could we do with the periodic table if anions and cations could
obtain more complex geometries (inherently taking up more space)?
Deprotonated charge-neutral acids inherently acquire a negative charge, and these molecules tend to
make useful ligands. Dense materials can be constructed with judicious ligand selection, but typically
the selection of more exotic ligands results in vacuous materials with low crystal density. Porous
materials boast a variety of benefits, like the ability to have guest inclusion, a high accessible surface
area and also very low density.
1.2 Porous materials
Paraphrased from IUPAC, porous materials are defined as materials that are either organic or inorganic
(or a mixture of the two), and feature pores (vacuous space) of variable sizes. Porous materials are
divided into three categories based on pore aperture: 0.2 to 20 nm (microporous), 2 - 50 nm (meso-
porous) and 50 - 1000 nm (macroporous). The term ‘nanoporous’ also governs all three categories,
although here I use nanoporous to refer specifically to microporous.
The first isolation and characterisation of porous materials were almost certainly the aluminosili-
cates (zeolites). In the last 50 years, these structures have evolved into mixed metal-organic materials.
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In the early years, characterisations of highly porous materials posed challenges to crystallographers,
because from a technical perspective these frameworks do not diffract far from the light source (diffrac-
tion distance is the inverse of material density).38
1.2.1 Zeolites
Zeolites are single layer metal (aluminium and silicon) oxides arranged in three dimensions, with pe-
riodic arrays of vacant space. Of all the materials discussed in this chapter, these were certainly the
first to make the jump to a practical technology. Whilst there is speculation that ancient communi-
ties used naturally occurring zeolites for drying and refrigeration, the field was propelled in the 20th
century by Richard M. Barrer, with his series of patents and novel synthetic approaches to generate








Figure 1-4: Three of the many silicious zeolitic structures. Silicon and oxygen are shown in grey
and red, respectively. The grey tetrehedra are intended to aid the visual representation of the silicon
coordination environment.
The main attraction of zeolites is their functional and structural diversity. We can envisage zeolites
as SiO2 cages. By substituting Al3+ for Si4+, the cages become charged and exhibit highly efficient
uptake of charged and polarisable molecules.42,43 The local electric field produced within zeolites made
them ideal media for selective uptake of gases and liquids and today they are routinely used in research
laboratories to dry solvents. Zeolites are also heavily used as catalysts in the refinement of oil.44–46
By 1986, these porous materials had been tailored to include more exotic metals, like Fe3+, and
work pioneered by Edith M. Flanigen opened novel pathways to heterogeneous catalysis.47 There were
increasing reports of radical catalysis, and in the early 90’s Chemical Reviews published an all en-
compassing article which detailed single electron chemistry in porous heterostructures.48 The works of
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Cox, Cundy and Corma further propelled zeolitic materials into catalytic applications. The reactivity
was intimately related to the structural compositions (including vacancies and ionic substitutions).49,50
Two decades later and the same principles are being harnessed to perform complex catalysis, including
methane degradation reactions.51 Despite the 229 reported structure types,52 there are still the same
limitations experienced by chemists in the working with condensed phase metal oxides; chemical di-
versity is limited by the periodic table.
In the last 30 years, Geoffrey A. Ozin canvassed the zeolitic landscape in two seminal works that
detailed the future for porous metal oxide materials.53,54 In particular, the latter paper presented a series
of projected applications of zeolites (some of which were eventually realised), and also speculated on
the possibility of 2D zeolitic structures. Although conceptually similar to bulk semiconductors, 2D ma-
terials with regular pore arrangements posed interesting opportunities for antidot lattices (for photonic
applications).55,56 Ozin returned to the problem of the periodic table taking interest in forming nanos-
tructured porous materials by making oxide substitutions.57 His following publications detailed what,
to my knowledge, was the first deliberately synthesised and characterised metal-organic framework
material: a porous silicon oxide where the oxides were indeed organic.58,59
But even with the diversity made possible with organic inclusion in zeolite type structures, there
were other inherent problems. For example, as the organic molecules became more complex (e.g.
larger, conjugated, photoactive), the ionicity of the metal-organic bond increased and stability de-
creased. Also, the selection of the metals limited the scope for catalysis and reactivity. Thus, to further
expand the landscape of nano- and mesoporous materials a different thought process was required.60
1.2.2 Molecular crystals and cages
In recent review, Slater and Cooper summarised the history and development of ‘designer’ porous
materials.61 In their report the time line began in 2004, at which point the first reports of amorphous
porous organic polymers were emerging. Here, we are interested in crystalline solids, hence we will
fast-forward a couple of years to the isolation of porous molecular crystals.
The advantage of molecular crystals is that under the right conditions, nearly every pure solid
compound will crystallise in some ordered array. This means that within the library of compounds
falling under the umbrella of ‘molecular crystals’, there is potentially infinite chemical and functional
diversity, with the composition and properties being highly tunable.62–64 It is probable that there is
more literature on this class of solids than any other (because of the contributions from pure and applied
crystallography, pharmaceuticals and cellular biology), and hence I am electing to mention only three
pertinent examples in the field: The works of J. Fraser Stoddart (organic charged cages, analogous
to very small molecular zeolites), Andrew I. Cooper (porous organic cages forming dense molecular
crystals) and Michael J. Zaworotko (metal-organic hybrids forming porous molecular solids).
In his early years, Stoddart dabbled in the early stages porous silicates, working with systems sim-
ilar to the organosilicates presented by Ozin.65 In recent years, research from Stoddart and colleagues
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has shifted to the formation of charged organic cages like the ExBox and ExCage (Figure 1-5a and
b). These porous molecular charged cages uptake small organic molecules selectively.66–68 Like the
compositionally substituted zeolites, most of Stoddart’s molecules carry a formal poly-positive charge,
with a variety of peripheral counter ions (in the case of the ExBox, four PF 6 ). Although, these mate-





Figure 1-5: The ExBox (a)67 and ExCage (b)66 are polycharged organic cages, unlike the structure
shown in c, which is a charge neutral molecule that packs in 3D space in the morphology shown in d.69
The metal-organic molecular crystal shown in f is composed of the building blocks shown in e.70 C, H,
N, Ti, Cu and F are depicted in black, white, blueberry, byzantium, teal and asparagus.
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In a similar vein, Andrew I. Cooper and colleagues are interested in the prediction and synthesis of
porous organic cage molecules for gaseous separation, storage and detection. In this case, the molecular
units are organic charge-neutral molecular cages, an example is shown in Figure 1-5c. These cages vary
in chemical complexity however the challenge persists that the larger the molecule, the more flexible
the cages are and hence the aperture is dynamic.71 Shown in Figure 1-5d is an example of one of
the types of molecular crystals presented by Cooper and co-workers packed in a crystallograhic unit
cell. However, the resultant material is relatively dense compared to highly porous MOFs. Whilst a
diverse library of organic molecules can be constructed theoretically, they do not function as catalysts
or demonstrate remarkable gas uptake.72–74 Rather, the materials are heralded for the selective gaseous
retention for separation, through either adsorption or size exclusion.75–78
There are examples of molecular crystals that are composed of mixed metal-organic regions. Strictly
speaking, these can be considered 0-dimensional metal-organic frameworks as they feature no chemical
connectivity in any crystallographic direction. The best example of this work might be from Michael
J. Zaworotko and colleagues, with reports of porous molecular crystals for self-propelling uptake of
CO2.79–81 In their work, the authors showed that a highly unusual copper-containing paddlewheel
(Figure 1-5e), linked by four adenine bridging ligands and terminating in TiF62 , forms a hexagonally
porous framework.
Many metal-organic salts crystallise in this fashion, with no extended connectivity or bridging
through the metal ions. Within this thesis, we present some of our work on porous molecular crystals
(Paper 3) which includes an expanded discussion on their history and applications.
1.2.3 Covalent-organic frameworks
The turn of the millennium saw the synthesis and isolation of amorphous porous covalent polymers.82
In 2005, a paper emerged detailing the series of increasingly large covalently linked sheet-like ma-
terials.83 Although the name is somewhat misleading, covalent organic frameworks (COFs) typically
only feature two dimensions of covalency, forming sheets that are typically held together through weak
quadrupole (p-stacking) interactions. An example of an expanded boroxine linked COF is shown in
Figure 1-6.84
The covalent linkage is modular: the original reports by Yaghi and colleagues featured a borox-
ine ring, but there are many other possible linkages include purely carbon-carbon (e.g. graphite) or
optically active species like the triazine polymers described by Zwijnenburg and co-workers.85 Over
the past decade the applications of COFs have been limited. Dinca˘ and co-workers designed a COF
with the intrinsically conductive thiophene motifs (although it still featured boroxine region),86 and
as we became increasing skilled at making geometrically challenging covalent bonds,87–89 more com-
plex organic topologies should become accessible. The most promising application, however, is the
utilising the weak inter-sheet bonding for sensing applications.90 p-interactions are highly sensitive to
intermolecular radius, and thus there are increasing reports of using this property to sense absorbed
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Figure 1-6: Covalent organic frameworks are typically 2D polymeric materials held together through
p interactions in the crystallographic c direction, a.84 In the COF series, the connecting motifs are
boroxines, but in principle can be any covalent motif. These structures are sparse, and hence a ball
model was used for visual representation. C, H, B and O are depicted in black, white, asparagus and
red, respectively.
molecules.91,92
Metal-organic frameworks aim to expand the periodic table of cations and anions, with aims of in-
corporating the chemical diversity of molecular crystals, the robust features of zeolites and the topology
control of COFs.
1.3 Metal-organic frameworks
Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs), or coordnation polymers (CPs), are a broad class of materials that
feature both organic and inorganic motifs, arranged periodically in the solid state. MOFs are often
referred to by their dimensionality; a 0D system (or molecular crystal) is analogous to the work of
Zaworotko from Figure 1-5, 1D systems (or molecular wires) are found most frequently in platinum
and group 14 chemistry,93,94 2D systems feature sheet like covalent or ionic connectivity,95,96 and 3D
systems that have chemical bonding in all three crystallographic directions.
Hybrid material synthesis was born out of the organosilicates, where the redox limitations of Si4+
made them less desirable for chemical applications. In general, MOFs have nanoclusters of metal
chalcogenides, spatially separated by an organic ligand, Figure 1-7. Remembering back to the discus-
sion of designing condensed phase semiconductors through lattice site substitutions, MOFs represent
the extreme case of such modifications.97 The organic motifs are typically commercially available ma-
terials that feature multiple anionic sites (thereby allowing polymeric connectivity). The structure and
diversity of the ligands is seemingly endless, with examples of ligands ranging from benzene dicar-
boxylate to porphyrinic motifs.98 The metal selection is once again limited by the periodic table, but
because the ligands are highly tunable, multiple oxidation and spin states are easily accessible.





Figure 1-7: Metal-organic frameworks and materials feature discrete organic and inorganic regions,
and a region of inorganic-organic interaction. The example depicted is a truncated MOF-5 structure,
where bdc coordinates to neighbouring Zn4O clusters.
common being an alphanumeric string, e.g. NU-100, which indicates the university that isolated it
(Northwestern University) and a number for categorical reference (100). Other groups prefer to use the
composition to describe the MOF; HKUST-1 (Hong Kong University of Science and Technology - 1)
is frequently referred to as Cu3btc2 (where btc is 1,3,5-benzene tricarboxylate). Where applicable, we
tend to use the former description because they tend to be easier to discuss, but less informative.
1.3.1 The computational approach to MOF design
In the early years of MOF synthesis and design (ca. 2000), the materials were realised first by com-
position, rather than a target synthesis. Now, there is a large body of work and thousands of reported
structures, making the geometry of metal clusters predictable.99 Given that organic geometries are rel-
atively well described through simple hybridisation arguments, and the metal cluster geometries were
empirically obtained, the combination of the two allows for the design of MOFs from a ‘building block’
approach.100 For example, benzene dicarboxylate, is a typical ligand that can be considered as a lin-
ear linker. The geometry and composition of the metal cluster (sometimes described as a secondary
building unit (SBU) or node) then defines the macroscopic geometry.
Combinatorial computational chemistry has proven to be useful in the prediction of topology of
MOFs, with several papers emerging using this approach.101–104 The primary focus of most of these
synthetic and computational studies was the rational design of ‘ultra-highly porous’ materials,105 with
their chemistry a secondary consideration.106
In 2011, Randall Q. Snurr used this combinatorial approach to predict the surface area, pore volume
and macroscopic geometries of 137,953 MOFs,107 which has since been further developed to screen
for interesting characteristics, like open-metal sites and metal density. With the combination of the
combinatorial approach, and the success of the Materials Project (a large scale computational database
for solid state materials), the nanoporous materials genome was proposed.108 The latter is still concep-
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tual, but in principle it would encapsulate MOFs, zeolites, molecular crystals and amorphous inherently
porous polymers.
1.3.2 Champions of MOF chemistry
Despite the success of computers in hybrid framework chemistry, and the diverse library of ligands and
metals, there are clear champions in MOF chemistry, the six are listed in Figure 1-8.
In 1999 William and co-workers isolated the periodic Cu3btc2, or HKUST-1 (btc = 1,3,5-benzene
tricaboxylate). The material was reported to be a modifiable periodic structure incorporating Cu2+.
HKUST-1 later proved to be the archetype hybrid material, showing exceptional catalytic activity and
gas uptake.109 The performance is almost certainly attributed to the high density of under coordinated
Cu2+ sites.
However, Zn-based materials made more rapid progress, because Zn typically only forms in two
metal cluster configurations: The Zn4O motif found in MOF-5 (IRMOF-1)113 and the free Zn2+ ion
found in the zeolitic imidizolate frameworks (ZIF).112 The ZIFs are a particularly interesting class of
materials because they are structurally similar to the zeolite family and feature exceptional stability
in the presence of nucleophiles as the Zn-N bond is strong and flexible. In the ZIF series, the Zn2+
acquires the tetrahedral coordination geometry, and the imidizolates occupy the zeolite-equivalent oxy-
gen lattice positions.116 MOF-5 was popularised because it is cubic, compositionally simple, easily
synthesised and is æsthetically pleasing.117
Like the HKUST-1, CPO-27-M (also known asM-MOF-74, wereM =most 2+ metals) also features
under-coordinated metal sites. Originally isolated in 2006, CPO-27-Ni is a paramagnetic material that
features hexagonal channels lined with undercoordinated Ni2+ sites.110,111 The CPO-27-M series has
been of particular interest in both theory and synthesis due to the potential for magnetic coupling and
also the ability to perform systematic studies on isostructural, catalytically active materials.118,119
The UiO-66 and MIL-125 series are compositionally similar in the sense they are made from d0
metals and feature the 1,4-benzenedicarboxylate ligand. Whilst they crystallise in different topologies,
and exhibit different catalytic and electronic properties, they were both realised within six months
of each other.114,115 The UiO series of materials have attracted attention because the Zr-O bonds are
robust, whilst the MIL-125 material has a Ti3+ oxidation state accessible by photoexcitation, making
the material a good heterogeneous catalyst for redox reactions.
1.4 Crystal Modification
1.4.1 Structural Properties
Compared to covalent interactions, the coordinative bonding associated with the metal-organic interface










Figure 1-8: The six champions of MOF chemistry: the copper containing HKUST-1 (a),109 CPO-
27-M or M-MOF-74 where M = Ni, Mg, Co, Mn, Fe (b),110,111 the zeolitic imidizolate framework
ZIF-8 (c),112 the first Zn4O-based MOF-5 (d),113 the redox inert ZrO2 material UiO-66 (e)114 and the
photocatalytic TiO2 based material MIL-125 (f).115 Metal clusters are depicted in cerulean.
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these points, and eventuating in macroscopic decomposition. However, some frameworks have been
reported to ‘breathe’, i.e. mechanical mobility at the M-L interface. These materials are generally
called winerack frameworks, and undergo a discrete phase transition that modulates the pore volume
depending on absorbed gas, or mechanical pressure. This transition is summarised in Figure 1-9.120–124
a b
Figure 1-9: MIL-53 exhibits a ‘breathing’ mechanical phase change from the large pore structure, (a)
to the small pore structure (b). Metal clusters are depicted in cerulean.
Hybrid materials have also been reported to exhibit non-linear compressibility, both positive and
negative thermal expansion,125 and compression and expansion induced by guest inclusion.126–130 Ow-
ing to their varying chemical compositions, their response is determined by the chemistry at the inter-
face between metal and ligand.131,132 As presented later in this thesis, MOFs are ‘soft’ crystals meaning
they are highly malleable. But a MOF that features a discrete phase transition is rare and the electronic
structure change is something that is currently being investigated.133 Of interest to this thesis is the
change in electron energies as a function of mechanical pressure. The idea of changes in workfunc-
tions (solid state ionisation potentials) and electron energies as a function of epitaxial strain was a
problem first presented by Bardeen in 1950.134
1.4.2 Electro- and piezochromism
Whilst most mechanically dynamic MOFs are wide-band gap insulators, it is highly likely that there
is an associated electronic modulation with physical divergence from the equilibrium structure. This
electronic, or physical, deformation can be provoked by the application of an external stimulus (e.g. an
applied current) to the material. WO3 is a bell-cow example of an electrochromic material: With ap-
plied voltage the material absorbs visible light creating a tinting effect.135–137 However, electrochromic
materials are rare, and also have the requirement to conduct electrical charge. MOFs are unlikely can-
didates for such an application, but the principle lays a foundation for the application of MOFs in other
colour change media applications.
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MOFs are primarily vacuous space. The uptake of gases can cause modification of the cell vol-
ume, lattice parameters, atomic positions and so on. Considering the framework itself, a contraction of
expansion of the material results in an effective pressure on the material. Because of the empty space
available in MOFs, they are soft.138,139 This means that they are ideal materials to demonstrate a change
in electronic properties with change in cell volume, if the contraction significantly alters the electronic
band structure. Piezochromism is simply the change in colour of a material with change in pressure.
For metal-organic materials, the origins of the electronic excitations are not always obvious.140 More-
over, the direction of band energy modulation is not initially obvious without examining the electronic
stabilisation/destabilisation processes that occur within that particular material.141,142
The control and understanding of pressure modulation on the electronic band structure of the ma-
terial is a powerful and interesting avenue for materials chemistry, because the response in intimately
related to the material composition and topology.
1.4.3 Ligand and metal exchange
Traversing the hypothetical geometric and compositional landscape of MOFs can be a time consuming
and frustrating endeavour. One of the most challenging aspects of synthetic MOF chemistry is the
incorporation and crystallisation of MOFs with very large ligands. To form a large pristine crystal,
the reaction solution is required to be dilute. Issues then arise within the dilute regime: Large ligands
featuring well defined coordination sites less frequently interact with solvated metals, and thus the
formation of the framework kinetically unfavoured. One of the most successful methods used to access
the library of large ligand MOFs is through ligand exchange.143,144 Specifically, a crystalline MOF
with a small ligand (MOFa) can be exposed to the expanded ligand, b, and with appropriate solvent
conditions the ligands can be exchanged forming MOFb. The solvent is required to be sufficiently
weakly nucleophilic to stabilise the metal in the process,145 but not overly such that the framework
decomposes. This method has been coined by Omar Farha and Joseph Hupp, as the solvent assisted
ligand exchange mechanism (SALEM),146–151 and has proven successful for the generation of new
frameworks from pedestrian starting materials (like MOF-5).
One of the major issues with this procedure is that probing the extent to which the exchange oc-
curred is typically a destructive method. X-ray techniques provide an average structure, and most
hydrogen positions cannot be resolved. Spectroscopic techniques are more powerful but the correlation
and locality remains an enigma. Thermogravimetric analysis is on method that can potentially over-
come these challenges, but is destructive. The main argument against spectroscopic measurements of
linker inclusion in MOFs is that the linker may not be truly included, but rather trapped in the pore.152
In this case, computational chemistry can supplement these synthetic endeavours, with predicted vibra-
tional specta and binding energies.
A similar solvent-assisted exchange can be applied to metal ions. Some frameworks are challenging
to access without metal exchange. For example, the Zr4+ ions in the UiO series are 7 coordinate, and
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hence the inclusion of Ti4+ in this structure is highly improbable from direct synthesis because Ti
prefers the six-coordinate state. Moreover, this interaction is so directing that there are no reports of
any other TiO2 - bdc structure than MIL-125. In unpublished experimental results, we have assessed
the Ti ‘defective’ UiO-series through a solvent assisted metal exchange.
One of the primary goals of diversifying the MOF library is to access new functionality. In a report
by Dinca˘ and colleagues, a series of HKUST-1 derivatives were presented with variable metal com-
positions.153 Whilst these were all pre-synthetically designed, each material exhibits vastly different
properties (e.g. the Mo analogue is colourless, and electron spin resonance (ESR) benign). The same
methodology permits the inclusion of more exciting metals into MOFs. In a separate study by Dinca˘
and colleagues, a series of catalytically active MOF-5 derivatives were presented, providing the basis
for extended studies into more complex systems.154,155
A comment should be made about the fine balance between the ability to exchange metals and
ligands, and the propensity for the MOF to deteriorate in the presence of mild nucleophiles. Water
stability is a major issue for many hybrid materials because the metal hydroxide product is typically
the enthalpic decomposition product. Thus, when designing MOFs, the interface between the metal and
ligand, and overall stability is a major limitation. The chemical stability tends to define the application
of the framework (e.g. MOF-5 and other Zn-basedMOFs decompose rapidly in dry atmospheric air).156
1.4.4 Defects and surfaces
The same processes that allow linker and metal exchange infer that the MOF is, at minimum, transiently
stable with defects. Defects in MOFs come in many forms: missing linkers,157–159 missing metal
nodes160 and surface heteroepitaxial dislocations.161–163 There is also, to a lesser extent, discussion of
traditional semiconductor doping through both ligand and metal substitutions.164 The debate between
missing linker or missing metal node is highly topical, and it appears that the probable defects depend
on the MOF composition and topology. From the most highly studied defective MOF, Zr-UiO-66 and
its Hf analogue, it seems likely that the defects present in this MOF are linker vacancies, rather than
exclusion of a Zr6 cluster.165 However, in MIL-125 the same cannot be concluded. From a geometric
argument, linker exclusion would likely cause macroscopic decomposition.166
Like the assessment of linked uptake, the main issue with quantification of defects in hybrid frame-
works is that most techniques are destructive. Presently the best method is a thermogravimetric analysis
technique which allows for direct measurement of the decomposition products and therefore calculation
of the framework composition.
Another issue in MOF chemistry is both the qualitative and quantitative surface characterisation.167
Christoph Wo¨ll and colleagues have invested heavily into the thin film growth of hybrid materials for a
multitude of applications, however the chemistry at the interface between framework support remains
an enigma.168–172 Borrowing methods like quartz crystal microscopy from biochemistry, we can begin
to measure the thickness of materials relatively accurately, but even with computational supplements,
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the surfaces are challenging to define. These surfaces not only affect the electronic properties that I am
interested in, but they can also act as barrier, preventing access to the pores.173,174
Thus, there are several grand challenges in MOF chemistry. From a synthetic perspective, the syn-
thesis of a moisture stable framework is critical for any of the following applications. Furthermore,
the characterisation of the MOF surfaces, the exact defect concentrations and identity of these defects
is paramount for catalytic and electrical conductivity prediction. And finally, the fundamental under-
standing of the electronic properties of MOFs, and how they change with composition and structure, is
critical for application specific target synthesis.
1.5 Applications of metal-organic frameworks
1.5.1 Gas storage, separation and sequestration
In 1995, Omar Yaghi and colleagues presented the first crystallographic depiction of selective uptake
of an aromatic molecule using a porous metal-organic framework.175 This study sparked interest in
gas storage, separation and sequestration in MOFs. Due to their high surface area, MOFs have since
been slated for gas absorption applications. The typical mode of absorption is proposed to be through
either coordination of guests to undercoordinated metal sites, or through quadrupole/higher order polar
bonding to the organic scaffolding.176 Thus, high surface area and volume materials boast the possi-
bility for high gas uptake, and selective retention and separation based on polarisability, polarisation,
and to a lesser extent, shape exclusion.177–180 However, two recent publications present an argument
that there is no MOF that can currently meet the DOE standards for gas storage and absorption.181,182
The main concern is that as porosity increases so does the void space. This space is unaffected by the
framework and hence the ‘benefit’ of the MOF is negated in the pore. But in small pore materials, the
MOF occupies too much space and hence the only solution is high pressure spacious MOFs. With all
things considered, compressed gas is still more efficient.
In a series of recent studies, the binding energy of gases to porous frameworks was investigated.183–186
What was concluded was that MOFs can produce large internal electric fields that can interact strongly
with polarisable gases. As a result, hybrid materials are potentially excellent molecular sieves for catch-
ment and storage.187 Furthermore, in a recent study, MOFs loaded with reactive species can sequester
and release CO2, with high turnover.188
1.5.2 Heterogeneous catalysis
Owing to their metal diversity, MOFs have been shown to be a heterogenous catalytically active al-
ternative to traditional molecular catalysts.155,173,189–196 Reports of catalysis have varied from epoxide
ring-opening cyclic carbonate reactions, to redox reactions.197,198 One example of redox chemistry as-










Figure 1-10: The proposed catalytic cycle of MIL-125 in the presence of a primary/secondary alcohol
and UV-light.115
I detail some more interesting avenues for MOF catalysis in Paper 7. Unfortunately, recent focus
has shifted away from fundamental exploratory catalysis, towards more applied reactivity. One exam-
ple is research into MOFs as catalysts to degrade chemical warfare agent: they are shown to be highly
reactive in such studies.199 More importantly is the demonstration of mixed-oxidation state redox catal-
ysis.200,201 From a conceptual perspective, changing redox states of incorporated metals would indicate
the material is likely to decompose. It is remarkable that MOFs can perform redox reactions and main-
tain crystallinity. In a recent report by Fischer and co-workers, the isostructural Ru-HKUST-1 was
constructed with mixed RuII/III sites, which exhibited exceptional olefin hydrogenation turnover.202 It
is likely that one successful outcome of MOF chemistry could be the generation of novel heterogeneous
catalysts. The future is certainly brighter here than as gas storage media. Whilst there are no modelled
catalyic pathways modelling included in this thesis, they are certainly an interesting avenue that we are
progressing towards.
1.5.3 Ion conductors
Hybrid frameworks with under-coordinated (or open) metal sites can transiently absorb nucleophiles
(e.g. water, ethanol, ammonia). The as-synthesised HKUST-1 crystallises with stoichiometric H2O per
Cu. The coordination weakens the O-H bond, lowering the pKa of the material and hence allowing for
protonic conductivity through the framework. This phenomenon was shown on a separate occasion by
Farha and Hupp, with coordinated methanol as the protonic source.203
In a topical review by Shimizu and co-workers, several drawbacks were presented in the discus-
sion of using MOFs as ionic conductors.204 Primarily, the concern is that proton hopping sites are
inherently nucleophilic and remembering the principles required for SALEM, this poses a risk for
decomposition.205 Tominaka and Cheetham described an alternative mode of ion conductivity (both
protonic and metallic) in microcrystalline samples: In the protonic case, the mobility was described
through the Grotthus mechanism.206–208 It is unlikely, however, that MOFs will be implemented as fuel
cell electrolytes, given they are unstable in the mundane conditions of everyday life, let alone the high
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temperature and extreme pH associated with ionic conductivity applications. Recently, Yaghi and co-
workers have been generating several publications detailing the application of MOFs as Bronsted acids
with a high density of mobile protons. These materials may present new opportunities for promotion
of ion conduction in MOFs.209,210
1.6 Considering metal-organic frameworks semiconductors?
By this point, MOFs seem far removed from the original ideas presented here: Creative anion and
cation design based on the condensed phase semiconductor derivatives. There are many more ques-
tions than answers as to the applications of MOFs. The most important and underlying question still
remains: What does the electronic structure of a MOF look like? What can we do with them electroni-
cally? At the beginning of the PhD we knew very little about the electronic properties of metal-organic
frameworks and throughout this thesis, and from simultaneous work from other groups, we have made
significant progress.
Before there were hybrid frameworks, scientists were interested in the synthesis and character-
isation of semiconducting organic polymers. The polymers boasted flexibility, and potentially high
conductivity, but were where typically hard to characterise because they were obviously polymeric
and typically ionised rapidly (forming mobile holes or delocalised electrons).211–215 The bastion of
semiconducting organic polymers is the polypyrrole material, which spontaneously oxidises to the
poly-cationic state.216 Many studies have explored this217,218 and other ‘low-hanging-fruit’ (carbon
nanotubular-modified structures have become popular, as the search for a firm application for graphene
rages on).219
The inclusion of metals in these polymeric materials was a natural progression, and many reports
have been generated showing that there is potential for both band conductivity and partially oxidised
hole/electron delocalisation.220,221 In work performed by us, but not included in the thesis, we sys-
tematically investigated a series of 1D coordination polymers which exhibited potentially interesting
electronic properties for band conduction.222 There are also many examples of both Cu and Pt based
polymeric materials that feature high intrinsic electrical conductiviy, and this is an area that we are
actively working in.223–226 Yet despite the desire for 2D and 3D conductive materials, there are only
fleeting examples.
Many experimental reports described MOFs as white/colourless crystalline solids, with no mea-
surements of conductivity. In the early stages of MOF research, these interesting structures were sim-
ply bespoke gas vessels, with inherent modularity but no firm application. Our interest was, and still
is, in the electronic properties of metal-organic frameworks. Did these early MOFs have electronic
features that would promote electric conductivity? Have we progressed toward a practical MOF for
such applications?227
Throughout the course of the PhD, several publications emerged suggesting metal-organic frame-
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works might be interesting wide band gap semiconductors, with high resistivity.228–230 In all of these
the most likely mode of electronic conduction is through electron hopping, rather than band trans-
port.231–235 In the series studies by Dinca˘ and colleagues, two isostructural conductive materials were
presented; the Cu-based material236 and the Ni-analogue.237 These showed very low conductivity,
but were monumental steps forward from the traditional insulating materials. Researchers have been
searching for MOFs that exhibit band conductivity. Wo¨ll reported a framework that had an anomalous
conductivity; the paper attributed the response to a band conductivity.238 This is almost certainly a
misinterpretation as the authors themselves identify the bands are flat, but is a demonstration that the
community is progressing toward considering MOFs as wide gap, low conductivity semiconductors.
Whilst editing this thesis, Huang and colleagues published a paper detailing the synthesis, char-
acterisation and properties of the Cu3(C6S6) material.239 This material is the copper derivative of the
isostructural materials that we have previously explored.232,240,241 At the time, we did not compute the
Cu MOF because the spin states posed a challenge. It is pleasing, however, to see that our initial com-
putational work laid the foundation for their study, reporting the most conductive hybrid semiconductor
to date.





Solving chemical problems with
computers
2.1 An introduction to computational modelling
With advances in computer engineering, computational chemical modelling is becoming an increas-
ingly powerful tool. These models find application through the rationalisation of experiment, as well
as the prediction of novel materials and properties.242 The computational toolbox is vast, and includes
a variety of methods which are grouped based on the mathematical principles that underpin them (e.g.
random sampling, classical mechanics, empirically derived geometric and electronic parametrisations
and quantum mechanics). Their applicability depends on the level of desired chemical complexity and
accuracy. The schematic shown in Figure 2-1 is a simplified representation of which methods can be
applied depending on system size and complexity of the properties desired. The y-axis ranges from
microscopic computable properties, like vibrational modes, electronic structure and quantitative en-
ergetics, to macroscopic properties, like topology, and device performance. The number of atoms is
intended as a rough guide, and depends on both the architecture of the computer and the code.
Beginning in the bottom left of Figure 2-1, the highest level methods, collectively termed first-
principle or ab initio, are based on quantum mechanics (QM) and provide a solution to the Schro¨dinger
Equation. Using QM methods, we can obtain electronic and geometric properties (e.g. band gaps,
optical properties, energetics). In principle, quantum mechanical methods provide the most accurate
description of a chemical system’s electronic structure, but in practice the solution becomes increas-
ingly challenging to obtain as the system size increases.
One common method used to recover electronic properties of systems too large for a direct QM
calculation is through parametrisation of quantum mechanical descriptions, reducing the computational
expense. Semi-empirical (SE) methods represent a stepping stone between quantum mechanical and
































Figure 2-1: The relationship between system size and complexity, and computable property. High level
methods, such as first principle quantum chemistry (bottom left) can recover electronic properties (e.g.
thermodynamics, electronic excitations and molecular orbital structure). Moving to the top right there
is a trade-off as system size increases, the chemical accuracy decreases.
included. Unlike MM methods, which are parametrised for a particular test set of molecules and prop-
erties, SE methods simplify the quantum mechanical electron-electron interactions, as opposed to the
phenomenological forms used in MM. It should therefore, in principle aid both in computational time
and chemical descriptions of well defined system. SE methods have found particular use in organic pre-
dictions because there is only minor variation in carbon-rich structures, making the method relatively
transferable.243,244 Of the many SE methods, one of the most common is the Parametrised Model Num-
ber 3 (PM3) developed by James J. P. Stewart. In this formalism, the nuclear core repulsion is described
by Gaussian functions, and the parametrisation values are tunable entities. This made the PM3 method
highly transferable, and with continued work from Stewart, PM3 was successfully parametrised for
most of the periodic table.245–248 Since the development of PM3, Stewart has made incremental adjust-
ments and improvements to his suite of parameterisations. These are embodied in PM4, PM6 and so
on: Force field development is rapidly changing.
Moving towards the top right of Figure 2-1, molecular mechanical methods use a different approach
to recover useful chemical properties. A typical MM calculation requires atomic positions, where the
interactions (bonding) are defined by analytical potentials that have been parametrised from either ex-
perimental or higher-level computational data (this may include bond stretching, angles and so on).
The parametrisation allows for efficient geometric relaxation, and also the ability to compute tempera-
ture dependence of the material. Also, it allows rapid access to relative thermodynamic quantities like
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structure stability.
The primary drawbacks of a MM parametrisation is that the fitting is time consuming, and the
product (a forcefield) is typically non-transferable: It can only be applied with confidence to the system
it was fitted to. Within the Walsh group, there is focus on parametrisation of MOF force fields,166
with the aim of applying force fields to predicting defect energies and thermal expansion coefficients.
Another shortcoming of MMmethods is that they typically do not allow cleavage of bonds. One model
which does allow for reaction modelling is REAX-FF.249
Beyond molecular mechanics are the so-called non-atomistic methods. These include device mod-
els, coarse graining and other numerical based constructions for simulating engineering type systems.
In this thesis, all work was performed with density functional theory (DFT) as implemented in two
computational chemistry software packages, the Vienna Ab Initio Simulation Package (VASP)250 and
Fritz Haber Institute ab initio molecular simulations (FHI-aims).251 While DFT was developed in the
1960’s it has origins in the birth of quantum mechanics at the start of the 20th century.
2.2 Electronic structure methods: The Schro¨dinger equation
Quantum mechanics was born out of studies of light and its interactions with atoms.252 In 1877 Boltz-
mann proposed that energy states were discrete, and the collective work of the attendees of the Solvay






where h¯ is Plank’s constant. However, to recover ground state properties of a static system, the many-
body time dependent equation can be simplified to the general time-independent equation (2.2):
EY(r) = HˆY(r) (2.2)
E, Hˆ and Y are the energy of an N-particle system, the Hamiltonian operator and the many-
body wavefuntion, respectively. It is helpful to imagine the interactions that occur within an atom or
molecule. These interactions are used to construct the Hamiltonian, Hˆ, which includes both potential
and kinetic energy terms:
Hˆ= Tn+Te+Eee+Ene+Enn (2.3)
Where Enn, Ene and Eee are the potential energy terms for the nucleus–nucleus (electrostatics),
nucleus–electron and electron–electron interactions, whilst Tn and Te are the kinetic terms for the
nuclei and electrons, respectively. When applied to a chemical system of nuclei and electrons, the

























Where n, e, i and j are the first nucleus and electron, and final nucleus and electron in the sys-
tem. The r variable denotes the radial distance between interacting particles. The e1 6= e2 and n1 6= n2
inequality insures that only different electrons/nuclei are considered. Zn is the nuclear charge, and
because the equation is presented in atomic units, the charge of the electron is = -1.
In the most fundamental system, the hydrogen atom, we can neglect Enn and Eee terms as there
is merely a single proton and electron. We can compute the exact solution for the hydrogen atom as
we can construct the wavefunction analytically. However, Equation 2.4 cannot be solved exactly for
systems with more than one electron. Given that MOFs, and pretty much everything else in the universe
is composed of more than a single hydrogen atom, a series of approximations must be made to recover
the quantum chemical solution.
2.2.1 The Born-Oppenheimer approximation
To simplify the many-body problem, Born and Oppenheimer presented an approximation that decou-
ples electronic and nuclear motion.253 In essence, the approximation states that the nuclei are much
heavier than electrons and therefore move relatively slow, i.e. are considered stationary. This meant
that electrons are only assumed to be moving in the field produced by the nuclei, and therefore the
wavefunction can be divided into a nuclear (Yn) and electronic (Ye) component. The electronic wave-
function is then solved for a fixed set of nuclear positions.
Thus Equation 2.3 can be revised to only include explicitly electronic terms:
Hˆe = Ene+Eee+Te (2.5)

































Ye(r) = Ee(rn)Ye(r) (2.7)
Where the total energy of the system is recovered from the addition of the electronic energy (Ee)
calculated for a stationary set of nuclear positions, rn. This approximation introduces an error which
is inversely proportional to nuclear mass. Even with the Born-Oppenheimer approximation the exact
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solution is only possible for a one electron system, as the electron-electron interaction term cannot
be solved for many electron systems. A further approximation is required to solve the many-electron
problem.
2.2.2 The Hartree-Fock approximation
The premise of the Hartree-Fock (HF) approximation is that a single electron in a multicomponent (n
electron) system moves within the field produced by the nuclei and n-1 electrons surrounding it.254
This means that the electrons are moving independently, or uncorrelated. As originally presented by
Hartree, the approximate electronic wavefunction (Y0) of an n-electron system can be written as the
product of n-electronic wavefunctions:
Y0 = j0(e1)j0(e2)...j0(en) (2.8)
The variational principle states that for a trial Hamiltonian, the ground state energy E0 is always less
than or equal to the expectation value of the trail Hamiltonian. Hence, we can vary the wavefunction
until Hˆ is minimised. Thus, the HF wavefunction is solved iteratively, where an initial guess (Y1) is
computed, and the one electron wavefunctions are then modified andY2 is computed. The procedure is
complete when the difference betweenYx+1 andYx is smaller than an arbitrary threshold. The process
is called the self-consistent field (SCF) procedure. In practice, the convergence is determined when the
energy is self consistent in the electronic Schro¨dinger equation.
However, the Hartree approximation was exclusive of electronic spin, which is crucial for chemical
systems with unpaired electrons. The inclusion of spin was corrected in 1930 by Fock255 and Slater256,
and the HF equations are derived by the minimisation of energy with respect to the resultant spin-
orbitals, j . In the two electron case (where x are spacial coordinates of the electrons), the wavefunction
obtains the form:
Y(x1,x2) = j1(x1)j2(x2) (2.9)
We know that the wavefunction must be antisymmetric i.e. Y1,2 =  Y2,1. Therefore, Equation
2.9 is not satisfactory for the two electron system because it violates the Pauli exclusion principle: two
electrons of the same spin are forbidden to occupy the same orbital.







      j1(x1) j2(x1)j1(x2) j2(x2)
      (2.10)
where the latter array is the two electron Slater determinant. With this formalism, wavefunction an-
tisymmetry is installed and we recover the exact ‘Fock exchange’ (a quantum mechanical electron-
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(2.11)
2.2.3 Post-HF methods: A comment on correlation
Within the HF formalisation, the electrons are assumed to be non-correlated and only interact with the
average electric field of the other electrons: Correlation energy as defined by Lowdin is the real energy
of a system (Ereal) minus the Hartree-Fock energy of the identical system (EHF ).257 In reality, electrons
interact and their motions are indeed correlated. This means that the electron-electron repulsion term
in HF is overestimated, and the total energy of the system is higher than reality. A series of post-
HF methods have been constructed to better describe the electron-electron interactions in chemical
systems.
There are many popular methods for bettering estimations of total energies and electronic structure
e.g. Moller-Plesset (MPn),258 Coupled Cluster (CC)259,260 and Complete Active Space (CAS). The
work contained here does not use any higher level HF-based methods for three reasons: i) they are
computationally expensive, and ii) they are poorly implemented in materials modelling packages and
iii) density functional theory (DFT) does a reasonable job of computing the electronic structure with
substantial time savings. Unlike DFT which reduces the description of the electron to a 3-dimensional
problem per particle, n, and scales O(n3), post-HF methods treat explicit electron-electron interactions
and in the most extreme case scale O(nn).
2.3 Density functional theory and approximations
Some 30 years following the HF formalisation, Hohenberg and Kohn proved that for an interacting
electron gas in an external potential, the electronic ground state can be recovered from knowledge
of only the electron density, i.e. Y! r with three dimensions.261 DFT can be regarded as a first-
principles method in the sense that it is derived with no parametrisation. In contrast to HF theory, it
is also exact, in principle. But the exact mathematical form of the DFT functional is not known.262 In
practice, we routinely use the Kohn–Sham formalism. Whilst computationally similar to HF, the Kohn-
Sham equation provides approximations to both exchange and correlation, and is computationally less
expensive than HF for periodic systems. The Kohn-Sham equation constructs the energy as a function
of density, r:
E0[r] = Te[r0]+Ene[r0]+Eee[r0] (2.12)
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Descriptions of Te[r0] (kinetic) and Eee[r0] (potential) are more difficult, because the functional
is not well-defined. One practical method to circumvent this problem is to expand the kinetic and
potential terms, whereby placing all the terms we can solve together, and those that cannot be solved
without approximation in a separate functional. Despite the description of electron-electron interactions
being problematic in both the HF and DFT constructs, the electron-electron interaction energy, Eee, can
be considered as the sum of the classical Coulombic repulsion between electron densities (which is
solvable), plus an additional quantum mechanical term, EQMee , which includes the electron-electron
interaction energy, without the classical Coulombic description. Hence the electron-electron potential






r0(re1)r0(re2)dre1dre2 +EQMee [r0] (2.14)
where the solution Eee[r0] is the sum of the solvable electrostatic interactions plus an unknown energy
EQMee . Something similar can be done for the kinetic energy term, where Treale is the kinetic energy of
the reference system and Tdeve is the deviation from the real electronic kinetic energy; this results in:







r0(re1)r0(re2)dre1dre2 +EQMee [r0]+Tdeve [r0] (2.15)
where the last two terms are problematic in DFT. We can solve all the classical interactions, but the
treatment of electronic exchange and correlation (xc) is incomplete. There is no known exact functional
for:
EQMee [r0]+Tdeve [r0] = Exc[r0] (2.16)
and hence we term this the exchange-correlation energy.
Kohn and Sham postulated that the real electron density (rreal1 ) can be represented by a model
non-interacting reference system (rre f2 ). In the latter system, electrons do not interact, but the ground
state fictitious density is the same as the real density. The deviations between the two are taken into
account in the exchange-correlation functional and the electron density is then represented by a set of
non-interacting single electron wavefunctions:





where jKS are the Kohn-Sham spatial orbitals. Unlike Hartree-Fock theory, the Kohn-Sham (KS)
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formalism is an exact approach, in principle, but relies on a description of the quantum mechanical
interactions between electrons (exchange and correlation) to which the functional does not have a
known form.
2.3.1 Exchange-correlation functionals: LDA and GGA and beyond
In solid state physics, the most fundamental description of the electron distribution is formed on the
assumption that electrons have an even distribution throughout space, forming a homogeneous electron
gas (HEG). This assumption allows us to examine how electrons act in the solid state (e.g. the extent
of electron localisation) and also states that the temperature independent solution is defined solely
by electron density. In reality, we don’t directly use the HEG model, but it lays the basis for more
sophisticated solid state DFT methods.
The most rudimentary approximation to Exc is the local density approximation (LDA), which de-
pends exclusively on the density at the coordinate at which the functional is evaluated. The Perdew-
Wang functional PW92263 utilises LDA, providing an estimate of exchange/correlation. In this formal-




where Fxc is a functional for exchange and correlation in a homogeneous electron gas. In cases where
the electron density changes smoothly through the system, LDA can give very rapid and accurate
results. This makes LDA useful occasionally, but it may not be transferable between materials.
A second tier of functionals utilise the generalised gradient approximation (GGA), which uses the
density of a coordinate and its local gradient to approximate the Exc term. This cannot be performed





A wide variety of Fxc funcationals have been proposed, including the ubiquitous Perdew–Burke–
Ernzerhof functionals, PBE264 and PBEsol265 (frequently used in this work). PBEsol is the correction
to PBE that accounts for an increase in exchange energies in systems with consistent electronic gra-
dients (e.g. solids). A useful extension to GGA is the family of meta-GGA functionals (e.g. TPSSh,
M06)266,267 which includes the density and its first and second derivatives in the exchange-correlation
potential, and can yield good results for both cluster and periodic systems.
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2.3.2 Moving from pure DFT to hybrid and screened hybrid functionals
The most popular way to improve on pure GGA functionals is to include some exact HF exchange
energy. These so-called hybrid funcationals are a combination of the analytical HF exchange (which
is exact) and the Kohn-Sham GGA energy, but the mixing factor is somewhat arbitrary. The exchange
correlation energy can be expressed as a linear combination of the DFT exchange correlation energy and
the HF exchange energy. The hybrid exchange-correlation functional PBE0, as presented by Perdew
and co-workers,268 takes the form:
EPBE0xc = aE
HF
x +(1 a)EPBEx +EPBEc (2.20)
where a is a mixing coefficient, and in PBE0 a was found to be optimum at 25% from perturbation the-
ory. In theory, PBE0 provides an advance on the pure DFT functional PBE, with the explicit inclusion
of some HF exchange (in an attempt to better the our description of Exc[r0].
In this work, I frequently use the HSE06 screened hybrid functional, which is similar to PBE0
(in that it includes 25% HF mixing).269,270 The major difference from PBE0 is that HSE06 includes a
screened potential to the exchange terms to treat long-range interactions. The repulsion terms (like the











where erfc and erf are the error function for the short and long range components, and erfc(wr) = 1
- erf(wr). w is an adjustable parameter: When w = 0 the long range terms are negated and the term
becomes purely short range. As w ! • the terms is becomes purely long range. Hence, the selection
of w is arbitrary, but dictates the description of the long range screening. Given that HSE06 acts only




and expand the terms for their corresponding short and long range components:
EPBE0x = aE
HF,SR
x (w)+aEHF,LRx (w)+(1 a)EPBE,SRx (w)+EPBE,LRx (w) aEPBE,LRx (w) (2.23)
From numerical tests based on a w = 0.15, both the long range HF and PBE exchange contributions are
small and cancel each other out (to within a couple of percent error). With these terms neglected, the
new exchange-correlation functional takes the form:
EHSExc = aE
HF,SR
x (w)+(1 a)EPBE,SRx (w)+EPBE,LRx (w)+EPBEc . (2.24)
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As a result the functional has two adjustable parameters, which determine the amount of HFmixing,
and the spacial extent of the exact-exchange contribution. When the mixing amount is 25% and the
screening parameter w = 0.207, the functional is called HSE06, and has been proven to be transferable
and produce accurate electronic properties.271,272 In this work I employ HSE06 using PBEsol as the
underlying GGA functional. Compared to HSE06 and other hybrid functionals, the pure DFT/PBEsol
is more than twice as fast to converge with the same parameters. It also is significantly less dependent
of system memory.
2.4 Basis sets
The energy in DFT is a function of electron density, but as shown in Equation 2.17, the density is con-
structed by Kohn-Sham orbitals. The orbitals are represented by a set of mathematical functions, called
a basis set. This leads to another approximation in first-principles methods, because the descriptions
of the real electronic structure of a system may require an infinite number of basis functions. Because
of computational limitations, the number of functions used to describe these orbitals is truncated to a
finite number introducing a potential source of error.
In the past, basis sets for molecular systems were constructed with either Slater-type or Gaussian-
type functions that are analytical and mathematically convenient. However, for the computation of
metal-organic frameworks, two other basis set forms are typically used.
2.4.1 Atom centred numerical orbitals
The exact solutions of the Schro¨dinger equation for the hydrogen atom result in the atomic orbitals we
are familiar with: 1s, 2s, 2p and so on. For elements larger than hydrogen the electronic structure can
be described as hydrogen-type orbitals that are filled. To construct an molecular description, a linear
combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO) is used. A numerical basis set is a tabulated array of mixing
parameters allowing the application of any functional form. In FHI-aims251 the user can use a set of
hydrogenic orbitals to describe the occupied states, and the addition of unoccupied orbital contributions
allowing for a more accurate description of polarisation.
2.4.2 Periodic waves
While localised atom-centred orbitals are suitable for atoms and molecules, periodic functions are more
practical and efficient for solids. For example, the Vienna Ab Initio Simulation Package (VASP)250 uses
a different approach to computing electronic information by implementing planewaves to sample the
unit cell. A planewave is simply a wave/oscillation with its frequency defined as:
Y= eikr = cos(kr)+ isin(kr) (2.25)
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These planewaves are used to describe the one-electron Kohn-Sham wavefunctions. Each system
has a minimum planewave cut-off required to describe it. The cut-off energy is merely a frequency and
the summation of these planewaves is used to construct the electronic wavefunctions. The minimum
cut-off corresponds to the cut-off required to describe that electron in the free atom model. A con-
verged planewave cut-off is selected such that sufficient electronic interactions are accounted for and
is confirmed by sampling cut-off frequencies until there is minimal change in the wavefunction, total
energy, or property of interest. One can envisage the cut-off as an analogue to sampling the tails of
electron distributions in Gaussian functions. For metal-organic frameworks, 400-600 eV cut-off usu-
ally provides an accurate description of the system, with similar results to a atom centred orbital basis
sets with long range diffuse, and polarisation functions.
The core electrons are only accurately described by high frequency planewaves, and are thus taxing
to compute. Core electrons (e.g. 1s2 of carbon) add little electronic information to the solution, as they
do not interact usually in the binding states. By approximating the arbitrary non-interacting electrons
with a single planewave, a frozen potential is defined for the core electrons which interacts with the
surrounding bodies. As a user, we define which electrons are treated with this core-pseudopotential, and
hence the number of electrons in the system. In practice these pseudopotentials are described by their
smoothness, e.g. soft or smooth potentials require lower cutoffs, but are less accurate. A selection of
an appropriate cut-off frequency is used to accurately describe the remaining electrons to convergence
within 0.01 eV/atom.
2.5 Calculating chemical systems: Clusters and periodic solids
Single molecule (or cluster) electronic structure calculations, with atomic centred orbitals, are con-
ceptually simple and straight-forward to calculate. The results are analogous to the ‘gas phase’ and
typically represent in the molecules in a vacuum. In reality, we rarely do chemistry in a vacuum:
Gas phase calculations result in decreased stability of ions, as there is no polarisable medium that can
shield the charge. Modern codes give the option for the inclusion of a polarisable continuum model
(PCM), which effectively solvates the system in a dielectric continuum. PCM is an approach to model a
molecule in a liquid medium, by screening charge. The technique’s main limitation is that this method
is merely a dielectric continuum; it does not account for physical interactions (e.g hydrogen bonding
and Van der Waals interactions), but only Coulombic interactions. In this work, only Paper 4 features
single molecule gas phase calculations, the rest are periodic solid-state calculations.
An ideal solid is infinite. Yet, infinite systems pose a computational problem, and must be treated
in some way to represent the solid accurately. In practice we construct a computational cell from a
series of nuclear coordinates in a repeating box. This cell can be defined in many ways, and is often
obtained through single crystal X-ray (XRD) or neutron diffraction. Through DFT calculations we can
collect information about the total energy, electronic band structure, the density of states, eigenvalues
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for both real and virtual states and optical properties.
2.5.1 Periodic boundary conditions
Infinite solid state systems can be thought of as a box (repeating crystallographic unit cell), shown in
Figure 2-2a. Expanding this box in all directions, the dark circle shows periodic character, Figure 2-2b.
ba
Figure 2-2: Periodic boundary conditions allow for calculations of repeating solids by identifying the
interactions that cross the cell boundary. In this 2D image, a repeating cell, a, featuring a grey circle
is used to tessellate space, b. The patterning across into neighbouring cells is defined by the Born-von
Ka´rma´n Equation 2.26.
The interactions inside the blue box are computed as per normal quantum chemical methods, whilst
the interaction between cells is less obvious. We can solve this interaction because the forces on the
grey sphere are simply the vector sums of forces in all directions from the grey sphere that lead to the
sphere itself, summarised elegantly in the Born-von Ka´rma´n equation 2.26.
U(r+Na) =U(r) (2.26)
where N is an integer, a is the lattice vector and U(r) is the potential of the body. This identity is
computationally inexpensive and allows for the accurate solution of periodic systems. In the case
where we are computing electronic properties with planewaves, periodicity is a natural concept. The
repeating units are described by a Bloch wave, Equation 2.27, combining the overall periodic nature of
a system with the local interactions:
Ynk(r) = eikrunk(r) (2.27)
Here, the energy eigenfunction, Ynk(r), where n is the band index and k is the planewave vector
,is separated into the product of two components: a function with the same periodicity as the lattice
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(unit cell), unk(r), and a planewave whtat can describe long-range interactions, eikr. The Bloch function
can be any quantum chemical solution for the contents of the periodic cell, either atom centred orbitals
(Gaussian or Slater-type orbitals) or planewaves. A simplified version of the energy eigenfunction can
be visualised in Figure 2-3.
Figure 2-3: A representation of the Bloch wave associated with the a large periodic system containing
smaller periodic features (blue). The dotted line represents eikr, the solid line Ynk(r).
2.5.2 Reciprocal space
Reciprocal space is the Fourier transform of real space: A wave in real space can be represented as
a point in reciprocal space; a point in real space is a wave in reciprocal space. Therefore, the reverse
Fourier transform of a point in reciprocal space yields a wave in real space. This wave has phase, and
hence can be used to provide a description of the longer range electronic interactions. While k (from
Equation 2.27), the electron wave vector is widely used in condensed matter physics as a mathematical
construct, Roald Hoffman succeeded in translating this to the language of chemists.
Consider the simple two nuclei system shown in Figure 2-4. These particles may be either bonding
(a) or antibonding (b) within the cell, but this does not give us an indication of the interactions beyond
the cell. Thus, to sample a periodic system, an array of k-points (special points in reciprocal space)
that correspond to constructions of waves in real space, like those waves shown in Figure 2-4. In effect,
these provide a route to sample the phase of interactions beyond the real Bravais lattice.273
These longer range electronic interactions are important for small crystallographic cells because the
neighbouring cell’s phase significantly contributes to the total energy of the material. As a result, small
unit cells often are affected by long range electronic ordering, and hence more k-points are required to
sample them efficiently. Larger systems can, however, be computed in real space with only one k-point
(i.e. like the example of Figure 2-4a, where every repeating unit is in phase as all important chemical
interactions are contained within a single repeat unit). This all-in-phase point is termed the gamma
point, G (k = 0), and tends to produce meaningful results when describing MOFs.⇤ Figure 2-4 is a











Figure 2-4: The two nuclei cell can have either a bonding (a) or antibonding (b) interaction within
the cell. The corresponding orbital phases can be represented by a Bloch wave (shown on the right of
each example). Longer range electronic ordering is obtained by sampling with variable periodic waves,
c and can elucidate longer range electronic ordering. The application of Bloch waves also reduces
multiple sampling of translational-related solutions, like that shown in c and d.
molecular orbital representation of a periodic solid, where only the opaque regions are defined in real
space. The Bloch waves shown as dotted lines do have the form of the Equation 2-3, but for simplicity
only the longer range ordering (eikris shown.
2.5.3 Band structures
The electronic band structure is a corner stone of electronic structure calculations of solid state ma-
terials. They have found particular use when describing semiconductor electronic structure and, as
discussed throughout this body of work, give a good indication of both the chemistry and physics of
the material. In summary, the band structure provides information on how the energy of bands changes
when sampling special k-points defined by the Brillouin zone of the a crystal.
The curvature in a band structure is related to orbital phase and interactions that extend beyond the
real space description of Figure 2-4a. Consider Figure 2-4a and c: both describe intra-cell bonding
yet the latter is higher in energy due to the antibonding nodes at the cell interfaces. The bonding-
antibonding cell arrangement is inherently higher in energy than the bonding-bonding interaction and
thus the band structure reflects this longer range orbital ordering, with the band curving up in energy
when sampling in the direction of this electronic ordering.
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A band structure’s curvature give indication of how delocalised the the electrons that fill the band
are. The more curved the band, the greater the ‘dispersion’ and the lower the effective mass of potential
charge carriers (electrons or holes). For conductivity applications, band curvature is a useful entity
because it can prolong exciton lifetimes by separating the electron and hole. Flat bands are more
common in MOFs and porous materials. This is because the majority of the material is vacuous, so the
electronic communication between orbitals in the bands is minimal, and thus the long-range phase of
the orbital does not dramatically impact the energy of the system.
Consider gold iodide, Figure 2-5a, which has the crystallographic unit cell of symmetry P4/mnc.
From an electronic structure calculation (solving the Kohn-Sham equation), we can recover the energy
and shapes of electronic orbitals. The highest occupied states, or valence band (VB), is composed of
iodine p- and gold d-orbitals across all the sampled points. The lowest unoccupied state, or conduction
band (CB), is also composed of the same orbitals in a different antibonding arrangement.
a b c
Figure 2-5: Gold monoiodide, a, crystallises in the P4/mnc space group. The high symmetry points in
reciprocal space are shown in b, and correspond to special k-points with coordinates in the x, y and z
directions. The resultant HSE06 band structure, sampled between 4 special points, is shown in c.
In some materials, like AuI shown here, there are regions with large band dispersion (i.e. M to G)
and regions that are flat (i.e. G to Z). The former path maps onto the direction of the a and b directions
(in the direction of Au-I bonding). The latter path traverses the Z direction in the crystal, between the
sheets where bonding is minimal. Finally, the path G to X was included to illustrate that the special
k-point names do not always map on to the crystallographic cell directions; in this case k-point X is
actually in the y-direction and shows band dispersion attributed to auraphilic interactions. Note that the




2.6.1 Electronic and geometric convergence
Whilst the initial guess of the wavefunction or electron density is a random construct or based on
isolated atoms, the input coordinates are not. A single point calculation is essentially converging the
wavefunction for how the system of nuclei is defined in the input file; taking an energetic photograph of
the system. One common application for single point calculations is calculation of electronic properties
of a system previously optimised at a lower, but reliable, level of theory (e.g. the PBEsol functional
does an acceptable job for structure minimisation), followed by a single point with a higher level of
theory (e.g. HSE06 for quantitative electronic information). Not all methods recover the forces on
the nuclei, and therefore give no indication towards the direction they must be perturbed for geometric
optimisations. A friend and colleague Adam J. Jackson kindly made a flow chart, Figure 2-6, that
summarises the general approach to recovering electronic and structural information.
Typically, when beginning a series of computations, the system is not in an energetic/structural
minimum configuration. We can never be sure we are in the absolute energy minimum, but we can
be content if the SCF converges and the structure looks plausible. To traverse the potential energy
surface, we start with a fixed structure and perform a geometric optimisations to find a minimum energy
structure. Using the forces from the previous calculation, the proceeding structures are intelligently
constructed through perturbation in the direction of each force on the nuclei. For each geometry the
electronic wavefunction (within the Born-Oppenheimer construct) is then calculated, and the energy is
compared to that of the previous computation. The process is summarised in Figure 2-6.
There are many ways to travel down a potential energy surface to converge to a minimum. All of
these methods make the assumption that the potential energy surface is approximated by a quadratic,
and the solution is obtained when the derivative = 0. The variety of optimisers can separated into two
catagories; optimisers that use only the energy/force/pressure gradient of the point in which the calcu-
lation was computed to predict the following point, and optimisers that not only predict the following
point through the gradient of itself, but also uses the change in gradient from the previous points. In
practice, the first example will typically ensure convergence if the size of the step between points is
smaller than the energy well is wide. But it can be very slow, or may not converge at all; in chemical
systems, the initial guess may be so far from the solution that the optimiser will not find a minimum.
The second optimiser type is essentially an extension of the first, but recycles data computed from
previous points along the potential energy surface. This method does cost more per iteration because
the second derivative is required for each of the historical points, but overall these methods converge
rapidly (with a reasonable staring point). From a chemical perspective, we simply want to recover
the electron energies, and molecular geometry in the most efficient and inexpensive method possible.
Most computational chemistry codes provide a selection of optimisers; in this work I elected to use the































Figure 2-6: A schematic of a generic optimisation routine. A structure is prepared with suitable input
files (e.g. coordinates, instructions for the program) and then an initial wavefunction is constructed.
Typically this is done through an elemental state approximation. The electronic structure is converged,
and the stress, pressure and energy are compared to the previous step. If any of these are not equilibrated
the nuclear positions may be moved and the electronic SCF is recalculated. The process is further
repeated until a minimum is reached within a predetermined convergence criteria.
this method sometimes failed because some of the systems were initially far from their converged
structure and the optimiser took far too long to complete on any of our computational resources. In this
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instance, a steepest descent method works well to get the system to a reasonable point, where conjugate
gradients may then be used.
In practice, solids have more variables than the single molecule equivalents. Most modern codes
allow the user to control the computational variables, that is, relaxation of cell parameters, ionic po-
sitions, volume etc. The crystal structures used in most calculations are collected experimentally at
whatever the temperature the crystallographer pleases. Our ground state calculations are temperature
independent (sometimes inaccurately referred to as 0 K structures), which means we should expect
minor deviations in lattice parameters from experiment because of thermal expansion coefficients. In
general molecules have shorter bond lengths at 0 K than the higher temperature equivalents. This
does not always hold true, indeed MOFs are challenging as they are solids, but have light elements
(large planewave cut-off required) and can demonstrate negative thermal expansion similar to that of
the zeolite family. More importantly, a system under pressure can have significantly different electronic
properties as all bond lengths are shortened. Conversely elongated bond lengths can result in instability
of the cell and the compounds falling apart.
The final consideration is the affect of changing cell parameters with a planewave basis. Planewaves
do not respond well to dramatic changes in unit cell parameters. They are fitted periodically, if the
period of the cell changes, the planewaves may no longer provide an accurate representation of the
wavefunction, known as Pulay stress. Thus a full cell relaxation is a taxing but important exercise, and
often much more work goes into a single optimisation.
2.6.2 Setting up and running MOF calculations
In practice, we rarely directly interact with the underlying mathematics and finer details described thus
far. In reality, a solid state calculation is performed by first obtaining nuclear coordinates. In the solid
state examples this typically comes from an experimental crystal structure, but can also be derived
through methods detailed in Chapter 1. When the material is collected from single crystal XRD, the
protons are typically excluded because they are not resolved in XRD as their electron density is near-
zero. Hence, the first step we do is to check the structure is reasonable; are aromatic rings protonated?
Does water have two protons? If the calculation runs without protons, the first tell-tale sign is that the
orbitals obtain partial occupancy (the material is predicted to be metallic). However, if the material is a
metal with PBEsol, it does not necessarily indicate the calculation is erroneous. PBEsol systematically
underestimates band gaps.
Once we have a reasonable chemical structure, an input file is generated and a series of ionic and
cell optimisations are performed. Within our group, this procedure has posed problems, because for
problem systems (e.g. hybrid organic-inorganic perovskites), the structures are sensitive to the order in
which optimisation steps are performed. I religiously use the following: Keeping the lattice parameters
fixed, a internal nuclear position relaxation is performed. Following this, the cell pressure is assessed.
If the cell pressure is greater than a few kBar, a cell volume relaxation is performed, keeping ionic
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positions fixed. Once the pressure is within a few kBar of equilibrium, a full cell and nuclear position
relaxation is performed. Finally, using the obtained optimised structure and wavefunction, the full
relaxation is performed once more, to remove any basis set systematic errors arising from Pulay stress.
Finally, the PBEsol structure and wavefunction are used as starting points for the HSE06 calcu-
lation; an average MOF in VASP requires twice the RAM, twice the time and half the processors as
the PBEsol calculation. The majority of the work in this thesis is performed in VASP, unless stated
otherwise. The computational method is however different for each system. In the particular, the lig-
and investigations found herein have been computed in a different manor to that of the perfect solids.
Details of the computational technique in each system is outlined in each Paper.
All calculations were run on ARCHER, where the PBEsol optimisation (of an arbitrary spin-paired
500 atom system) takes approximately 48 hours using 576 cores (24 nodes). With the PBEsol wave-
function, the HSE06 single point calculation typically required a further 24 hours using 12 nodes
underpopulated to half the processors per node (a total of 144 cores), on one of the large-memory
clusters. For materials that were spin-polarised, all of these numbers are doubled. For materials that
required relativistic effects (spin-orbital coupling, where the Born-Oppenheimer approximation fails),
these numbers are quadrupled, making them near impossible for materials greater than a couple hun-
dred atoms.
A typical calculation structural relaxation with PBEsol takes approximately 48 hours on 256 phys-
ical cores. The same optimisation with HSE06 is unachievable in VASP for MOFs, because they




Electron energies of porous frameworks
Calculations of molecular species and clusters can produce reasonable estimations of ionisation poten-
tials (electron removal energies) from Janak’s theorem:275 within Hartree-Fock theory, the eigenvalue
of the HOMO is equal to the negative of the ionisation potential (IP) of the molecule, although more
accurate values can be calculated with the D-SCF procedure.276–278 This is because that for a discrete
molecule, there is a point in in which the wavefunction goes to zero and the eigenvalues are aligned
to the vacuum potential.279 This does not hold true for infinite solids, because the wavefunctions are
periodic. Periodic materials pose a conceptual challenge because often their interesting electronic
properties derive from the material’s ‘infinite’ nature. By treating a periodic solid as a large cluster, the
periodic features are truncated. And to add a further layer of complexity, the size of the cluster poses a
problem reminiscent of the Shechtman vs. Pauling saga280–287: how can we be sure that our truncated
model is large enough to accurately describe the material? In the case of Pauling and Shechtman, the
issue was that Pauling believed that Shechtman’s crystallography, and TEM, were simply not looking at
large enough physical space to observe periodic characteristics. Shechtman was arguing that the solid
was indeed crystalline, and that no truncation could represent the bulk solid.
The solid state equivalent of an ionisation potential is termed the workfunction (F), where the
corresponding value is the energy required to liberate an electron from the material into the surrounding
vacuum. The workfunction is an intrinsic property of a material, and allows comparison of bulk electron
energies between materials if all surface effects can be removed. The application of such values are
conceptually simple; with knowledge of absolute electron energies we can make objective statements
about the thermodynamic bias for redox chemistry to occur.
In practice, the electron energies are determined by the materials immediate chemical environ-
ments. Rarely does a material exist in a vacuum, and hence the electronic interactions and electric
dipoles produced by the surroundings can have a huge impact on these electron energies through either
stabilisation or destabilisation processes. We rarely interact with a material’s bulk properties, as ev-
ery material has a surface, and each surface has different chemistry to the bulk. Deviations from bulk
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electron energies are attributed to ‘band bending’, an area of active research because this dictates the
function of electrical devices that rely on good electronic contacts.
MOFs are unusual in the sense that we can envisage them as primarily empty space, occupied
by sparse arrangements of metal-organic motifs. There is a trade off between material density and
complexity, and ability to resolve the surface termination. The topologies of MOF surfaces are hitherto
unknown. Naturally, all crystalline materials are terminated somehow but unlike dense solid state
materials, the bulk MOF electronic properties are accessible because the MOF is porous. This chapter
concerns the method for recovering bulk electronic properties of porous solids, and then explores how
these energies can be modulated through a change in pressure.
3.1 Paper 1: Recovering the vacuum level in porous solids
State-of-the-art methods for computing vacuum aligned electron energies in solids include a quan-
tum mechanical calculation embedded in a molecular mechanical region approach (QM/MM a method
which received a method Nobel prize in 2013), and a calculation of a bulk material with surface ter-
mination and inherent vacuum (shown in Figure 3-1a and b, respectively). To implement the em-
bedding approach quantum mechanical calculations are required for the QM region, as well as a set
of parametrised force fields that describe the bulk material connectivity through Newtonian mechanics.
The QM calculation is achievable, only limited by system size. The force field parametrisation required
for the MM regions are time consuming and have been shown to be challenging to make ‘universal’.166
No single forcefield can describe the connectivity in all MOFs. However, if both the QM and MM


















Figure 3-1: Two typical methods (multiscale embedding, a, and 2D slab models b) for aligning electron
energies to an explicit vacuum level.
Another alternative is a surface terminated slab model. This is both a powerful tool and in some
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sense more realistic because the simulation includes a surface. A typical computation yields a constant
electrostatic potential in the vacuum region (denoted by the blue line in 3-1b). This constant value is
then used to align the valence band maximum (VBM) and conduction band minimum (CBM) to the
vacuum (the workfunction and electron affinity (EA)), respectively. Depending on the material, this is
a direct and efficient method to recovering the electron energies, if the surface structure is known.
In the case of MOFs, the internal pores of some frameworks are large enough to find a plateau in
electrostatic potential inside the material; an intrinsic vacuum. Aligning to this vacuum circumvents
the need to build a slab (saving the trouble of guessing a surface) and also saves times by removing
the need for the force field parametrisation. However, computing empty space is time consuming for
calculations with a plane-wave basis set, and can cause fluctuations in the selected planewave basis set.
In this publication Keith T. Butler wrote the electrostatic potential analysis code, MacroDensity,
which is freely available.288 I performed all of the calculations and also made all of the figures. All
authors contributed equally to the data analysis and drafting of the manuscript.
This publication has been reproduced with permission from the American Chemical Society.289
3.1.1 Relevant ESI
Density functional theory261,262 (DFT) is commonly used to calculate the electron (band) energies of
solid-state systems; however, in most routinely applied DFT techniques these energies are calculated
relative to an internal (system dependent) reference level, thus alignment of the energies between ma-
terials is problematic. The vacuum level of the electrostatic potential just beyond the surface of a
material is commonly used as a reference level through which the energy levels of different materials
can be aligned.
The application of DFT to the surfaces of solid-state materials is well developed and can be used to
calculate a local vacuum level; however, in the case of MOFs the direct modelling of surface structures
using first-principles electronic structure techniques is rendered impossible by the large crystal sizes of
the systems. Other techniques exist for electron energy level alignment, but all rely on the formation of
a clean surface or interface.290,291 In our technique we exploit the porous nature of the MOF structures
to access a reference electrostatic potential within the pore of the material, analogous to the vacuum
level at the surface of a solid.
The electrostatic potential which we use to align the energy levels is the spherical average of the
total electrostatic potential (ionic and Hartree terms) at the centre of the pore (Fav), sampled with a
radius of 2 A˚. The Kohn-Sham energy levels (eigenvalues) are then aligned relative to this potential:
eabsoluteKS = eKS Fav. (3.1)
Following Janak’s theorem,292 the highest occupied eigenvalue is a good representation of the verti-
cal ionisation potential (IP). While this relationship is only satisfied in finite systems with the exact
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exchange-correlation functional, in the solid-state, the Kohn-Sham eigenvalue is equilivalent to the
electron removal energy for all functionals. Indeed the equivalence of the Kohn-Sham and quasi-
particle ([N+1] + [N-1] - 2E[N]) band gaps is well documented.293
The python script to calculate the spherical average of the potential (also capable of calculating
planar and macroscopic averages) from the standard VASP output is available from an online reposi-
tory.294 A 2-D plot of the electrostatic potential in MIL-125 is presented in Figure 3-2. In addition to
the calculated IP, the corresponding electron affinity (EA) can be computed using the band gap (Eg)
from the standard relation EA = IP - Eg.
All electronic and electrostatic properties for each framework were calculated using DFT with
the HSE06269 exchange-correlation functional, which has been shown to perform consistently with
inorganic semiconductors and hybrid metal-organic materials.270,295–298
Figure 3-2: Linear scan of the spherical average electrostatic potential across the pore of MIL-125. The
scan is along the < 020 > direction. The error bars show the variance within each spherical average
section.
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ABSTRACT: The binding energy of an electron in a
material is a fundamental characteristic, which determines
a wealth of important chemical and physical properties.
For metal−organic frameworks this quantity is hitherto
unknown. We present a general approach for determining
the vacuum level of porous metal−organic frameworks and
apply it to obtain the ﬁrst ionization energy for six
prototype materials including zeolitic, covalent, and ionic
frameworks. This approach for valence band alignment can
explain observations relating to the electrochemical,
optical, and electrical properties of porous frameworks.
Metal−organic frameworks (MOFs) are hybrid materialsthat combine both organic and inorganic functional
motifs. Owing to the porous structure and large surface area of
some MOFs, they have been the subject of a concerted research
eﬀort in ﬁelds such as gas storage and catalysis.1−3 Recently
their unique combination of optical and electronic properties
has led to interest in incorporating them into photocatalytic,
photovoltaic, and electrochemical devices;4−12 however, the
rational design of MOFs for these applications is hampered by
the lack of a reference scale for the electronic levels that control
these functionalities. We demonstrate a procedure, using
computational chemistry, which allows us to establish values
for the binding of electrons in porous frameworks, by accessing
a vacuum potential level at the center of the pores. The
resulting valence band alignment for six archetype porous
materials explains observations relating to the electrochemical,
optical, and electrical properties of these materials13 and
highlights a novel avenue for tuning the performance of photo-
and electro-active hybrid frameworks.
The ionization energy of an atom is well-deﬁned, i.e., the
energy required to remove an electron in the gaseous state, e.g.,
H(g) → H(g)
+ + e− (ϕ = 1312 kJ/mol). For molecules, the same
process occurs, but there are distinct vertical and adiabatic
ionization energies depending on whether atomic relaxation
takes place. The ionization energy is more diﬃcult to deﬁne for
a solid owing to the anisotropy of an electron parting the
lattice. The termination of the crystal and the associated
structural and electrostatic variations result in a large spread of
measured and computed values. The bulk binding energy of an
electron in a solid can be computed, e.g., based on electrostatic
grounds14 or through the application of quantum chemistry
with appropriate boundary conditions.15
Density functional theory (DFT) is one of the most widely
used electronic structure techniques in computational materials
chemistry. Indeed, the application of DFT to MOFs has
resulted in hundreds of reports to date. However, the surface
science of MOFs is still in its infancy; there are few models
describing the atomic or electronic changes that occur at a
crystal boundary. Furthermore, due to large crystallographic
unit cells consisting of hundreds of atoms (see Figure 1), direct
computational treatment of the surface electronic structure
using quantitative methods is intractable. An alternative
approach is required.
A common feature of ‘designer’ MOFs is porosity, with pore
sizes ranging from 2 to 50 Å in radius.17 We demonstrate that
the electrostatic potential at the center of the pore provides a
reference that can be used to place the electronic energy levels
of MOFs on a common energy scale. Following the validation
of this approach, we report the valence band energy of six
familiar frameworks (Figure 1), including a key MOF (MOF-
5),18 two of the highest performing gas-storage coordination
frameworks (CPO-27-Mg and HKUST-1),19,20 a covalent
organic framework (COF-1M),21,22 a zeolitic imidazolate
framework (ZIF-8),23 and a material of Institut Lavoisier
(MIL-125)24 that diﬀer in both local and extended connectivity.
This approach deﬁnes the reference potentials necessary for
rational design of MOFs for electronic devices and photo-
catalytic applications. The generality and low computational
overhead make it suitable for incorporation into materials
screening procedures.25
Chemical interactions are predominately “near-sighted”.26
The valence electron density taken through a plane of MIL-125,
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Figure 1. Structures of archetype porous frameworks: (a) MOF-5, (b)
HKUST-1, (c) ZIF-8, (d) COF-1M, (e) CPO-27-Mg, and (f) MIL-
125. The largest pores of each framework are emphasized by burgundy
spheres, with the pore radii (r) described in Å. HKUST-1 has three
notably diﬀerent pore sizes, emphasized with gray spheres.16
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which is composed of TiO2 octahedra and 1,4-benzenedicar-
boxylate (bdc), is shown in Figure 2. The electrons are
conﬁned to the hybrid framework, with strong localisation at
anionic (oxide) centers. The associated electrostatic potential
resulting from the nuclear and electronic distributions is also
shown. These interactions extend further from the atomic
centers, e.g., the potential energy of interacting quadrupole
moments varies with distance as r−5; however, they rapidly
decay towards the center of the pore and the electrostatic
potential plateaus to a constant. The same behavior is observed
in all six frameworks studied.
To ensure a robust reference energy, we compute the
spherical average of the electrostatic potential at the pore
center:
   =      r V r d r( ) 1 ( )av V 3 (1)
The mean and variance of the potential values within the
sphere are used to assess the convergence and furthermore
compute the principal components of the electric ﬁeld tensor
(Exx, Eyy, Ezz). A radius of 2 Å is used, and the results presented
are insensitive to this choice up to 4 Å. For the six cases
studied, the variance is within 1 × 10−4 V, while the electric
ﬁeld falls within 1 × 10−4 V/Å. The full data set including
electrostatic potential plots for each framework and details for
obtaining the analysis code are included as Supporting
Information (SI).
In the absence of strong long-range electric ﬁelds, the plateau
in the electrostatic potential represents a sound approximation
to the vacuum level; however, there may be special cases where
it represents a local level inﬂuenced by the polarity of the
terminal groups around the pore. This distinction is analogous
to the diﬀerence between the bulk binding energy of an
electron in a crystal and the anisotropic ionization potential
associated with a particular surface termination.
The alignment of the six frameworks, following the
procedure outlined above, is shown in Figure 3. The valence
band energies are between 7.64 eV (MIL-125) and 4.67 eV
(COF-1M), which fall within the range expected for solid-state
materials.
HKUST-1 represents the most challenging framework
considered since it contains three distinct pore topologies
ranging from 5 to 8 Å in radius (Figure 1). The vacuum
potential is converged within 0.1 V for the smallest pore and
within 0.01 V for the largest. Note that there are three possible
spin conﬁgurations arising from the Cu(II) 3d9 states at the top
of the valence band; in increasing energy, the open-shell singlet
(antiferromagnetic state), the triplet (ferromagnetic state), and
the closed-shell singlet (a Cu−Cu δ bond). Depending on the
method of IP measurement, diﬀerent values can be obtained.
For instance, in a recent study by Lee et al., an IP of 5.43 eV
was measured using cyclic voltammetry (CV) of an iodine-
Figure 2. Illustration of the procedure used to calculate an electrostatic
reference potential for MOFs. (a) The structure of MIL-125, with the
red spherical electrostatic probe, r = 2 Å, shown at the pore center. (b)
(001) slice through the valence electron density of MIL-125, drawn
from yellow (0 e/Å3) to blue (0.5 e/Å3). (c) (001) slice through the
total electrostatic potential of MIL-125, drawn from black (−29.45 V)
to white (2.45 V), with respect to the pore center. Red contours are
shown from 2.45 to −10 V in 1 V intervals. The probed region is
shown with a blue dashed circle in (b) and (c).
Figure 3. Predicted vertical ionization energy of six prototype porous MOFs with respect to a common vacuum level (determined by the value of the
electrostatic potential at the center of an internal pore). Note that for HKUST-1 values are shown for the ground-state antiferromagnetic singlet
(solid lines), triplet state (black dashed lines), and the closed-shell singlet (pink dotted lines). The values were calculated using DFT, employing a
hybrid exchange−correlation functional (HSE06), and with periodic boundary conditions used to represent the perfect solid. The redox potentials of
water are drawn as horizontal lines, and values for the inorganic solids (wurtzite) ZnO and (rutile) TiO2 are taken from recent embedded-cluster
calculations.15,27
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doped ﬁlm.28,29 CV probes the redox processes in solution: the
energy of the highest accessible conﬁguration (pink dotted line,
Cu−Cu δ bond, Figure 3) will be probed. It should be noted
that CV measurements are highly sensitive to surface and
interface eﬀects that our method implicitly avoids; nonetheless,
the agreement is satisfying. Measurements of the IP using
ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy would be more
comparable to our predictions (i.e., black solid line, Figure 3).
The calculated HKUST-1 IP explains the recently reported
increase in electroactivity by the inclusion of tetracyanoquinodi-
methane (TCNQ), which bridges adjacent Cu−Cu motifs in
the largest pore (r = 8 Å). Talin et al. report the molecular IP of
TCNQ at 7.7 eV, this value coincides with our solid-state IP for
the HKUST-1 host framework (7.6 eV for the antiferromag-
netic state).30 The result is an ‘ohmic contact’, establishing a
direct channel for electronic ﬂow throughout the framework.
Based on this result one can predict optimal band oﬀsets
between MOFs and guest molecules, allowing rational design
for a host of applications (e.g., catalysis, optoelectronics etc.).
The MIL-125 framework contains cyclic octamers of TiO2
octahedra. Previous analysis has shown that the valence band is
dictated by the bdc ligand, while the conduction band is formed
of empty Ti d and O p orbitals. The valence band of the binary
metal oxide TiO2 has been placed at 7.8−8.3 eV below the
vacuum level, depending on the polymorph.15 The predicted
value of 7.64 eV for MIL-125 can be explained by the lower
binding energy of the aromatic π system. The larger band gap
of MIL-125 places its conduction band above that of TiO2,
which can be understood from the reduced dimensionality
(quantum conﬁnement) of the Ti sublattice. MIL-125 has
electronic potentials suitable for application as a photocatalyst,
with the an electron aﬃnity that is lower than the water
reduction potential. Engineering of the valence band energy
through ligand functionalization has recently been demon-
strated,31 which could be used to produce a hybrid photo-
catalyst active in the visible range of the electromagnetic
spectrum.
MOF-5 is composed of the same bdc linkers as MIL-125, but
the inorganic building blocks are replaced by tetrahedra of
ZnO. As the valence band is controlled by bdc, the ionization
energy of 7.30 eV is close to that of MIL-125, despite their
distinct crystal structures. This value is again lower than the
parent inorganic oxide; the valence band of ZnO has been
placed at 7.71 eV below vacuum.27 Due to the larger band gap
of MOF-5, again from conﬁnement of the ZnO sublattice, the
electron aﬃnity is lower than the parent oxide and well above
the water-reduction potential.
The three other frameworks display distinctly smaller
ionization energies of 4.67 eV (COF-1M), 5.87 eV (CPO-27-
Mg), and 6.37 eV (ZIF-8). Similar to MOF-5, the structure of
ZIF-8 contains tetrahedra of Zn, but with the O anions replaced
by N. Owing to the lower binding energy of the N 2p orbitals,
which form the imidizole linker, the valence band energy is
signiﬁcantly higher than both MIL-25 and MOF-5. CPO-27-Mg
contains a linking unit similar to MIL-125, 2,4-dihydroxy-bdc,
but it is an electron-rich analogue to bdc that further reduces
the ionization energy. CPO-27-Mg has potential for electronic
activation through guest molecule inclusion, some interesting
candidates based on an IP matching argument have been
recently reported by Hendon et al.32 COF-1M, a biphenyl
hypothetical analogue of COF-1, has the highest valence band
of the examined MOFs. The biphenyl and boroxine units
produce extended π conjugation that gives rise to p-type hole-
mediated conductivity.
Knowledge of the electronic chemical potentials has impact
beyond the individual electron and removal energies. The
design and optimization of novel semiconductors has rapidly
progressed through doping limit rules based on the energy of
the valence and conduction bands,33 e.g., a high valence band
(low ionization potential) should result in eﬀective p-type
behavior. Our results for COF-1M demonstrate that these rules
are also applicable to organic frameworks. Concepts such as
universal alignment of defect levels34 can now be applied to a
new class of materials and MOFs may be selected or designed
to provide ohmic or Schottky contacts in electrical devices. An
intriguing observation from the computed alignments for
MOF-5 and MIL-125 is that the band oﬀsets with their parent
inorganic compounds are of Type-II,35 so that a oxide/MOF
heterojunction could be exploited to separate electron and hole
carriers for application in photoconvertors.
In summary, an approach has been developed to place the
electronic states of porous MOFs on a common energy scale,
based upon quantities obtained from electronic structure
calculations. The method can be integrated into high-
throughput workﬂows. We report the electron removal energies
for six archetypal MOFs, explaining the physical origin of
conductivity (COF-1M) and photocatalyic behavior (MIL-
125). Knowledge of the electronic chemical potentials provides
a roadmap for designing high-performance electro-active
MOFs.
Computational Methods. All electronic and structural
calculations were performed within the Kohn−Sham density
functional theory (DFT) framework. Born−von Kaŕmań
boundary conditions were employed to represent a framework
inﬁnitely repeating in each direction, with no surface
termination. The Vienna ab initio simulation package
(VASP),36 a plane-wave basis set code (with PAW scalar-
relativistic pseudopotentials), was employed for crystal and
electronic structure optimization. Γ-point sampling of the
Brillouin zone was used for each of the frameworks, which is
suﬃcient considering their large real-space dimensions. A 500
eV plane-wave cutoﬀ was found to be suitable for convergence
of electronic wave functions to give total energies within 0.01
eV/atom. Starting with the experimentally determined unit cells
of the frameworks, both lattice parameters and atomic positions
were relaxed with the semilocal Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof
exchange−correlation functional revised for solids (PBEsol).37
The resulting structures were found to be within 1% of the
experimental values.
The key electronic properties, including electron density,
electrostatic potential, and band gap, were computed using a
hybrid exchange−correlation functional (HSE06)38,39 with 25%
of the short-range semilocal exchange replaced by the exact
nonlocal Hartree−Fock exchange.
In contrast to molecular quantum-chemical calculations,
within periodic boundary conditions, the electronic eigenvalues
resulting from the solution of the Kohn−Sham equations are
given with respect to an internal reference (for VASP it is the
average electrostatic potential of the repeating cell). The
consequence is that absolute values of band energies cannot be
compared between two or more frameworks: there is no
common vacuum level. It should be noted that for solids, unlike
ﬁnite systems, the highest occupied Kohn−Sham eigenvalue
and the electron removal energy (N → N − 1 system) are
equivalent in the dilute limit.
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For the reference electrostatic potential we use a spherical
average of the Hartree potential in a sphere of r = 2 Å with an
origin at the center of the MOF pore. The analysis code for this
calculation, which can also calculate planar and macroscopic
averages of electrostatic potentials and charge densities, is freely
available.40 The electrostatic potential was sampled on a grid of
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3.2 Paper 2: Pressure dependent electron energies
In the past five years, there has been an increase in inclusion of hybrid materials in devices. Ignoring
the band bending due to surface dipoles, we can address another underlying physical characteristic
that occurs at the interface of two materials: lattice mismatch. MOFs are highly flexible due to their
ionic connectivity and intrinsically low density topologies. This would suggest that they can be grown
crystalline on many surfaces, with only a few layers of theMOF experiencing significant heteroepitaxial
strain. However, modelling of a single periodic MOF is challenging enough; modelling of an interface
has, to my knowledge, only been achieved once.299 Experimental characterisations are also challenging
because growing thin films of anything, let alone a highly ordered framework, is problematic. However,
it is interesting to speculate on the change in chemistry of the bulk material under strain.
The change in electronic structure and band gaps in inorganic semiconductors has been widely
studied for almost a century. Much work has been devoted to understanding the role of structure and
composition on these properties. At the time of our study, there was no information available, from
theory or experiment, on the behaviour of hybrid solids. This poses several interesting questions for
MOFs. Does the band gap change with pressure? Do the frontier bands change energy? Is this process
mutual or do the bands have different pressure-dependent deviations? Do all MOFs behave the same?
And so on.
It should be noted that the bulk modulus presented here was recovered through modulation of cell
volume on the order of +/- 2%.
In the following publication we explore the effect of pressure on the electron energies. From this
study, we then propose how MOFs could be applied in devices. Keith T. Butler and I share joint first
authorship: I performed all the calculations and made all the figures, all authors contributed to the
drafting of the manuscript.
This publication has been reproduced with permission from the American Chemical Society.300
3.2.1 Relevant ESI
To calculate the reference electrostatic potential (vacuum level), we take a spherical average of the
Hartree potential in a sphere of radius 2 A˚ with an origin at the centre of the framework pore.289
The analysis code for this calculation, which can also calculate planar and macroscopic averages of
electrostatic potentials and charge densities, is freely available.294
The electronic structure was calculated for all systems within Kohn-Sham density functional the-
ory (DFT). The Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP),250 a plane-wave basis set code (with
PAW scalar-relativistic pseudopotentials), was employed for crystal and electronic structure optimisa-
tion with G-point sampling of the first Brillouin zone. A 500 eV plane-wave cut-off was employed.
All unit cell vectors and internal positions were relaxed to their equilibrium values, starting with the
experimentally determined structures. The PBEsol265 functional provides a good description of MOFs,
51
Table 3.1: Convergence data for the total energy of MIL-125 with respect to k-point sampling density.
k mesh PBEsol Energy (eV) PBEsol Relative Energy DE E per Atom DE per atom
1 -1729.5550 0 - - -
2 -1729.5559 -8.35 E-4 -8.35 E-4 -3.48 E-6 -
3 -1729.5566 -1.55 E-3 -7.14 E-4 -2.97 E-6 5.06 E-7
4 -1729.5562 -1.17 E-3 3.82 E-4 1.59 E-6 4.56 E-6
5 -1729.5565 -1.43 E-3 -2.60 E-4 -1.08 E-6 -2.67 E-6
with all structures being within 1% of experimental values.
All electronic properties, including electron density, electrostatic potential and band gap, were
computed using a hybrid exchange-correlation functional (HSE06)269,301 with 25% of the short-range
semi-local exchange replaced by the non-local Hartree-Fock exchange.
The approach developed here may be further applied to uni- and bi-axial lattice modulation, as well
as our example of hydrostatic modulation.
Figure 3-3: Convergence of the workfunction (ionisation potential) with k-point density for MIL-125,

























Figure 3-4: Schematic of the Brillouin zone of MIL-125.
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ABSTRACT: The study of metal−organic frameworks has
largely been motivated by their structural and chemical
diversity; however, these materials also possess rich physics,
including optical, electronic, and magnetic activity. If these
materials are to be employed in devices, it is necessary to
develop an understanding of their solid-state behavior. We
report an approach to calculate the eﬀect of strain on the band
structure of porous frameworks. The origin of the bidirectional
absolute deformation potentials can be described from
perturbations of the organic and inorganic building blocks.
The uniﬁed approach allows us to propose several uses for
hybrid materials, beyond their traditionally posited applica-
tions, including gas sensing, photoelectrochemistry, and as
hybrid transistors.
KEYWORDS: electronic structure, MOF, hybrid solid, deformation, band gap engineering
1. INTRODUCTION
Metal organic frameworks (MOFs) have become one of themost
studied systems in materials chemistry. Their porous nature has
resulted in speculation on their application as gas storage
media.1−3 This research has yielded many promising results but,
as yet, no ﬁrm applications.4 Additionally, the concentration on
gas storage has somewhat overshadowed the opportunity for
exploiting the chemical and structural diversity of MOFs to
control their physical properties.5,6 There is a renaissance of the
ﬁeld, with an increasing number of studies demonstrating the
potential of MOFs for optoelectronic processes and devices.7−15
In the design of hybrid devices, control of electronic energy
levels is crucial.16 The bulk electron energy levels provide a
“natural” band oﬀset between the bulk phases of materials (the
Galvani potential) and can be considered a reliable ﬁrst
approximation to electrical barriers at a heterojunction interface.
There is a long history, in the ﬁeld of semiconductors, of
controlling energy levels through the expansion and contraction
of the crystal lattice, an idea ﬁrst explored by Shockley and
Bardeen.17 MOFs display extraordinary ﬂexibility, which allows
for the accommodation of extreme lattice mismatch,18,19 making
them ideal candidates for energy level control by application of
epitaxial, uniaxial, or hydrostatic strain. Similar eﬀects can be
achieved via thermal expansion, which may be positive or
negative for hybrid frameworks.20−22 The degree to which the









where εi is the electronic energy level of interest and v is the
lattice volume. By judicious pairing of materials, based on
knowledge of lattice matching and deformation potentials, the
band oﬀset at a heterojunction can be chosen for the desired
application, for example, to produce an Ohmic or Schottky
electrical contact. The most commonly considered deformation
potential is that of the band gap (αv
Eg), as it is more
straightforward to measure or calculate a relative change (the
energy diﬀerence between the valence and conduction bands)
than the absolute shifts of individual bands, that is:
     =  vE v vCB VBg (2)
where CB and VB refer to the lower conduction band and upper
valence band, respectively.
The determination of absolute deformation potentials (ADPs)
has proved challenging for some time, even for close-packed
elemental and binary semiconductors.23,24 From a theoretical
point of view, the problem is that standard electronic structure
simulations of compact semiconductors with periodic boundary
conditions provide no unique, universal electronic energy
reference, as there is no point in space where the wave function
decays to zero. Thus, electronic eigenvalues cannot be compared
over a range of deformations. A number of attempts to
circumvent this diﬃculty have been proposed, for example, the
model solid method,25 the midgap energy,26 and core state
energy levels with an appropriate lattice summation.27 A set of
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reference data is now available for simple inorganic semi-
conductors.28 The prediction of these quantities for hybrid
systems is rarely attempted, due to the complexity of the
underlying calculations. In particular, there is no knowledge of
the deformation behavior of organometallic solids.
In this contribution, we report an approach for calculating the
absolute and relative deformation potentials of porous materials.
The method is applied to calculate ADPs of ﬁve important
frameworks: MOF-5 (ZnO-based, Figure 1)29 and MIL-125
(TiO2-based),
30 one of the highest performing gas-storage
coordination frameworks (CPO-27-Mg),31 a zeolitic imidazolate
framework (ZIF-8),32 and also a covalent organic framework
(COF-1M).33,34 The chosen frameworks diﬀer in structure,
composition, and functionality. The ability to predict and
manipulate the band structure of MOFs raises the possibility for
application in nontraditional contexts, which we shall explore.
As demonstrated by our calculations for these materials, the
ADPs of MOFs have a number of subtleties arising from the
hybrid nature of the structure. First, the band edges can be
deﬁned by either the organic or the inorganic motif; the
electronic structures of the band edges are illustrated in Figure 3.
Furthermore, traditional tetrahedral semiconductors have lattice
points strictly deﬁned by a crystal space-group, meaning that
expansions or compressions result only in an isotropic scaling of
the lattice sites. In MOFs the atomic coordinates can relax upon
volume perturbation in an anisotropic manner due to their
internal structural ﬂexibility. This relaxation process means that
the eﬀective deformation potential can be broken into two
contributions: a pure volume deformation (prior to relaxation)
and an adiabatic deformation (postrelaxation). We term the
diﬀerence between the two the “hybrid deformation” (see Figure
2) as it originates from the internal ﬂexibility of the hybrid porous
structure.
2. COMPUTATIONAL APPROACH
All density functional theory (DFT) calculations were performed in the
Vienna Ab Initio Simulation Package (VASP)35 using plane-wave
package with projector augmented wave pseudopotentials.36 All
structures were initially fully optimized using the PBESol37 exchange
and correlation functional and a cutoﬀ energy of 500 eV and a Γ-point
sampling of the Brillouin zone, allowing all ionic and lattice degrees of
freedom to relax. The electronic structure was then calculated using the
HSE0638 functional, with 25% of the short-range semilocal exchange
replaced by nonlocal Hartree−Fock exchange.
Absolute valence band maxima and conduction band minima were
obtained by calculating the diﬀerence between the highest occupied and
lowest unoccupied one-electron eigenvalues and a reference vacuum
potential. The reference vacuum potential was obtained from the
Hartree potential at the center of a pore in the material, where the
electrostatic potential has plateaued. This procedure for obtaining
absolute band energies of porous materials was outlined in a recent
publication,39 and the analysis code and tutorials for performing the
calculation are freely available in an online repository.40
The convergence of the band energies with respect to the density of
the k-point mesh in reciprocal space was checked for MIL-125 (which
displays some band dispersion and therefore is a good test for the
validity of the Γ-point approximation). The results, presented in the
Supporting Information, clearly demonstrate that the absolute electron
energies are well converged for the properties of interest.
The instantaneous volume deformation potential was calculated by
applying an isotropic perturbation of ±1% to the equilibrium lattice
geometry, scaling both lattice vectors and ionic coordinates. The
deformation potential was then obtained as the relationship between the
oﬀset of the band edge (εi) and the Hartree potential at the center of the
pore (Φpore) and the log of the volume:








The total adiabatic deformation potential was calculated following the
same procedure; however, the ionic positions of the framework were
optimized to their equilibrium values at each point on the energy−
volume curve.
3. BAND GAP DEFORMATION
The band gap deformation potential for each framework has
been calculated self-consistently from the energy separation of
the upper valence and lower conduction bands as a function of
the cell volume both including and excluding internal structure
optimization. The values, collected in Table 1, are large and
negative for eachMOF. They range from−2.31 eV (MIL-125) to
−0.52 eV (CPO-27-Mg). This is the standard semiconductor
response; that is, as the lattice is dilated the band gap is reduced.27
The negative sign is usually attributed to a reduction in
separation of the occupied (bonding) and empty (antibonding)
states as bond lengths are increased. The one exception is the
covalent framework, COF-1M, which exhibits a positive band
gap deformation of 1.05 eV. To understand the origin of this
anomalous behavior, we need to ﬁrst consider the individual
changes of the valence and conduction bands.
Figure 1. Crystallographic unit cell of MIL-125 (right): a catalytically
active and photochromic material used for the oxidation of alcohols to
aldehydes. The (HSE06) band structure of MIL-125 (left) shows
localized electronic states, with no signiﬁcant band dispersion in
reciprocal space. The energy scale is absolute, with respect to the
vacuum level determined using the electrostatic potential at the center of
the pore.
Figure 2. Deﬁnition of the contributions to the total deformation
potential (αα) in metal−organic frameworks. There is a change in the
electronic structure following an instantaneous “vertical” volume change
(αi), and an additional change following atomic relaxation (Δα) termed
hybrid deformation.
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4. ABSOLUTE BAND EDGE DEFORMATION
While the band gap deformation is straightforward to assess
using existing techniques, the underlying contributions are more
diﬃcult to compute. Here, we perform a translation of the
relative electronic eigenvalues to absolute energies using the
(volume-dependent) electrostatic potential at the center of the
pore of the framework as a reference. It has been demonstrated
that the pore potential (Φpore) represents a good approximation
to the vacuum level.39 Following the procedure outlined above,
the absolute valence and conduction band deformation
potentials have been calculated and are reported in Table 1
(and Figure 3).
Generally, valence band potentials are positive, while
conduction band potentials are negative; this dictates the overall
negative band gap deformation potential. Such behavior is
expected for inorganic semiconductors, for example, for bulk
ZnO (αv
CB = −1.21 eV; αvVB = 0.42 eV), which is very similar to
the response predicted for MOF-5. From the ﬁve systems
studied, MOF-5, ZIF-8, and MIL-125 exhibit this standard
response, while COF-1 M (negative αv
VB) and CPO-27-Mg
(positive αv
CB) show unusual behavior.
5. CHEMICAL ORIGIN OF ELECTRONIC RESPONSE
In semiconductor physics, the ADP of the band edges are
commonly analyzed from the perspective of tight-binding
theory.41 The trends observed in valence and conduction band
ADPs are attributed to the balance of three eﬀects:42 (i) The ﬁrst
is p−p coupling between anion and cation. In the tight-binding
model, the valence band maximum is deﬁned by coupling
between anion and cation p bands. Therefore, as the volume
increases and the interaction is weakened, the energy of the ﬁlled
bonding state is raised. (ii) Next is electron kinetic energy. The
kinetic energy of the electrons results in band broadening. As the
volume is decreased, the kinetic energy of the electronic wave
functions is increased and the bands become broader, resulting in
an increase in the valence band energy. (iii) The ﬁnal eﬀect is p−
d coupling between anion and cation. In cases where there is an
Table 1. Calculated Band Gaps, Eg, and Deformation
Potentials for a Set of Hybrid Materials (DFT-HSE06),
Including Deformation of Valence Band Maximum, αv
VB,
Conduction Band Minimum, αv







MOF-5 4.64 0.51 −0.59 −1.09
(1.15) (−1.98) (−3.13)
[-0.64] [1.40] [2.04]
ZIF-8 5.47 0.60 −0.36 −0.96
(0.48) (−0.79) (−1.27)
[0.12] [0.43] [0.31]
COF-1M 3.66 −3.48 −2.43 1.05
(−0.42) (−2.70) (−2.28)
[-3.06] [0.27] [-3.32]
CPO-27-Mg 3.10 0.64 0.12 −0.52
(−1.49) (−3.25) (−1.76)
[2.13] [3.37] [1.24]
MIL-125 3.82 1.10 −1.21 −2.31
(0.59) (−4.10) (−4.69)
[0.51] [2.89] [2.38]
aThe top values are the total ADP, in parentheses below are the
instantaneous ADPs, and in square brackets are the hybrid
deformations, or diﬀerence between the ﬁrst two terms. All values
are reported in electronvolts.
Figure 3. Calculated (DFT-HSE06) valence and conduction band energy levels of the ﬁve materials studied, which are aligned through the Hartree
potential in the center of their pores (following ref 39). Inset in the band gap of each material are shaded lines indicating changes in the valence and
conduction band positions as the volume (external pressure) is varied. Above and below each material is the electron density associated with the band
edge wave functions; note that the density is associated with organic ligands, with the exception of MOF-5 (valence band, ZnO units) and MIL-125
(conduction band, TiO2 units).
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active d-band (e.g., ZnII 3d104s0), the band structure is inﬂuenced
by anion p−cation d coupling. The occupied antibonding state is
usually at the top of the valence band, and exhibits an eﬀect
similar in magnitude and opposite in direction to (i).
Following Harrison,42 the interaction strength is also
inﬂuenced by the polarity of the material. In an elemental
semiconductor, the band gap depends on a “covalent energy”
(V2):
= =  E V
md
2 4.32g 2 2 (4)
where d is the interatomic separation. For a compound
semiconductor, where the constituent elements have a diﬀerence
in electronegativity, the heteropolar bonding results in an
additional “polar energy” (V3), which can be represented as the
average of the anion and cation p eigenvalues (εp
a and εp
c). From
these contributions, the valence band energy in solid-state
semiconductors can be described as











The derivative of both of these functions with respect to volume
implies that both the band gaps and the valence band edges will
decrease in energy as the volume (interatomic separation) is
increased. Similar behavior is also predicted for the conduction
bands.27 This interpretation is appropriate for hybrid systems
where the band edges are dictated by the electronic states of the
inorganic linker (e.g., MOF-5 conduction band and MIL-125
valence band).
In MOFs the band edges are often deﬁned by electronic states
on the organic ligand (see Figure 3). In this case, the splitting of
the energy levels can be deﬁned by an overlap integral (often
referred to as β) between adjacent centers. In Hückel theory43
(and extended Hückel theory44), the β parameter has no formal
analytical dependence on interatomic separation. However, it has
been demonstrated that the extended approach can be equated
with the universal parameter theory of tight-binding, resulting in
an analogous d−2 dependence of the energy levels.45
The ﬁrst framework we consider is MOF-5, which uniquely
has an upper valence band deﬁned by the inorganic linker. The
behavior (positive VB deformation potential of 0.51 eV) can be
explained in terms of the tight-binding model. MOF-5 contains
(ZnO)4 clusters, with a tetrahedral bonding structure very close
to that of bulk ZnO. The absolute deformation potentials of
tetrahedral ZnO have been calculated46 as 2.85 eV in line with
standard anion−cation p−p coupling. The diﬀerence in
magnitude between the inorganic and hybrid materials originates
from the chemical distinction between the oxygen of the
carboxylate group and an inorganic oxide anion and the atomic
relaxation response discussed in the next section.
For four of the systems studied, the valence band increases in
energy as the volume is increased, following the arguments
discussed above. The one exception is the covalent framework
COF-1M, which has a large negative valence band deformation,
that results in the unusual positive band gap deformation. COF-
1M is distinct from the other materials as it is formed from
biphenyl linkers coupled with an electron-withdrawing analogue
of borazene. Under pressure, interaction between the two
chemical building blocks gives rise to an antibonding response
analogous to p−d repulsion in II−VI semiconductors;27 hence,
the behavior is opposite to the general trend.
Again, for four of the systems studied, the conduction band
decreases in energy as the volume is increased, following the
standard model. The one exception here is CPO-27-Mg, which
shows a small positive conduction band deformation. In the
absence of relaxation, a negative deformation of −3.12 eV is
calculated, so the behavior is associated with “hybrid
deformation”.
6. HYBRID DEFORMATION
The contribution to the deformation from atomic relaxation is
reported in square brackets in Table 1. These eﬀects are large in
magnitude, with changes of up to 3.1, 3.4, and 2.4 eV to the
valence, conduction, and band gap deformation potentials.
The conformational ﬂexibility of the porous frameworks
(relative to a close-packed semiconductor) means that even
bands residing on inorganic linkers experience a hybrid
deformation; the MOF-5 valence band andMIL-125 conduction
band both display relaxation, which dampens the electronic
response of the band energies to volume changes. One would
expect the degree of relaxation to be largely determined by the
rigidity of the structure; more rigid structures are expected to
display smaller deformations. Indeed the framework with the
most rigid organic ligand (ZIF-8) has the smallest hybrid
deformation potentials for both the valence and the conduction
bands.
The one case where hybrid deformation is responsible for a
change in sign of the response is CPO-27-Mg. Under a frozen
volume change, the behavior is normal; this corresponds to an
isotropic change across all bonds lengths. However, the force
constants of the organic ligand (2,4-dihydroxy-benzenedicarbox-
ylate) are larger than those of the deformed heteropolar Mg−O
polyhedra. Upon relaxation, conduction band states, which have
a signiﬁcant component on the bridging oxygen atoms, are
stabilized. This change provides a hybrid deformation con-
tribution of 3.37 eV to give the ﬁnal positive conduction band
deformation potential of 0.12 eV.
Depending on the type of group that deﬁnes the conduction
and valence bands, our results suggest that one can engineer
frameworks with diﬀerent responses to external stresses. By
combining diﬀerent building blocks, it could be possible to access
a wider range of strain-induced responses. A device consisting of
several MOFs with diﬀering deformation behavior could exhibit
complex electrical responses to a single mechanical stimulus. The
exploration of this parameter space and the building of a
“deformation landscape” will be an important step, which can
allow rational design of hybrid frameworks for a number of
nontraditional functions, as explored below.
7. TOWARD HYBRID DEVICES
While the response functions considered here refer to the bulk
material, and real devices may exploit changes in the electronic
structure at a surface and/or interface, we can still use this
information to suggest some alternative applications of hybrid
frameworks.
i. Chemical Sensors. For successful chemical sensors, two
parameters are critical: analyte selectivity and signal transduction.
MOFs have been shown to be highly eﬀective in the former,
while severely lacking in the latter. Mechanisms for analyte
selectivity include size, chemical, and physical selectivity.47−49
The apertures of MOF pores are widely tunable,50 and this has
been exploited to selectively absorb smaller over larger
molecules.51 Organic ligands can be modiﬁed postsynthetically52
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to make them chemically selective for certain classes of
molecules, for example, through H- bonding.53 Certain
molecules can interact physically with motifs found in MOFs,
such as the electrostatic interaction between CO2 and metal ions.
An extensive review of the subject of MOF sensors is available,54
in which the authors state “despite the numerous properties of
MOFs that suggest them as attractive chemo-sensory materials,
their implementation has been largely limited by one major
challenge: signal transduction.”
By coupling selective molecular uptake with changes in
electronic structure upon expansion or contraction, it is possible
to envisage MOF-based chemical sensors. A number of
appropriate semiconducting frameworks have recently been
reported, including HKUST-1.14 If it is incorporated into an
electronic circuit, this results in a change in current, due to
modiﬁed contact resistance at the MOF/metal interface. In this
way, one can design molecularly sensitive sensors, at low cost.
The working principle of such a device is illustrated in Figure 4.
The eﬀect could be extreme in the case of “breathing”
frameworks.55,56
ii. Photoelectrodes. Metal oxides, such as ZnO and TiO2,
have the ability to split water photoelectrochemically. However,
they suﬀer from reduction potentials that are too low for eﬃcient
generation of H2 from H2O. In a MOF the energy levels of the
metal oxide moieties are shifted to higher reduction potential,
due to spatial conﬁnement of their virtual orbitals. Furthermore,
the redox energies are highly tunable by altering the framework
composition and topology.57,58 This degree of ﬂexibility
represents a promising alternative to traditional oxide materials
in the search for the combination of an optimal bandgap, which
straddles the oxidation and reduction potentials of water, and
allows for visible light absorption. Themethodology that we have
presented allows for the identiﬁcation of optimal materials for
chemical conversion from future computational screening
studies of framework compositions.
Of particular interest is MIL-125, which maintains a
conduction band similar in composition to TiO2 but placed
well above the water reduction potential. We have shown that
compression will result in the conduction band moving toward
the vacuum level (increased reductive power). In addition, a
recent experimental and computational eﬀort has shown eﬃcient
band gap reduction by valence band (organic ligand)
modiﬁcation.59 The large internal surface areas found in MOFs
should provide enhanced electron transfer kinetics as compared
to standard thin-ﬁlm or mesoporous architectures.
iii. Hybrid Transistors. Organic ﬁeld eﬀect transistors
(OFETs) are becoming increasing important for ﬂexible
electronic technology, where the mechanical rigidity of tradi-
tional inorganic semiconductors is an issue. OFETs currently
suﬀer from a number of drawbacks as compared to traditional
FETs. Organic layers are more diﬃcult to dope; therefore, the n+
source and drain emitter regions, which allow for eﬃcient metal
to semiconductor charge transfer in inorganic FETs, are diﬃcult
to achieve. Forming robust mechanical contacts between metal
and organic layers is challenging, and the devices suﬀer poor
stability. MOF-FETs oﬀer a compromise to both technologies,
providing ﬂexibility closer to OFETs, while oﬀering dopability
and stability comparable to that of traditional FETs. Previous
theoretical studies of carrier mobility in COF frameworks, such
as COF-1M, indicate that these materials possess electrical
conductivity of the order required for such applications.60 An
additional role for such hybrid solids is in organic photovoltaics,
where electron and hole blocking layers are required to mediate
between organic photoabsorbers and inorganic contacts. The
electron energies of MOFs are well suited for this purpose.
8. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a methodology for calculating the absolute
deformation potentials of metal−organic frameworks, and
indeed any porous material with a vanishing electrostatic ﬁeld
in the pore. We have applied the methodology to ﬁve functional
MOFs, obtaining deformation potentials for valence bands,
conduction bands, and band gaps under hydrostatic pressure.
Quantum chemical and solid-state bonding models explain and
predict the salient features of deformation based on the
knowledge of the framework fragments that contribute to the
band edge states. Moreover, we have presented new possibilities
for MOF applications based on the behavior of the band
structure under mechanical stress: postulating molecular sensors
(e.g., MOF-5), photoelectrodes (e.g., MIL-125), and hybrid
transistors (e.g., COF-1M). The approaches employed can easily
be adapted for large-scale materials screening procedures. While
hybrid solids exhibit many features familiar from the study of
inorganic semiconductors, there exists potential for novel and
unexpected phenomena. Appreciation of both the chemistry and




Additional information concerning the computational methods.
This material is available free of charge via the Internet at http://
pubs.acs.org.
Figure 4. Schematic of a MOF-based sensor. (a) The functionalized
system is at its equilibrium volume in the absence of an absorbate; there
is a band oﬀset with another semiconducting material inside the
chemiresistor. (b) The framework selectively uptakes caﬀeine resulting
in a volume expansion. The deformation of MOF-5 shifts the band edge
reducing the resistance, which is measured as a change in the circuit
voltage.
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3.3 Paper 3: Piezochromism in a porous crystal
Following the previous demonstration of the large changes in electronic structure due to pressure, the
challenge was to demonstrate an application or observation of band deviation under pressure. Whilst
at the ACS Dallas 2014 Conference, I attended talks from both Dr. Teng-Hao Chen and Prof. Ongjen
Sˇ. Miljanic´, who presented the synthesis of the following hydrophobic porous tri-pyrazole material.
Their interests were in the sequestration of fluorinated hydrocarbons, selectively absorbed from a mix-
ture of volatile organic molecules. Indeed, their initial synthesis and study was published in Nature
Communications,302 but there were many peculiar results and unanswered questions presented in the
ACS talks. For instance, why was a hydrogen bonded system chemically stable and resilient to wa-
ter decomposition? Did the structure change or produce an observable spectroscopic response upon
chemical uptake?
Mechanical Pressure Absorption-Derived Pressure
Figure 3-5: The application of mechanical pressure or absorbate-induced contraction can result in the
same crystallographic modulation.
Upon acquiring their crystallographic structure files for the evacuated material, and performing
the usual series of optimisations followed by high level electronic calculations it appeared that the
conduction band had unusual orbital topology; an interlayer bonding interaction. Applying principles
from Paper 2, I speculated that if the material were to crystallographically contract then a red shift
should be observed. Building on ideas presented by Coudert and colleagues (summarised in Figure
3-5),121,126 it was suggested that evacuated lattices will typically contract upon low loading levels of
absorbates; high loading levels may eventuate in lattice expansion. Given the affinity for selective
uptake of fluorinated hydrocarbons, we provoked lattice modulation through guest inclusion. This was
initially predicted computationally and then later observed spectroscopically and crystallographically.
The pressure changes reported in the paper are in increments of +/- 1% of the cell volume: This
change in volume in our calculations was of the necessary resolution to describe the contraction ob-
served in the most representative example. These contractions, and computational data is not included
61
here, but is freely available online in the ESI.
Crystallography and crystal loading was performed in-house by Kate E. Wittering, Chick. C. Wil-
son and Dyanne L. Cruickshank. Synthesis, characterisation and spectroscopy were performed in the
USA by Teng-Hao Chen, Watchareeya Kaveevivitchai, Ilya Popov and Ongjen Sˇ. Miljanic´. AronWalsh
and Keith T. Butler contributed with analysis and drafting of the manuscript. The study was designed
by me, and I wrote the manuscript, interpreted all the data, made the figures, and corresponded with all
authors.
This publication has been reproduced with permission from the American Chemical Society.90
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ABSTRACT: Atmospherically stable porous frameworks and
materials are interesting for heterogeneous solid−gas
applications. One motivation is the direct and selective uptake
of pollutant/hazardous gases, where the material produces a
measurable response in the presence of the analyte. In this
report, we present a combined experimental and theoretical
rationalization for the piezochromic response of a robust and
porous molecular crystal built from an extensively ﬂuorinated
trispyrazole. The electronic response of the material is directly
determined by analyte uptake, which provokes a subtle lattice
contraction and an observable bathochromic shift in the
optical absorption onset. Selectivity for ﬂuorinated absorbates is demonstrated, and toluene is also found to crystallize within the
pore. Furthermore, we demonstrate the application of electronic structure calculations to predict a physicochemical response,
providing the foundations for the design of electronically tunable porous solids with the chemical properties required for
development of novel gas-uptake media.
KEYWORDS: Piezochromism, molecular crystal, density functional theory, bathochromism
The past 20 years has seen the emergence of designerporous materials, including metal−organic frameworks
(MOFs),1 covalent organic frameworks (COFs),2 zeolitic
imidizolate frameworks (ZIFs),3 porous molecular cages,4,5
and less recently, zeolites.6 Besides uses such as molecular
vessels for gas storage and capture,7−10 success has also been
realized through implementation of functional porous materials
as light harvesters,11−13 catalysts,14,15 and more recently as
electroactive species in semiconducting devices.16−19 There has
also been signiﬁcant progress toward implementation of porous
materials in gas sensing and separation applications.20−23 A
limitation is that most hybrid frameworks are chemically
unstable in the presence of polar compounds (e.g., water).24
This instability arises from degradation of the chromophore or
macroscopic decomposition stemming from the ionicity of the
metal−ligand bond.25−27
However, the modularity of hybrid porous materials renders
them ideal candidates for heterogeneous applications. To
circumvent the softness of the metal−organic bonding, many
COFs and zeolitic compounds have been developed, but the
exclusion of polar bonds dramatically decreases the material
polarization, subsequently resulting in poor gas uptake.28 In
addition, many COFs are based on boronate esters, boroxines,
or imines, all of which are hydrolytically labile structural
elements.29,30 It is challenging to design porous frameworks
with 3D covalent connectivity and high polarization;31,32 most
COFs have two dimensions of covalent bonding and one
dimension of weaker electrostatic adhesive forces (e.g., π-
stacking).33 This connectivity poses problems for gas storage
applications, as the electrostatic interactions that cause the
sheets to adhere are the same forces that attract and bind guest
molecules. More eﬀective gas storage is thus achieved if these
forces are orientated into the vacuous pore, rather than
between the sheets.
Given the current challenges in increasing guest uptake,
porous materials have found success in chemical sensing and
separation applications,34−36 that is, processes that are deﬁned
by a physical interaction between the material and absorbate.
Because of their inherent softness, these framework materials
are particularly good candidates for sensing, as they display
large physical responses to small quantities of analyte.37−40 At
low loading levels, in the Henry’s law regime, many vacuous
materials contract due to the addition of an increased dielectric
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in the pore, which increases the strength of the electrostatic
interactions in the framework.41 This phenomenon can be
viewed as a net stabilization of both the guest and framework.
Low loading of absorbates can result in either isotropic or
anisotropic lattice modulation, as shown in Figure 1. The
details of the geometry of the contraction and the elastic
response depend on the chemistry of the framework: some
bonds are more compressible than others (e.g., π···π
interactions have smaller force constants than covalent
bonds).42−44
These factors present a challenge in computational
prediction and synthetic design of novel porous materials; the
variety of chemical compositions and interactions makes
physical property predictions diﬃcult. Furthermore, the ideal
material must be atmospherically stable and produce an
electrical, mechanical, or optoelectronic response upon
exposure to absorbates at low concentrations.
Kitagawa and co-workers presented a compelling example of
absorbate detection through an indirect response (Figure 1) by
preloading a ﬂexible framework with a ﬂuorescent tag.45 The
vacuous capacity is hindered by the inclusion of the ﬂuorescent
tag, and the chemical response relies on both the materials and
the ﬂuorophore to deform inducing an observable color change.
Swager and co-workers suggested a similar approach, where the
absorbate quenched a ﬂuorescent marker in the material,46
however this method relies on the absorbate to be a
chromophore. In contrast, Dinca ̆ and co-workers recently
presented an example of a direct chemical sensing metal−
organic framework that produced a change in ﬂuorescence
upon metal−ammonia interaction.47 In both cases, material
stability remains a concern.
In this study, we examined the behavior of a ﬂuorinated
polyaromatic pyrazolic molecular crystal, 1, composed of the
molecular building block shown in Figure 2a. The solid is a
hydrophobic (H2O contact angle ca. 132°), thermally stable
(upper limit ca. 250 °C) porous framework with absorption
selectively for ﬂuorinated hydrocarbons.48 The intraplane
connectivity is mediated by hexagonal arrays of pyrazole
hydrogen bonds (N−H···N) (Figure 2b,c), while the interplane
interaction is deﬁned by the oﬀset π-stacking between electron
deﬁcient aromatics and pyrazoles, Figure 2d. Surprisingly for
molecular crystals, this solid is chemically stable, as the
potentially chemically reactive motifs (the pyrazole hydrogen
bonds) are buried within the channel walls. The overall
framework is deformable and is more mechanically ﬂexible than
the COF series (the rigid boroxine motif is substituted by the
hydrogen bound pyrazole system in 1).
Figure 1. Two approaches for detecting physical modulation of porous materials. In the direct example, the material has a characteristic observable
response (gray) upon low-loading of the absorbate (yellow circles) the material is structurally and/or electronically modulated, producing a change
in observable response (blue). An indirect measurement relies on a change in material property upon exposure to the absorbate, but the change in
observable originates from an indirect (dependent) process, that is, a change in ﬂuorescence of a preloaded ﬂuorophore (hexagon) in the pores.
Figure 2. The material examined in this study is a hydrophobic porous molecular crystal, 1, composed of the ﬂuorinated polyaromatic pyrazole, (a).
The material self-assembles into hexagonal channels (b) that are held intraplane through pyrazolic hydrogen bonds (c). The interplane connectivity
is similar to the COF series: oﬀset π-stacking. The vacuous structure (d) selectively absorbs ﬂuorinated hydrocarbons, causing a contraction primarily
in the π···π direction (e).
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The crystal structure of 1 has been redetermined here and
was found to crystallize in the monoclinic space group I2/a (a
= 7.367 Å, b = 34.52 Å, c = 18.23 Å, β = 91.56°), an alternate
setting of the previously reported C2/c structure. Calculations
based on density functional theory (DFT) with the HSE06
functional were performed49 with temperature independent
structure parameters within 0.75% of the experimental values
(experimental details are included in Supporting Information).
In terms of electronic structure, 1 features a valence band
maximum (VBM) and conduction band minimum (CBM) with
the same orbital contributions as the single molecule frontier
orbitals, drawn in Figure 3. It should be noted that the
calculations refer to the occupied and empty electronic band
structure and do not probe optical transitions (excited states).
Both the molecular and crystal orbitals display characteristic
aromatic intramolecular bonding (i.e., π) and antibonding (i.e.,
π*) topology. In the perfect solid, the electronic levels of both
the VBM and CBM are dependent on intermolecular distance,
and the band gap (Eg) is sensitive to the cell pressure. In the
equilibrium conﬁguration, solid-state calculations predict Eg =
3.54 eV, which, while not formally equivalent, is in reasonable
agreement with the absorption maximum obtained from the
spectroﬂuorescence excitation of the vacuous 1, λmax = 3.73 eV
(332 nm), Table 1.
To recover the absolute electron energies (work function) of
the porous material, we can align the electronic structure of 1
relative to the vacuum level.50 The response of the electronic
structure to compression and dilation is shown in Figure 3e.
The calculated volume deformation potential (αV = (dEg)/(d ln
V)) is 2.65 eV, that is, a 1% increase in hydrostatic pressure
would change the band gap by 0.0265 eV. Material 1 is “soft”
with a predicted bulk modulus (B) of 1.21 GPa: the
intermolecular π-system is highly compressible and minor
changes in the π-stacking direction directly modulate the VBM
and CBM energies. The corresponding band gap pressure
coeﬃcient (αP = −(αV/B)) is −2.19 eV/GPa, which is almost
20 times larger than the value for bulk Si.51 The hydrogen
bonding system remains essentially unaltered upon lattice
contraction (bond length changes are described in the
Supporting Information Table S1).
The origin of the electronic response to stress can be
understood by examining the electron density of the frontier
bands. Upon compression, the valence band is destabilized as
the out-of-phase, destructive, intermolecular π-overlap is
increased, resulting in a decreased ionization potential.
However, the conduction band intermolecular interactions
have a component of constructive wave function overlap, as
emphasized in Figure 3d, originating from the spatially helical
wave function (the product of the molecular propeller-like
geometry) this overlap is stabilized under pressure.52 It is
therefore expected that a decrease in sheet separation should
result in a redshift in optical absorption.
In order to verify these predictions, we examined absorbate-
speciﬁc lattice deformation, optical response and temperature
dependence of 1, both vacuous, and loaded with perﬂuorohex-
ane, n-hexane, benzene, toluene, and cyclohexane. 1 was ﬁrst
“activated” by heating under vacuum at 80 °C for 12 h. The
samples were then exposed to each absorbate overnight. From
capillary-mode powder X-ray diﬀraction experiments, it was
found that the principal low angle reﬂections (Figure 4) do not
shift with a change in temperature. However, the high-angle
reﬂections (attributed to a-directional reﬂections) shift to
higher 2θ values with a decrease in temperature indicating
contraction of the unit cell along the a-axis (the π-stacking
direction). Thus, while not formally quantiﬁed here, 1 shows
anisotropic positive thermal expansion: the hydrogen bound
directions appear temperature insensitive, while the π-stacking
direction is more susceptible to compression. Flat plate-mode
PXRD experiments were conducted to provide additional
insights into the contraction of the materials when loaded with
various absorbates. All loaded samples displayed similar PXRD
patterns to that of the evacuated sample except for the toluene-
loaded material (shown in yellow, Figure 4), which contained
two additional peaks; this can be attributed to a new
evacuation-reversible crystalline material. However, while
PXRD conﬁrmed crystallinity, it was found to be insuﬃcient
for determining these minor lattice contractions.
Single crystal X-ray diﬀraction measurements were per-
formed on vacuous 1, and subsequent absorbate-loaded
derivatives. After evacuating 1 under high vacuum for 3 h,
single crystal data showed a large void in the material. This
vacuous structure remained unchanged after 1 week of
exposure to atmospheric conditions (ca. 45% rh, 20 °C). The
vacuous structure has a larger cell volume and a-parameter than
any of the loaded materials; see Table 1. Upon loading, the
Figure 3. Computed valence band maximum (b) and conduction band
minimum (d) of the solid have the same appearance as the molecular
building block HOMO (a) and LUMO (c). The electronic structure of
1 is tunable with mechanical pressure: the work function, Φ, and
electronic band gap, Eg, of the solid decreases with unit cell contraction
(e), independent of absorbate. The ﬁve systems represent dilation and
contraction by ±2.5% by volume intervals, and their relative external
pressures are reported in MPa. The single molecule represents the
dilute limit. Isosurfaces from single molecule and periodic HSE06
calculations are drawn to 0.05 and 0.0001 e/Å3, respectively.
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largest contraction in volume was observed for perﬂuorohex-
ane, which is not surprising given the reported aﬃnity for
halogenated absorbates.48 The other absorbates all showed very
minor volume contraction. Complete single crystal X-ray
diﬀraction data was not obtained for the loaded structures.
The absorbate-induced pressure should cause an optical
redshift inversely proportional to cell volume, according to our
DFT predictions. To probe this experimentally, UV−vis
absorption and ﬂuorescence emission specta were collected
using solid-state spectroﬂuoresence, Figure 5.54 The absorption
λmax redshifts for all absorbates relative to the vacuous structure
(corresponding values are listed in Table 1). Importantly, the
perﬂuorohexane loaded 1 (λmax = 341 nm) shows a +9 nm
(0.09 eV) red shifted from the vacuous structure (λmax = 332
nm). From our model, this 0.09 eV bathochromic shift
corresponds to an eﬀective mechanical pressure of approx-
imately 36 MPa (a low pressure relative to other chemical
sensing porous frameworks).55 All systems show a characteristic
emission peak at 370−371 nm. The relaxation process is
absorbate-independent; the eﬀective pressure does not alter this
peak position.
It is remarkable that such minor lattice deformation is
detectable by both X-ray diﬀraction and optical methods.
Furthermore, it is unusual to ﬁnd porous materials that display
a red shift upon contraction. Transitions of this nature are
particularly useful in designing sensors that change from
colorless to colored upon low level uptake of absorbate.56−58
Thus, we can envisage further electronic modulation through
typical organic functionalization59 or increased aromatic
catenation, pushing this observable response into the visible
region.
In summary, the porous molecular crystal examined in this
work is a prototype example of where the anisotropy in the
chemical bonding (hydrogen bonding and π-stacking) is
exploited in order to achieve an observable optical response
to absorbates, that is, direct chemical detection of ﬂuorinated
hydrocarbons. We also note the unusual crystallographic
behavior in the presence of toluene. Quantum chemical
calculations conﬁrm that the response is driven by electronic
modulation within the material with a characteristic band gap
pressure coeﬃcient that is an order of magnitude larger than
dense materials, dictating the high sensitivity of this material.
Table 1. The 150 K Single Crystal XRD Experimental Lattice Parameters, Spectroﬂuorescence Absorption Maximum, λmax, and
HSE06 Computed Band Gap, Eg, for Each Absorbate
†
absorbate a b c β volume (Å3) λmax (nm) Eg (eV)
vacuous 7.3673(7) 34.542(2) 18.225(2) 91.56(1) 4636.1(7) 332 3.73
perﬂuorohexane 7.29(1) 34.57(6) 18.05(3) 91.1(1) 4549(13) 341 3.64
hexane 7.34(2) 34.5(1) 18.19(6) 91.9(3) 4600(20) 334 3.71
benzene 7.286(6) 34.59(3) 18.30(1) 92.72(6) 4605(6) 333 3.72
toluene 7.34(2) 34.6(1) 18.15(4) 91.7(2) 4611(2) 335 3.70
cyclohexane ‡ ‡ ‡ ‡ ‡ 334 3.71
†There is deﬁnitive cell volume and a-axis contraction upon uptake of perﬂuorohexane. Notably, the benzene-loaded material appears to contract in
the a-axis, however the substantial increase in β suggests that the sheetlike structure is slipping out of favorable interaction. ‡After an exhaustive
number of attempts, we could not successfully collect single crystal data on the cyclohexane loaded structure.
Figure 4. Upper panel: Capillary-mode PXRD shows that low angle
reﬂections, associated with pore dilation, are not signiﬁcantly altered
with temperature or the inclusion of the absorbate. Rather, the high-
angle reﬂections in the π-stacking direction are both compressed upon
cooling and inclusion of absorbate (emphasized by the blue lines).
Higher resolution was achieved with ﬂat-plate PXRD. Lower panel:
The ﬂat-plate PXRD was used to conﬁrm the crystallinity of 1 upon
loading with the stipulated absorbates. Toluene loading resulted in two
new reﬂections, highlighted by stars.53
Figure 5. UV−visible spectroﬂuorescence measurements of vacuous 1
and organic loaded derivatives. Perﬂuorohexane loaded 1 shows a
bathochromic redshift of 9 nm resulting in λmax = 341 nm. Emission
λmax = 370−371 nm in all cases.
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The design principles found here open up new directions for
electronic modulation of porous frameworks.
■ ASSOCIATED CONTENT
*S Supporting Information
Single crystal data is available in the CCDC, deposit number
1035991. Experimental methods and the electrostatic potential
analysis code are also provided. This material is available free of
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Chapter 4
Tailoring physical properties with organic
modification
With knowledge of the workfunction and orbitals contributing to the frontier bands, we can begin
to predict material properties. Consider the Ti4+-based MOF, MIL-125, which exhibits an organic
(ligand p-orbitals) to inorganic (Ti d-orbitals and O p-orbitals) fundamental electronic transition. A
single electron excitation can be thought of as the formation of a hole centred on the aromatics, and
a delocalised Ti3+ amidst the array of Ti4+. With this excitation, it might be possible to harness the
excited electron to perform Ti3+-type redox chemistry. However, there are many instances in which
reactivity is not favourable. In the case of gas storage, spontaneous oxidation in the presence of O2
poses obvious problems. The direction of electron flow is intimately related to the vacuum aligned
energy levels: if the electrons are more stable through a redox process, and there is suitable activation
energy, then redox will occur.
There are many options to circumvent unfavourable side reactions: i) synthesise a new framework
with different composition and therefore different electronic properties, ii) synthesise a new framework
with the same composition but modify the crystallisation conditions to promote another topology with
potentially a modulated electronic structure, iii) modify the inorganic regions through metal exchange
(transmetallation, Figure 4-1a) iv) modify the organic regions through organic functionalisation (either
pre- or post-synthetically, Figure 4-1b). The ideas proposed in i) and ii) are troublesome because
there is no guarantee the structure forms in an isostructural conformation, or in the case of Ti-MIL-
125, there are no other known topologies. Transmetallation has been shown to be highly successful
in MOFs because the typical metal-ligand ionic bonding allows for easy exchange.154,155,303 However,
demonstrations of applications based on metal-substituted MOFs are fleeting.
Many MOFs have at least one frontier band centred on an organic conjugated region. The electron
energies of the organic regions are tunable using typical electronic push-pull principles as originally







Figure 4-1: For a given topology and composition, metal-organic frameworks can be modified through
either transmetallation, a, or ligand substitution/functionalisation, b.
directly affected by the electron donating or withdrawing capability of the additional substituents: an
addition of the electron donating primary amine will result in A+n, where n is an energy increase
attributed to the increase in electron density in the ring. Electron withdrawing groups also result in an
A+n because the destabilisation of the aromaticity offsets the stabilisation of the withdrawing motif.
Unlike transmetallation, which is limited by the periodic table and desired oxidation state, the
plethora of organic modifications allows for highly tunable electronic properties. This area is of high
interest because grafting an organic molecule onto an inert scaffold is an interesting and promising
route to increasing the functionality of porous materials. One striking biology-inspired example is
the inclusion of the chromophore found in green fluorescent proteins onto a ligand in an inert MOF,
resulting in a green fluorescent MOF.305
Organic substitutions are highly localised chemical features, where the newly formed electronic
bands are mid gap states. In semiconductor physics, having deep mid-gap electronic traps is un-
favourable, but given most MOF band structures are flat, the modification of organic linkers acts to
merely translate the band positions. This chapter concerns electronic structure modulation through
ligand design.
4.1 Paper 4: Spatially continuous molecular orbitals in polyalkynes and
allenes
In 2012 we were were invited to submit a Perspective on semiconducting metal-organic frameworks.
Included in this manuscript was one of the first electronic band structures of a MOF (in that case
it was MOF-5 (IRMOF-1)).227 What we found then, and still continue to find now, is that MOFs
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Figure 4-2: IRMOF-0, the most dense Zn4O MOF.
typically have highly localised electronic states, resulting in flat bands which can only conduct through
electron hopping. Given that this project is focussed on semiconducting MOFs, this was a troubling
starting point. The solution is to increase electronic communication between metal nodes. This can
be achieved by increasing the density of the MOF, by using a smaller linking molecule. In the same
family of isoreticular MOFs (IRMOFs) originally reported by Yaghi and colleagues, the most dense
Zn4O framework is formed from the reaction of acetylene dicarboxylic acid with zinc acetate forming
a cubic material known as IRMOF-0, Figure 4-2.306 Whilst the MOF itself was again found to be
insulating, both the topology and ligand geometry were unusual.
Unlike other small-pore MOFs, IRMOF-0 is interpenetrated, and higher symmetry than IRMOF-1
because the anchoring ligand-associated carboxylates are orthogonal to each other. The interpenetration
is curable; a typical synthesis will feature the polar solvent dimethylformamide (DMF), to separate the
interpenetrated structures a more bulky solvent may be used (e.g. diethylformamide (DEF)).171,307 In
the case of IRMOF-0, it was not the topology of the macroscopic material that interested us. Rather, the
orthogonal connectivity of the ligand was surprising because the planar orientation would intuitively
be favoured for the increase in conjugation.
The following paper began as a short study on the electronic structure of the ligand acetylene di-
carboxylate, and rapidly spiralled into an full investigation on the extended series of poly-ynes. In the
process, we discovered another similar class of conjugated catenated alkenes, the allene-like family
which demonstrated similar terminal orthogonality, and also featured the unusual and beautiful elec-
tronic structure. We combined the two stories into the the following paper, which eventually found a
home in Chemical Science.
This work was conceived by myself and the majority of the calculations were performed by me;
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Davide Tiana assisted in the rotational barrier, and benchmarking the higher level functionals. Alex
and Dave contributed through fruitful discussions. I wrote the first draft of the manuscript and then
corresponded with all authors in the later drafts.
This publication has been reproduced with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry.308
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Helical frontier orbitals of conjugated linear molecules
Christopher H. Hendon, Davide Tiana, Alexander T. Murray, David R. Carbery
and Aron Walsh*
Compounds containing allenes, cumulenes and oligoynes (polyalkynes) have attracted attention for both
their conformation and reactivity. Whilst the textbook molecular orbital description explains the general
electronic and molecular structure of the cumulenes, there are anomalies in both the crystal structures
and cycloaddition products involving oligoynes and allenes; the understanding of these molecules is
incomplete. Through a computational study we elucidate that the frontier orbitals of the allene and
oligoyne families are extended helices. These orbitals are the linear analogue to the Mo¨bius aromatic
systems, which also display non-linear p interactions. The axial chirality found in allenes and oligoynes is
intimately related to the topology of the frontier orbitals, and has implications for predictions of
cycloaddition pathways, structure stability and spectroscopy.
1 Introduction
Allenes, cumulenes and oligoynes (polyalkynes) are intriguing
structural motifs; they partake in cycloadditions, act as Michael
acceptors and are redox active.1–6 There has been a recent
resurgence in studies relating to these molecules, as their
inherent chirality, reactivity and unusual physical properties are
useful in organic synthesis and as linking units in metal–
organic frameworks (MOFs).7–11
Allene, 1, is the most fundamental cumulated alkene; three
carbons are bound linearly with double bonds. Through a basic
molecular orbital construction of the p-system, the terminating
motifs obtain an orthogonal conformation, Fig. 1. Allenemay be
axially chiral; the most simple example, 1,3-dimethyl allene, has
two stereoisomers, (M) and (P). The next smallest cumulated
alkene, cumulene (2), is planar by the same orbital description
proposed for allene. The four carbons result in a planar mole-
cule, achiral unless the terminating protons are substituted
with a point chiral motif (e.g. (!)-menthol). A recent publication
by Tykwinski and co-workers explored the structures of 2 and its
extended variants, all of which had an even number of linear
carbons and were achiral.8 To the best of our knowledge, the
most relevant studies of the next odd cumulene, containing ve
carbons, are related to interstellar diradicals, and other quasi-
stable analogues.12–14 There is no evidence to suggest that the
odd cumulated alkenes are less stable than their even relatives,
but rather that the previous synthetic routes do not yield odd
catenated chains. There is scope for the synthesis of these
molecules through some form of modied metathesis, but this
has thus far not been explored.
The term ‘cumulene’ is not only the conventional molecular
name of 2, but is also used to refer to similar extended alkenes
with four or more carbon atoms. This does not distinguish
between the odd (1-like) and even (2-like) systems, or the
molecule itself. Cumulenes like those described by Tywinkski
and co-workers are even numbered and are thus planar (D2h)
and pose no possibility for axial chirality. The odd cumulated
alkenes are terminated in orthogonally-orientated functional
motifs (D2d), and therefore may be axial chiral. In this work we
refer to odd numbered cumulated alkenes as the family of
‘allenes’ and the even cumulated alkenes referred to as the
family of ‘cumulenes’.
Fig. 1 The archetype allene, 1, and cumulene, 2, with their simpliﬁed p bonding
shown on the right. Even cumulated alkenes may be made from the hydrolysis of
oligoynes similar to that of 3. Related linear systems include the simple conju-
gated oligoyne, acetylene dicarboxylate, 4, which is presumed planar, as is the
aromatic terminated oligoyne, 5.
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The cumulene family may be made by the two-electron
oxidation of a cumulated alkyne precursor. Indeed the
precursor alkynes, like that of 3, share a similar electronic
structure to their two-electron oxidised cumulene derivatives.
Curiously, there have been a signicant number of studies on
extended conjugated oligoynes (ECOs), and their conformation;
4 and 5 are archetypes. It has been assumed that the orientation
of the ECO family is planar like the cumulene family,15–18 and
some computational investigations have xed this planarity
through enforced D2h symmetry.9,19 Some studies do correctly
suggest that ECOs demonstrate non-planar geometries: the
terminating functional motifs rotate out of plane if they partake
in the p conjugation of the alkyne.20,21 This geometry is similar
to that observed in the allene family, with one fundamental
diﬀerence: ECOs have even numbers of carbon in the chain.
It is certainly less obvious why ECOs are structurally analo-
gous to allenes. There are eeting examples of such isolated
structures; acetylene dicarboxylic acid has been observed in the
orthogonal orientation in its crystal hydrate, seemingly stabi-
lised through hydrogen bonding.22 More recently, orthogonally-
orientated oligoynes have been observed in MOFs, primarily as
linking units.23,24 IRMOF-0 (ref. 25) encompasses the ‘twisted’
acetylene dicarboxylate, 4, and a similar MOF isolated by
Burrows and co-workers features an orthogonal aromatic
carboxylate terminated ECO.26
To understand the chemical similarities of the allenes and
ECOs, and the diﬀerences between cumulenes and allenes, we
must rst understand the electronic structure of these mole-
cules. Through quantum-chemical calculations we report on an
unusual electronic characteristic in the allene and ECO fami-
lies: extended helical molecular orbitals. The topology of these
MOs has implications for predictions of cycloaddition products.
The directed electronic structure is the linear analogue of the
electronically chiral cyclic systems (canted p interactions) like
that observed in Mo¨bius aromatics.27 Furthermore, it is these
extended electronic helices which result in the observed
orthogonality of the allene and ECO systems. The cumulene
family displays no helical nature, further emphasising the
diﬀerence between even and odd cumulated alkenes.
2 Electronic diﬀerences between the ‘odd’
allenes and ‘even’ cumulenes
The textbook MO construction of the p interactions between
orthogonal atomic p-orbitals is suﬃcient to describe the elec-
tronic structure of the cumulenes. It is, however, inadequate in
the description of the allenes. Quantum-chemical computa-
tions of these molecules conrm that the frontier molecular
orbitals (FMOs) are comprised of p-orbitals for both systems,
but perhaps not what one would expect. These are drawn
schematically in Fig. 2 and formally in Fig. 4. The allene family
have extended FMOs with helical topology. Through extended
non-linear p interactions, allenes exhibit extended conjugation
similar to that observed in Mo¨bius aromatics, Fig. 2a, which are
cyclic conjugated systems that feature the electronic topology of
a Mo¨bius ring.27 The cumulenes show the expected p-orbital
orthogonality with a centred node in the HOMO, Fig. 2b.
The HOMO!a and b of the achiral allenes are a degenerate
pair, comprised of the right and le-handed helices orientated
90" from each other. The rotation and polarisation of the
p-orbitals of the central carbon atom results in this interesting
electronic structure, with visibly helical molecular orbitals,
Fig. 2a. The achiral allenes feature both the right and le-
handed bias through electronic degeneracy. The splitting of this
degeneracy may be achieved chemically by forming an axially
chiral allene, thus diﬀerentiating the helical MOs.
Helical molecular orbitals can be observed in the cumulene
family if the terminal motifs are non-planar. However, the
equilibrium geometry of cumulenes is planar, and thus there is
no potential for axial chirality. Even chemical substitution, e.g.
methylation, does not induce non-planarity of the terminal
motifs; therefore, there is no observed helical selectivity in
organic reactions or in computational models.
The FMOs of the axially chiral (P)-1,3-dimethyl allene are
shown in Fig. 4b; the degeneracy is removed upon substitu-
tional methylation. The resulting MOs are helical; the HOMO
of (P)-1,3-dimethyl allene is the le-handed helix. The
HOMO!1 is found 0.002 eV below the HOMO, and is right-
handed. Considering the other enantiomer, (M)-1,3-dimethyl
allene, the HOMO is inverted to a right-handed helix. Contrast
these helices to the molecular orbitals of a point chiral mole-
cule: the chirality can be described by a non-linear asymmetric
dipole about the stereogenic centre, like the direction and
magnitude of the hands on a clock reading 01:45, Fig. 3a. A
helix is the projection of this dipole through a third dimen-
sion, Fig. 3b.28
Fig. 2 (a) Standard p bonding of allene assumes orthogonal p interactions. This
description is insuﬃcient as the HOMOs display non-orthogonality, resulting in
extended helices. (b) Cumulenes are accurately described by textbook molecular
orbital description.
Fig. 3 (a) The magnitude and direction of the clock hands are analogous to the
dipoles of a point chiral molecule. (b) The projection of minute hands' displace-
ment over time results in a helix, analogous to the extended helices observed in
the linear molecules discussed herein.
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013 Chem. Sci., 2013, 4, 4278–4284 | 4279



































































These linear molecules are unusual because they maintain
both chiral identities in their molecular orbitals. The helical
nature of the allene orbitals is best observed, but not limited to,
the FMOs. For axially chiral allenes, like those shown in Fig. 4b,
it is important to note that the ‘handedness’ of the HOMO and
LUMO are the same (and opposite to that of the HOMO!1 and
LUMO+1).
Helicity is a familiar structural topology in organic chem-
istry;29–33 a familiar example is the helicene family.34–36 Logically,
the HOMO is composed of the highest energy occupied linear
combination of atom-centred orbitals and is intimately related
to the molecular geometry. For conventionally chiral systems
there is no HOMO!n that reects the opposite enantiomer.
Considering the helicenes, there is structurally only one elec-
tronic enantiomer present. In linear molecules, like the allenes,
both identities are portrayed, further lamenting the unique
behaviour of the helical FMOs explored herein.
There is experimental precedence for the existence of helical
molecular orbitals.37–39 Consider the familiar [2 + 2] cycloaddi-
tion described in Fig. 5. In a general sense, the occupied orbitals
of 7 interact with the unoccupied orbitals of 8 forming a
cyclobutane. The criteria for such reactions vary. Some require
irradiation to promote the reaction of the rst excited state of
the electron acceptor (8), others are thermally favourable. There
are many examples of allenes partaking in similar reactions,
best summarised in the recent review by Alcaide and co-
workers.7 There are accounts of allenes partaking in [3 + 2]
cycloadditions (acting as the 3 component) through either in
the presence of a nucleophilic organocatalyst40,41 or a metal
catalyst.42,43 In such instances, an enolate is formed, subse-
quently racemising the allene. It is rather the [even + even]
cycloadditions that demonstrate the application of such
helical FMOs.
The allene cycloaddition reactions obey the Woodward–
Hoﬀmann rules,44–46 but the general consensus is that these
cycloadditions are not concerted.7 In [even + even] cycloaddi-
tions involving chiral allenes, there are many reports of enan-
tioselectivity in the formation of radical intermediates. Two
intriguing examples are the thermal [2 + 2] of 6 and methyl
propiolate,47 and a more complex [2 + 2] intramolecular pho-
tocycloaddition.48 In both instances single molecule calcula-
tions aﬃrm that the HOMOs are ‘le-handed’.
Previously, high selectivity in cycloadditions involving chiral
allenes was rationalised through steric preferences of the
reagents.47 This is almost certainly not the case; whilst
the interacting geometry is of thermodynamic importance, the
enantioselectivity is the product of orbital symmetry conserva-
tion (i.e. the symmetry of the HOMO of the allene in relation to
the LUMO of 8 is allowed). Fig. 6a describes a proposed
symmetry-allowed in-phase orbital reorientation, which is inti-
mately related to the ‘handedness’ of the allene HOMO. This is
in contrast to the symmetry-forbidden p-orbital reorientation
shown in Fig. 6b, where the extended conjugation is broken
rapidly. Therefore, the application of the helical molecular
orbital description provides insight into the predictions of
cycloaddition reactions and accurately describes the observed
high enantioselectivity. Indeed, the products of the
Fig. 5 The familiar orbital description of a thermal [2 + 2] cycloaddition reaction.
This reaction is non-concerted but follows the general description depicted top-
right. Achiral allenes react through their HOMO!a/b, with no inherent enantio-
meric selectivity.
Fig. 6 (a) Orbital restructuring in accordance to the conservation of symmetry:
unwinding of the helix. (b) Orbital restructuring resulting in a change in symmetry,
violating the Woodward–Hoﬀmann rules: over-winding of the helix.
Fig. 4 Frontier orbitals calculated using density functional theory. (a) Odd
numbered allenes demonstrate helical degenerate orbitals of symmetry e, whilst
their even numbered analogues, the cumulenes, obtain the usual orthogonality
with the orbital symmetries labelled. (b) The axially chiral (P)-1,3-dimethyl allene
maintains the helical characteristics in both the HOMO (left-handed helix) and the
HOMO!1 (right-handed helix). The two virtual orbitals, LUMO and LUMO+1, are
left and right-handed, respectively. The energies are described in eV and relative
to the corresponding HOMO. The orbital depictions are from the wavefunctions
calculated with the TPSSh functional with the isovalue set to 0.015 eA˚!3.
4280 | Chem. Sci., 2013, 4, 4278–4284 This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013



































































cycloaddition reect the orbital symmetry of the precursors,
allowing the heuristic prediction of the electronic structure of
the allene precursor. This may become more important once
large odd cumulated alkenes are synthesised and used in
similar reactions.
3 Extended conjugated oligoynes
Unlike the allenes and cumulenes, which are orthogonal and
planar, respectively, the geometries of ECOs exhibit more vari-
ation.49 The simplest ECO, acetylene dicarboxylate (4), and the
ester derivative, are generally considered to be planar, resulting
in a non-degenerate HOMO/HOMO!1 due to the inequivalent
px and py interactions.15–18
The generalised family of ECOs are shown in Fig. 7. The ECO
equilibrium geometry can be found by rotation of the conju-
gated terminating groups (carboxylate torsion angle; CTA). The
potential energy surface has been constructed for the archetype
ECO systems, Fig. 8. The acetylene dicarboxylate (4) orbital
images accompanying the PES illustrate the HOMOs at the local
maximum (CTA ¼ 0", D2h symmetry), twist transition
(CTA ¼ 45", D2 symmetry) and the global minimum ($90", D2,
near D2d, symmetry). The global minimum was found through
both an unconstrained optimisation of 4, 11 and 12 (depicted as
shaded points in Fig. 8), and the xed CTA calculations used to
construct the PES. Very good agreement between the calculated
and experimental bond lengths is observed, with a diﬀerence of
the order 10!2 A˚. All of the molecules described in Fig. 7, and
their structural analogues, have non-planar global minima.
A near orthogonal conformation (CTA ¼ 87.28"/92.72") is
energetically favourable for the monoalkyne system, 4, with a
10.33 kJ mol!1 energy stabilisation over the planar variation. A
similar trend is observed for the larger oligoynes, 11
(CTA ¼ 88.76"/91.24") and 12 (CTA ¼ 89.88"/90.12"), with 4.99
and 2.96 kJ mol!1, respectively. It is notable that both the planar
and orthogonal conformations are saddle points (both D2h and
D2d prevent the formation of the helices). As catenation is
increased, the barrier of rotation is reduced and the global
minimumconverges to theorthogonal conformation,CTA¼90".
The origins of the unfavourable planar geometry are the
combination of repulsive interactions between the terminating
functional groups (visualised in the PES, CTA ¼ 0") and the
constructive orbital overlap, similar to theMo¨bius systems, upon
twisting (Fig. 9). Thus for diﬀerent reasons, extended conjugated
oligoynes obtain a similar geometry to that of the allene family,
with one important diﬀerence: all extended conjugated oli-
goynes are made up of even numbered carbon chains.
The structural twist is observed in all of the ECO series;
selected examples are shown in Fig. 9. The electronic result is
the formation of a degenerate extended helical p system similar
Fig. 7 Extended conjugated oligoynes and their variable terminating motifs. In
the case where R is excluded the systems are considered as the di-anion.
Fig. 8 Potential energy surfaces of 4, 11 and 12 at the DFT-TPSSh level of theory.
The optimised geometry is shown by the shaded points. MO images are from the
optimised structures of CTA ¼ 0" , 50" and $90" (shaded point). The isosurface
value is set to 0.025 eA˚!3.
Fig. 9 Depicted are the highest occupied MOs (DFT-TPSSh), and carboxylate
torsion angle, of ﬁve extended conjugated oligoynes. 11 and 5 are fundamental
ECOs with optimised CTA near 90" . Rehybridisation of oxygen in 11e removes the
helical nature of the compound, but the orthogonal arrangement is still favour-
able. 13 (a dialkyne terminated in (R)-phenylsulﬁnyl) displays a right-handed
HOMO (CTA deﬁned through the O–S–S–O angle). 14 (a dialkyne terminated in
(R)-4-isopropyl-oxazolidin-2-one) displays a right-handed HOMO (CTA deﬁned
through the O–N–N–O angle). Isosurface value ¼ 0.025 eA˚!3.
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to that of allene. In addition to the occupied electronic orbitals,
most virtual orbitals are also helical in nature. The lowest-
unoccupied molecular orbital is helical and degenerate. These
helices are more robust than the HOMO orbitals with respect to
chemical substitution; we have not discovered a oligoyne
terminating in any conjugated motif that removes the extended
helical nature of the orbitals. This nding may become impor-
tant when exploring optical excitations, and have interesting
implications for cycloaddition reactions.
Similar to the cumulenes, an approach for creating inequi-
valent right and le-handed helices in oligoynes is the install-
ment of a point chiral motif, Fig. 7d, f and g.50 The fundamental
problem with a chiral ester functionality is that the alkoxy
oxygen is no longer formally part of the conjugated system.
Eﬀective removal of the helical p-system can be achieved by
attaching electron-withdrawing groups (e.g. –Cl, shown sche-
matically in Fig. 7e and formally in Fig. 9) or an organic mole-
cule (e.g. –Me, Fig. 7a–d) to the terminal oxygen atoms. The
reduction in conjugation is a product of the re-hybridisation of
oxygen, removing p overlap with the alkyne chain. Extended
electronic helices observed in 5, and relevant derivatives, are
aﬀected to a lesser extent by substituents on the ring.
Depending on the substituent, strongly electron withdrawing
groups, like the carboxylic acids, cause the helical MOs to
appear in the HOMO!5 to HOMO!8 region.
An alternative approach is the substitution of the terminal
carbons for chiral sulfoxides or oxazolidinones. We have
proposed the R-phenylsulnyl substituent as a conjugated
alternative to carboxylate termini (as shown by 13, Fig. 9d). It is
not necessary for the ‘dangling’ substituents to be conjugated to
the oligoyne. In this instance, the conjugation in the sulfoxide is
extended. By the addition of the point chiral motif, the oligoyne
HOMOs are split, again reecting the chirality of the system. In
this case, the separation of the HOMO (right-handed helix) and
HOMO!1 (le-handed helix) is $0.02 eV. One promising
example is the oxazolidinone described in Fig. 9e. The nitrogen
acts similar to the sulfur in this instance, conjugating to the
alkyne motifs and, more importantly, providing a bias for the
helices. The specic oxazolidinone, (R)-4-isopropyloxazolidin-2-
one (14), is both synthetically plausible, and, like the sulfoxide,
can be isolated in a solid (similar to presence of 4 in MOFs).51–53
Single-molecule calculations of 14 result in a 0.42 eV energy
separation of the HOMO and HOMO!1.
The chiral oxazolidinone and sulfoxide demonstrate a
separation of degenerate orbitals in the ECO family. The
attachment of these conjugated oligoynes amplies the eﬀect of
point chirality, and should be detectable spectroscopically.
With respect to reactivity, the oligoynes may act as both the
electron accepting and donating motifs. The cycloaddition
discussion for allenes is applicable to oligoynes; however, the
isolation of a single helix remains an area that has yet to be
thoroughly explored. In principle, the kinetic product of the
chiral oligoyne [2 + 2] cycloaddition reaction should reect a
similar outcome to the allenes; the helical conformation is
thermodynamically favoured. There should be chiral selectivity
in cycloadditions involving the oxazolidinone (the HOMO is
helical and separated by 0.42 eV from the inverse HOMO!1).
There are ECOs that do not exhibit extended helices. A
contemporary example is porphyrin systems linked by diynes,54
where there are two interactions that disfavour the formation of
the orthogonal structure and thus helical orbitals. Firstly, the
tetrahedral Zn ions interact with the porphyrin, altering
the hybridisation of the alkyne/porphyrin orbitals. Secondly, the
extended conjugation is terminated with unconjugated silyl
motifs. As demonstrated here, unconjugated motifs remove the
extended helicity. The planar conformation is still convention-
ally conjugated in the equilibrium geometry; the HOMO and
HOMO!1 consist of nodes not observed in the extended helices
of orthogonal ECOs.
4 Conclusion
The description of both the orbital structures of the allenes and
extended conjugated oligoynes, and the reactivity of these
motifs is incomplete. Herein we have described the distinct
electronic structure of the allene and extended conjugated oli-
goyne families; both the allenes and the ECOs display extended
helical frontier orbitals. Whilst these extended helices are
degenerate in the unsubstituted systems, chemically activated
chirality (distinct right and le-handed helices) may be prefer-
entially performed through intelligent design.
Our results justify the observed structural orthogonality in
allenes and ECOs. The orthogonality of the ECOs is the result of
the conformation being in a potential energy minimum, a sta-
bilisation due to the formation of extended helices. The allenes
are inherently structurally orthogonal, but display similar
helical orbitals. This helical nature provides a rigorous expla-
nation for enantioselectivity in cycloadditions involving chiral
allenes. The helicity found in the ECOs is predicted to be
observable spectroscopically and in enantioselective cycloaddi-
tions. Furthermore, these structures are ones of importance
with applications as both ligands and guest molecules inmetal–
organic frameworks. Their rigidity and potential optical
response makes them interesting ligand candidates.
Importantly, we have also demonstrated a fundamental
diﬀerence between the cumulenes and allenes. The cumulene
family (even numbered carbons) are planar and do not display
helical MOs, whilst the allene family (odd numbered carbons)
are orthogonally terminated and display electrohelicity. The
distinct behaviour further laments that molecular orbitals are
not always what they appear; indeed, an ending with a twist.
Since our original submission, an investigation of the
mechanical properties of extended conjugated systems has
been reported,55 which identies a periodic torsional response
consistent with the canted p interactions that we observe.
5 Computational details
All quantum chemical calculations were performed using the
GAMESS-US package.56 The atomic geometries were optimised
within the Kohn–Sham density functional theory (DFT)57
construct. The total energy and forces were calculated with the
hybrid meta-generalised gradient approximation functional,
TPSSh,58 using a triple zeta basis set, 6-311+G(3d).59 The
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potential energy surfaces were obtained by relaxing the internal
coordinates as a function of the dihedral angle between the
terminal groups. A range of semi-local and non-local exchange-
correlation functionals (e.g. PBE,60 PBE0,61 M06 (ref. 62)) and a
wave function based method (MP2)63 were found to give similar
predictions.
To ensure quantitative results, the electronic structure and
internal energies were also calculated for select systems at the
coupled cluster level of theory including single, double and
perturbative triple excitations, CCSD(T),64,65 with the same basis
set. The potential energy surfaces and molecular orbitals show
very good agreement with the TPSSh results, with the exception
that the barriers for rotation for the oligoynes are slightly
reduced (+2 kJ mol!1 for 4), which is consistent with a more
rigorous description of electron correlation.66 Visualisations of
the structures and orbitals were made using the codes VESTA
and GABEDIT.67,68
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4.2 Paper 5: Helical orbitals that facilitate long range magnetic ordering
Included in Paper 4 were a series of predictions for properties that might be enhanced by increased
electronic communication between metals linked by ACDC-1. We later postulated that a ligand featur-
ing a molecular orbital with extended spatial connectivity might find use in MOFs, but not in promotion
of semiconducting pathways.
One grand challenge in hybrid material design is the prediction of magnetic interactions between
metal centres. The magnetic electron exchange interaction is typically very weak because coupling
metals are separated by great distances. The series of carboxylate terminated polyalkynes exhibit many
features required for long range magnetic ordering, including symmetry allowed communication be-









Figure 4-3: The various magnetic ordering that are possible in solid state materials. The arrows repre-
sent n-unpaired electrons, with the length of the arrow representive of magnitude of n. In MOFs, the
FM arrangement is not static, resulting in electronic ordering, but not permentantly pointing in any spe-
cific crystallographic direction; i.e. MOFs may be FM or AFM coupled, but they are not typically ferro-
or antiferromagnets. Exchange and super-exchange are simply the interactions that allow coupling at
near (through space) and far (through intermediate atoms) ranges.
In the following Paper, we explore a series of one dimensional hybrid polymers that theoretically
demonstrate magnetic ordering critical temperatures greater than that of liquid nitrogen. Whilst the pa-
per only presents Mn2+ in the tetrahedral orientation, we also computed the octahedral hydrate (which
is available online). It should also be noted that since publication, we have made several advances:
1. Initially we assumed that the high spin octahedral Mn2+ ion would demonstrate the greatest
exchange interaction. This is a false assumption, indeed the Co2+ species yields higher critical
temperatures and are more favourable to acquire the tertrahedral geometry.309
2. A series of Mn-acetylene dicarboxylate-basedMOFs have been synthesised which acquire a vari-
ety of topologies based on solvent. This work is in collaboration with Brent C. Melot, University
of Southern California.
80
3. An ongoing collaboration with Rik R. Tykwinski, University of Erlangen-Nu¨rnberg, has pro-
duced experimental observation of these helical orbitals which can be resolved transiently though
metal coordination.
The paper and models were designed by myself. Davide Tiana performed the majority of the
calculations in Quantum Espresso, while I conducted a number of test and benchmark calculations in
VASP at the same level of theory. Davide wrote the first draft of the manuscript, which was then heavily
revised by Aron and myself.
The ESI is freely available online.
This publication has been reproduced with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry.310
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Ligand design for long-range magnetic order in
metal–organic frameworks†
Davide Tiana, Christopher H. Hendon and Aron Walsh*
We report a class of ligands that are candidates to construct metal–
organic frameworks with long-range magnetic order between transi-
tion metal centres. Direct quantum chemical calculations predict Ne´el
temperatures exceeding 100 K for the case of Mn.
Metal–organic frameworks (MOFs) represent a diverse collection of
materials featuring both inorganic and organic motifs, arranging
in highly-ordered, and often porous arrays. Their chemical diver-
sity and porosity has been subject to research efforts in catalysis,1–4
gas storage, separation and sensing,5–7 and recently in electrically
conducting devices.8–11 Beyond these popular applications, MOFs
also display interesting solid-state behaviour such as disorder,12
ion conduction,13 and magnetism.14,15
Magnetism in MOFs is particularly interesting as ordered
arrays of magnetically active species pose opportunity for data
storage, spin-frustrated catalysis and magnetosensing.16 Reports
of magnetic MOFs are becoming more frequent;17–21 notable
examples are that of HKUST-1 (featuring an antiferromagnetically
coupled bis-Cu(II) paddlewheels, shown in Fig. 1b)22 and many
Mn(II) based MOFs.23,24 There are also an increasing number of
reports on tailor-made MOFs specifically designed to achieve
ferroelectric, magnetic and multiferroic behaviour.25–27
The development of ligands to exploit magnetism in hybrid
materials is an active area.28,29 For example, magnetic frame-
works have been obtained using N-donor heterocycles30 with
polycarboxylates.31,32 Despite this progress, critical tempera-
tures have been very low to date. While the understanding of
magnetism in inorganic materials is well developed, for hybrid
materials there are no design principles for obtaining high
Curie (TC) or Ne´el (TN) temperatures.33
In general, magnetism in materials can be described by the
coupling of individual magnetic moments through an exchange
interaction ( J). A simple example is shown in Fig. 1a (and Fig. 2),
a dimer with two unpaired electrons can have two spin configura-
tions, where J = (ES ! ET)/2 is the energy diﬀerence between the
singlet (S) and the triplet (T) states. If J 4 0 the parallel spin
configuration (ferromagnetic state, FM) is favoured. Conversely,
the anti-parallel (antiferromagnetic state, AFM) spin configu-
ration is favoured if Jo 0. For example, cupric acetate dihydrate
(Fig. 1a), a molecular analogue of the HKUST-1 hybrid frame-
work, is an organometallic molecule with a range of accessible
spin configurations.34,35
Fig. 1 The Cu–Cu paddlewheel exhibits an antiferromagnetic (open-shell
singlet) magnetic ground-state in both the single molecule cupric acetate
dihydrate, a, and the periodicmetal–organic framework, HKUST-1, b. Schematic
spin alignments are shown with arrows.
Fig. 2 The exchange energy, J, is determined by the energy diﬀerence
between the singlet and the triplet states for a spin 1/2 dimer. Direct exchange
is observed in spin-polarised metals in close proximity (e.g. the paddlewheel
motif found in somemetal–organic frameworks). Super-exchange is mediated
by a diamagnetic bridging motif (e.g. the oxide ion in Mn–O–Mn).
Department of Chemistry, University of Bath, Claverton Down, Bath, BA2 7AY, UK.
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† Electronic supplementary information (ESI) available. See DOI: 10.1039/
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Direct magnetic exchange only occurs when there is electronic
wavefunction overlap between the two magnetic sites. In most MOFs,
themetal–metal distancewill be too large for this to occur. In contrast,
super-exchange can be active over longer distances.36 Usually, metal
cations are coupled through a diamagnetic anion (which we have
schematically represented as a bridging motif, Fig. 2). A typical
example is MnO which displays AFM order with TN = 118 K.37 Each
Mn(II) centre has a formal electronic configuration of 3d5 and the
Mn–O–Mn angle is 1801 in the rocksalt structure, which are both
optimal for super-exchange following the Goodenough–Kanamouri
rules.38,39 Another criterion is orbital symmetry: here, theMn eg ligand
field combination effectively overlaps with the oxide 2p orbitals. The
aimof this study is to identify an organic ligand suitable formediating
long-range super-exchange in metal–organic frameworks.
In the solid state, the exchange energy must be generalised
to include factors such as the spin quantum number (S), the
coordination number (z) and the site occupation (N):
J ¼ EAFM ! EFM
2NS2z
This exchange energy can then be used in the standard Heisen-
berg Hamiltonian, from which the critical temperature is recovered






where TC is the magnetic critical temperature and kB is the
Boltzmann constant. The underlying exchange interactions can
also be qualitatively described in terms of molecular orbitals.41–43
In the HKUST-1 framework, a strong direct exchange inter-
action within a Cu(II)–Cu(II) motif is present, but the cupric
pairs are too far apart (48 Å) to display any long-range magnetic
order. Indeed, super-exchange with carboxylates tends to occur
only within the same COO head.15 For the direct interactions
between the two 3d9 centres, an exchange constant J = !10 meV
is calculated with an associated critical temperature of 348 K.
This critical temperature is consistent with the molecular
analogue copper acetate, where TN B 280 K.
For eﬀective super-exchange, as discussed earlier, the valence
shell of the transition metal (TM) should be half-filled (e.g. the
Mn(II) or Fe(III) ions), and the TM–ligand–TM angle should be
close to 1801.38,39 Mn(II) is therefore an ideal metal, which readily
forms metal–organic frameworks and can adopt tetrahedral or
octahedral coordination environments. In MnO, the 2p atomic
orbitals of a single oxide ion facilitate super-exchange, while in
a metal–organic framework, the coupling must be along the
molecular orbitals of the entire ligand.
An ideal ligand would have an extended p system and feature
orthogonal terminal groups. The ligands most commonly used in
MOFs are either planar or have frontier orbitals localised on a
central aromatic ring. However, such characteristics are embodied in
oligoynes terminated in carboxylate groups, which are conjugated
molecules with a helical continuous p wavefunction.44 Their struc-
tural linearity may also allow so-called electron ‘hopping’ between
metal centres. To our knowledge, there is only one example of a
MOF featuring this ligand; however, it was constructed with the
diamagnetic Zn(II) ion.45
Based on the considerations presented above, we have con-
structed a series of model systems combining Mn(II) and oligoyne
dicarboxylates (Fig. 3). These one-dimensional coordination poly-
mers are used as a model of the typical connectivity found in MOFs.
In the smallest system, the Mn centres are linked by acetylene
dicarboxylate (ACDC-1), which features orthogonal carboxylate
motifs, and a single alkyne. The system is expanded by increasing
the concatenation of the alkyne (i.e. the di-yne and tri-yne are
reported as ACDC-2 and ACDC-3, respectively).
Analysis of the electronic structure reveals that five highest
occupied crystal orbitals, are produced by the tetrahedral crystal
field splitting of the Mn d shell. This TM orbital overlap with the
O pz produces a bonding interaction (see the ESI† for plots of all
frontier orbitals). The lowest unoccupied crystal orbital is ligand
centred, featuring the helical topology determined by single mole-
cule calculations of the free ligand.44 The higher energy unoccupied
states are centred on the Mn–O interaction.
Due to the coordination environment, only orbitals with t2
symmetry can yield electron hopping from one metal center to the
other via O p orbitals (i.e. providing super-exchange interactions).
Moreover, it has been recently emphasised how the correct direc-
tionality is also required for crystalline orbital to be fully delocalized
through a coordination polymer.46 Only the Mn dxz and dyz orbitals
are active in our model system. These orbitals can combine
with the helical highest molecular orbital of ACDC (Fig. 3c). The
associated spin density (Fig. 4) illustrates the strong polarisation of
the terminal carboxylate groups of the ligand. The changes in
magnetic structure are described in Table 1; the electronic structure
changes are further explored in the ESI.†
As a result of the half-filled d shell of Mn, and the Pauli
exclusion principle, the FM configuration is disfavoured. In the
most extreme case, MnACDC-1 (Fig. 4), DE = !22 meV, with the
AFM state being favoured (i.e. DE = EAFM ! EFM). The strength
of the interaction is remarkable given the large metal–metal
separation. The associated exchange constant is !0.86 meV,
which corresponds to a mean field TN of 117 K (Table 1) for this
model system. This value is remarkably similar to the inorganic
solid MnO, where the Mn–Mn separation is close to 3 Å.
Fig. 3 Schematic representation of the Mn–ACDC–Mn conformation, a, that
satisfies the basic requirements for long-range super-exchange. The smallest
system (d(M–M) = 8.8 Å) is composed of high-spin Mn(II) ions in a tetrahedral
ligand field, b, and one of the degenerate highest occupied molecular
orbitals of the helically conjugated ACDC-1, c (isovalue 1 & 10!2 e A!3). The
combination of the two motifs to form a 1D framework results in a predicted
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The behaviour predicted for MnACDC-1 holds true for
longer oligoynes, with J decreasing proportional to d(M–M).
The exponential decay is characteristic of a super-exchange
interaction47 (see ESI†). Examining MnACDC-2, d(M–M)
increases to 11.4 Å. Similar to the monoalkyne, the same local
magnetic moment is calculated for Mn(II) and the AFM state is
the most stable; DE = !10 meV and TN = 51 K. From the
electronic point of view, the main difference between ACDC-1
and 2 is that the occupied orbitals are destabilised due to the
longer p system. There is an associated reordering of the
crystalline orbitals, with the ligand states occupying the higher
energy frontier orbitals (see ESI†). This change shields the two
metals, reducing their magnetic coupling. The effect is further
enhanced for ACDC-3 where d(M–M) increases to 14 Å. Here the
energy difference reduces to 5 meV, corresponding to TN = 27 K.
To demonstrate the generality of the approach, additional
calculations were performed on an analogous (n = 1) Mn polymer
with octahedral coordination (via two axial water molecules). Here
the energy diﬀerence is 19 meV, corresponding to TN = 105 K. Full
details are given in the ESI.†
In summary, by considering the type of magnetic interac-
tions that can take place in metal–organic frameworks, a series
of simple rules for facilitating long-range magnetic order have
been presented. We have shown that the paddlewheel motif,
found in MOFs such as HKUST-1, can exhibit a strong direct
exchange interaction that may later be harnessed for magneto-
sensing. Further, the principles of super-exchange have been
used to tailor hybrid materials with high critical temperatures,
comparable to magnetic oxides, even though the separation
between the spin polarised metals is in excess of 8 Å. It is
evident that combining extended conjugated linear organic
molecules with transitions metals is an effective approach to
achieve long-range hybrid super-exchange. We hope that this
work will stimulate experimental efforts to synthesise three-
dimensional frameworks based on these components.
Computational details. All calculations were performed within
the solid-state quantum chemical code Quantum Espresso (version
5.0.2)48 at the density functional level of theory. The semi-local
PBEsol exchange correlation functional was employed for ionic
relaxation,49 using norm-conserving pseudopotentials with a cut-oﬀ
of 80 Ry. Dispersion force corrections were also employed.50,51
Nine k-points along the polymer axis were generated with the
Monkhorst–Pack grid.52 The force and energy thresholds were set to
5 & 10!3 eV and 5 & 10!4 eV, respectively, for geometry optimisa-
tion. The spin state of single atoms were allowed to relax during the
optimisation with an SCF convergence threshold of 1 & 10!6 eV.
In order to test the dependence on the treatment of electron
exchange and correlation, additional calculations were performed
using the local LDA53 and non-local hybrid HSE06 level of theory.54
We also tested the inclusion of spin–orbit coupling, which
made no notable difference to the results. A further comparison
with PAW pseudopotential was also performed (see the ESI† for
further details).
This study was inspired by A. K. Cheetham’s lecture at
MC11. C.H.H. thanks N. F. Chilton for useful discussions on
magnetism. D.T. and C.H.H. are funded by the ERC (Grant No.
277757). A.W. acknowledges support from the Royal Society
University Research Fellowship scheme. The work benefits
from the high performance computing facility at the University
of Bath. Access to the HECToR supercomputer was facilitated
through membership of the HPC Materials Chemistry Consortium
(EP/F067496). Images of chemical structures and orbitals were
made using the VESTA software.55 This work made use of the
software package GNU Octave, and the authors are grateful for
the support of the Octave development community.56
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4.3 Paper 6: Tuning electron energies through organic functionalisation
In 2009, Dan Hardi and co-workers isolated MIL-125, a framework composed of titanium oxide oc-
tamers linked in three dimensions by 1,4 benzene dicarboxylate.311 In the paper, the authors made two
profound observations: i) upon exposure to ultraviolet light, with the inclusion of an aliphatic primary
or secondary alcohol, the material transitioned from colourless to black, and ii) the black material re-
turned to colourless when exposed to O2. The following year, Walsh and Catlow postulated that the
black colour was attributed to a tandem process requiring both a proton transfer from the alcohol to
a bridging oxygen (forming a hydroxide), and a prolonged excited or one electron reduced MIL-125,
i.e. the direct observation of a highly localised Ti3+.312 Upon exposure to O2 (the terminal electron


































Figure 4-4: HSE06 band alignments of pristine, partially and fully aminated MIL-125, show that the
inclusion of electron donating -NH2 groups primarily modify the VBM energy (as the valence band is
defined by the electron density of the aromatic motifs).
Despite the chemical capability of the framework, the primary drawback was that MIL-125 is a
wide band gap insulator. This meant that MIL-125 required high energy electronic excitation, and even
upon this excitation, the flat bands resulted in rapid electron-hole recombination. To circumvent this
problem, one could envisage either somehow increasing electronic band dispersion to prolong exciton
lifetimes, or, more reasonably modify the band gap such that the excitations were achieved at lower
energy. The former has proven exceedingly challenging, because the flat bands are a by-product of
the MOF porosity. The latter is more achievable, with knowledge of the ‘orbitals’ that compose the
band edges. In the case of MIL-125, the VBM and CBM are defined by organic and TiO2 orbitals,
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respectively. Thus, the demonstration that the materials band gap can be tuned using simple Hammett
rules (electron donating increases aromatic p-energies) is a powerful tool to close the band gap.304,313
Initially, the collaborators in France contacted us with a spectroscopic measurement of both pristine
and mono-aminated MIL-125. Their interest was in modulation of the electronic gap, whilst maintain-
ing the rich chemistry of the MOF. We initially confirmed that the crystal was indeed stable, through
simple local structure relaxation. Following this we explored many intricacies that were not explicitly
detailed in the paper. For instance, there are two crystallographically inequivalent aromatic rings in
the unit cell; those that are co-planar, and those that are not. We found that the energetic differences
of amino substitutions in these positions were negligible. Furthermore, we found that the crystal was
robust to high levels of -NH2 inclusion: the fully double aminated system was stable, as summarised
in Figure 5. Among other important predictions detailed in the paper, the most pertinent was the an-
ticipated (and confirmed) spectroscopic evidence that the inclusion of only 10% -NH2 was enough to
modulate the UV-Vis absorption onset. In all cases, the experiments were first computationally pre-
dicted, and then experimentally validated.
At the time of publication, we had not yet derived our method for absolute electron energy recovery
as described in Section 3.1. The electron energies have since been aligned relative to the vacuum level,
and the work functions have been measured using cyclic voltammetry in collaboration with Gascon and
co-workers. We see good agreement with both an increase in catalytic activation, and also confirmation
that our method from Section 3.1 is in good agreement with experiment. This study is still currently in
progress, but the band alignment is a useful aid and is hence included in Figure 4-4.
The experiments were performed in France, whilst all computations were performed by myself. I
also drafted the manuscript, with help from Aron Walsh and Caroline Mellot-Draznieks
This publication has been reproduced with permission from the American Chemical Society.298
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ABSTRACT: Herein we discuss band gap modiﬁcation of
MIL-125, a TiO2/1,4-benzenedicarboxylate (bdc) metal−
organic framework (MOF). Through a combination of
synthesis and computation, we elucidated the electronic
structure of MIL-125 with aminated linkers. The band gap
decrease observed when the monoaminated bdc-NH2
linker was used arises from donation of the N 2p electrons
to the aromatic linking unit, resulting in a red-shifted band
above the valence-band edge of MIL-125. We further
explored in silico MIL-125 with the diaminated linker bdc-
(NH2)2 and other functional groups (−OH, −CH3, −Cl)
as alternative substitutions to control the optical response.
The bdc-(NH2)2 linking unit was predicted to lower the
band gap of MIL-125 to 1.28 eV, and this was conﬁrmed
through the targeted synthesis of the bdc-(NH2)2-based
MIL-125. This study illustrates the possibility of tuning the
optical response of MOFs through rational functionaliza-
tion of the linking unit, and the strength of combined
synthetic/computational approaches for targeting func-
tionalized hybrid materials.
Metal−organic frameworks (MOFs) are a class of structurescomposed of organic and inorganic building blocks.
These highly ordered and porous networks are of interest for
their applications in gas storage, catalysis, and photoelectrics.1−10
In particular, MOFs have the ability to behave as semiconductors
when exposed to light,11,12 making them unique platforms for
light harvesting and photoinduced catalysis.13 A subﬁeld of
research has thus emerged with the aim of tuning the optical
response of MOFs bymodifying the inorganic unit or the organic
linker (length, chemical functionalization) through synthetic14,15
or computational screening.16−22 In this context, the highly
porous titanium-based MOF MIL-125 (MIL = Materials of
Institut Lavoisier) (Figure 1) is an interesting candidate.23 This
material, which contains cyclic octamers of TiO2 octahedra, is
photochromic, which is related to the reduction of Ti(IV) to
Ti(III) under UV irradiation.24
When synthesized with the 1,4-benzenedicarboxylate (bdc)
linker, MIL-125 has an optical band gap in the UV region (ca. 3.6
eV/345 nm; see Figure 3a) and is an active photocatalyst for the
oxidation of alcohols to aldehydes.23 MIL-125-NH2 made with
the monoaminated bdc-NH2 linker
25 was reported to be a
photocatalyst with visible-light-induced activity for CO2
reduction26 and H2 production.
27 The bdc-NH2 linker was
shown to be responsible for the extra absorption band in the
visible region, indicative of a band gap reduction (to ca. 2.6 eV/
475 nm).25−28 Garciá and co-workers further conﬁrmed the
ability of MIL-125-NH2 to undergo photoinduced charge
separation.29 A similar band gap reduction and red shift were
reported for Zr-UiO-66 upon synthesis with bdc-NH2,
emphasizing the electronic role of the −NH2 group in
determining the optical response in MOFs.30 Coincidently,
aminated linkers are becoming particularly popular in porous
MOF synthesis, as polar −NH2 groups are expected to enhance
CO2 capture, yield selective gas adsorption,
31−35 and enable
postsynthetic modiﬁcations.36−38
These recent ﬁndings make it necessary to develop strategies
to control the band gap of MIL-125. Here we performed a
combined experimental and computational study to elucidate the
band structure of MIL-125 and the impact of functional groups
on the bdc linker, exploring the observed red shift in MIL-125-
NH2. We then computationally predicted the beneﬁcial impact of
using the diaminated bdc-(NH2)2 linker, which was conﬁrmed
by a targeted synthesis. We ﬁnally explored in silico other
Received: May 28, 2013
Published: July 10, 2013
Figure 1. (left) [001] and (right) [010] orientations of MIL-125. Ti, O,
C, and H are depicted in blue, red, black, and beige, respectively.
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potential bdc linkers (Figure 2) as candidates for optical control
in MIL-125.
Amines are ring-activating substituents; as an initial study, we
investigated the change in the band gap in response to increasing
the concentration of monoaminated bdc-NH2. MIL-125 (Figure
3a) and three aminated MIL-125 analogues (Figure 3b−d) were
synthesized under solvothermal conditions by varying the ratio
of bdc and bdc-NH2 linkers (i.e., 10%, 50%, and 100% bdc-NH2,
equating to∼1, 6, and 12 bdc-NH2 linkers per unit cell). Figure 3
presents scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of these
four samples and their accompanying UV spectra and powder
colors. It is apparent that the absorption onset (ca. 475 nm) is
similar for all of the monoaminated samples. The samples also
demonstrated similar band gaps of ∼2.6 eV [Table S2 in the
Supporting Information (SI)], but the molar extinction
coeﬃcient notably increased in proportion with the bdc-NH2
content. This feature was reﬂected in the physical crystal
appearance: the yellow color increased in intensity. This
characteristic absorption pattern suggests that a single −NH2
motif is responsible for the reduced band gap of the
monoaminated series of MIL-125 analogues.
Electronic structure calculations on the same series of
monoaminated MIL-125-NH2 solids were performed using
density functional theory (DFT) as described in the SI. Figure
4a,b depicts the valence band (VB) and conduction band (CB)
orbitals, respectively, for standard MIL-125. The upper VB is
composed of bdc aromatic 2p orbitals. Introducing a single bdc-
NH2 linker per unit cell (i.e., to give 10%-MIL-125-NH2) breaks
the original I4/mmm symmetry and splits the VB into a high-
energy occupied state (depicted in blue in Figure 4c). The other
aromatic bands are also split within 0.3 eV of each other and
contribute to the VB-1,2...12. Because of the strong electron-
donating characteristics of aromatic amines, the modiﬁed VB is
1.2 eV above that of MIL-125 (depicted with the blue arrow in
Figure 4c), resulting in the lower band gap. This localized
electronic modiﬁcation results in a ﬂat band in k space, which
emphasizes the absence of long-range chemical interactions.
Further calculations were carried out by systematically
increasing the amine content from 1 to 12 bdc-NH2 linkers
per unit cell (Figure 4d). It is apparent that the VB is modiﬁed
upon amination of the linker while the lower CB is unchanged.
Thus, a single −NH2 group electronically saturates MIL-125.
The band structure of 10%-MIL-125-NH2 (blue in Figure 4c)
depicts a localized noninteracting state, which was observed for
all of the monoaminated systems independent of the bdc-NH2
content.
The amine functional motif plays a crucial role in the band
structure of MIL-125. We therefore considered the plausible
extension of further increasing the electron density of the
aromatic motifs through polyamination of the bdc linker.
Selecting diaminated bdc-(NH2)2 (Figure 2 right) as a
potentially interesting linker, we constructed a 10%-MIL-125-
(NH2)2model as a mixture of 10% bdc-(NH2)2 and 90% bdc and
computed its band structure (shown in green in Figure 4c). This
model may be compared to its monoaminated analogue (shown
in blue in Figure 4c). Our calculations predicted that 10%-MIL-
125-(NH2)2would exhibit a larger red shift due to the increase in
aromatic electronic density, with a resultant band gap of 1.28 eV.
Figure 2. Neutral linking molecules explored in this study: (left)
monosubstituted linkers bdc-R; (right) diaminated linker bdc-(NH2)2.
Figure 3. SEM images of (a) MIL-125, (b) 10%-MIL-125-NH2, (c)
50%-MIL-125-NH2, (d) 100%-MIL-125-NH2, and (e) 10%-MIL-125-
(NH2)2/90%-MIL-125-NH2, with their respective UV spectra and
powder colors. All of the monoaminated systems show the same
absorption onset.
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This presents a further band gap decrease of 1.1 eV relative to the
10%-monoaminated analogue.
We subsequently targeted the synthesis of a diaminated MIL-
125 derivative, which was successfully achieved with a mixture of
10% bdc-(NH2)2 and 90% bdc-NH2 (Figure 3e). This
compound diﬀers from the 10%-MIL-125-(NH2)2 model
described in the previous paragraph by the presence of bdc-
NH2 instead of bdc. We did not isolate the 10%-MIL-125-
(NH2)2, but our compound should act electronically in a similar
fashion, since the amine motifs are indeed noninteracting and
produce highly localized electronic bands. Optical measurements
(Figure 3e) revealed a further band gap decrease of 1.1 eV for this
solid relative to the monoaminated samples to give an optical
band gap of 1.3 eV, shifting the absorption onset to the red/IR
region. This is in striking agreement with the above computa-
tional prediction. To approximate the blended solid, we further
computed the electronic structure of a mixed 10%-MIL-125-
(NH2)2/90%-MIL-125-NH2 model (shown in Figure 4c in
orange). In both the experimental spectrum and the band
structure calculations we observed the presence of the mono-
amine motifs. The multiple orange bands in the 1−1.5 eV region
are the result of the inequivalent monoamines. Our computa-
tional approach predicted a band gap of 1.55 eV (orange in
Figure 5). The diﬀerence between the experimental (1.3 eV) and
computed (1.55 eV) band gaps is attributed to the challenge of
describing this partially disordered system computationally,
including using lattice constants ﬁxed at the equilibrium values of
the parent MIL-125 structure.
Finally, we extended the computational exploration to three
potential MIL-125 analogues. Amines are one of the stronger
electron-donating substituents; weaker electron-donating sub-
stituents should reduce the band gap to a lesser extent.39,40 The
introduction of 10% bdc-R (R = −OH, −CH3, −Cl; Figure 2
left) per unit cell resulted in ﬂexible band gap control between 3.5
and 2.4 eV (Figure 5). The weakest electron-donating group,
−CH3, moderately decreases the band gap to 3.5 eV. Aromatic
halides are more chemically complex and may be either weakly
electron-donating or -withdrawing. In MIL-125, −Cl acts as a
weak electron donor with a predicted band gap similar to that for
the −CH3 group. The −OH group is more electron-donating
than−CH3 and−Cl, which is reﬂected by the predicted band gap
of 2.8 eV for the 10%-MIL-125-OH model. The −Br and −CF3
substituents were also computed. Our results suggest that −Br
motifs produce band gap control similar to −Cl, but the crystal
could not be stabilized above eight substitutions per unit cell.
The −CF3 group is strongly electron-withdrawing, potentially
Figure 4. (a, b) Frontier electron density of unsubstituted MIL-125: (a) the valence band is composed of the bdc C 2p orbitals (shown on the right),
making these favorable for linker-based band gap modiﬁcations; (b) the conduction band is composed of O 2p orbitals and Ti 3d orbitals (shown on the
right), suggesting that modiﬁcations of the aromatic bdc units are unlikely to aﬀect the CB. Isovalue = 0.001 e·Å−3. (c) PBEsol band structures for
synthetic MIL-125 (black), 10%-MIL-125-NH2 (blue), 10%-MIL-125-(NH2)2/90%-MIL-125-NH2 (orange) and the theoretical 10%-MIL-125-
(NH2)2 (green). The orange bands, which have been truncated to improve the clarity of the band structures, maintain ﬂat characteristics. The enlarged
section emphasizes the VB-1...12 of the 11 nondegenerate monoamine bands. The energies are adjusted such that the highest occupied non-amine band
is at 0 eV. The changes in the occupied VBs are depicted by the arrows. PBEsol is a qualitative approach; band structures could not be computed at the
HSE06 level of theory because of the system size. (d) HSE06-calculated VB and CB energies of MIL-125-NH2models containing increasing numbers of
bdc-NH2 linkers [i.e. 0 (MIL-125) to 12 (100%-MIL-125-NH2)] per unit cell. The degree of amination does not aﬀect the band gap.
Figure 5. HSE06-predicted band gaps of MIL-125 (black) and its
analogues containing functionalized bdc linkers. Substitutions of ca.
10% (i.e., one functionalized linker per unit cell) were made, unless
otherwise stated. Control of the band gap was achieved by varying the
substituent.
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lowering a CB+n band into the band gap. It was found that the
inclusion of −CF3 resulted in destabilization of the Ti−O bond,
and a single substitution produced an unstable crystal. Thus,
−NH2, −OH, −CH3, and −Cl are the most promising and
favorable substitutions.
In conclusion, we have elucidated the speciﬁc role of the
−NH2 group of the monoaminated bdc-NH2 linker in lowering
the optical band gap of the titanium-containing MIL-125-NH2
(ca. 2.6 eV). We conﬁrmed that electronic modiﬁcations of the
aromatic motifs are localized and directly control the optical
properties through modiﬁcation of the valence band. DFT
calculations showed that the optical response of MIL-125 may be
tailored toward absorption in the visible region through rational
selection of substituents of the aromatic bdc linker. The
diaminated bdc-(NH2)2 linker was expected to demonstrate
the most signiﬁcant red shift. This prediction was conﬁrmed by
the synthesis of 10%-MIL-125-(NH2)2/90%-MIL-125-NH2 (1.3
eV/950 nm). From the experimental perspective, we have
described the synthesis of a MIL-125 derivative with mixed
aminated linkers. This methodology can be further extended to
the large range of aromatic linkers used in MOF synthesis, which
should enable accurate and predictable band gap control in
tailored frameworks. For example, the Zn−bdc-based IRMOF-
114,41 has an electronic structure comparable to that of MIL-125
(3.57 eV),39 thus posing potential for similar control of its band
gap through the modiﬁcations proposed here.
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In the previous chapter, modulation of the electronic band gap and magnetic properties were explored
through ligand modification. However, as shown throughout this work, band structures of MOFs do
not display significant dispersion (i.e. they have high electron and hole effective masses). This is a
good indication that should the MOF conduct, the likely charge carriers are hopping electrons or holes.
Given that MOFs are typically low density materials, there are several possible solutions to increase
electrical communication between motifs. Two examples are to simply design the MOF so that it is
more dense, or alternatively, load the pore with a material that permits electron transfer from framework
to guest and so forth. To generate this hopping electron, we made the initial assumption that this is a
process driven by light (optical excitation). This assumption is independent of the forbidden optical
excitations, and in most cases presented here (with exception of HKUST-1, Paper 7), the electronic
band gap is an approximation of the optical gap. We have also discussed how to generate greater
electronic communication between metal nodes.
What has not yet been discussed or provided, despite the thesis title, is any firm evidence of elec-
trical conduction in a hybrid material, through the metal and organic motifs. There are examples of
conductive materials with organic motifs included in them, like the topical hybrid-perovskites,314 but
the pathway of conduction bypasses the organic regions. In 2007-08, Alvaro and colleagues explored
the idea of semiconducting MOFs, but were severely limited by their framework choice. At the time
MOF-5 was topical and easy to make, so their studies were based on it.315 Serendipitously, MOF-5 is
not only one of the worst conducting MOFs to date, it is also chemically unstable.316,317 One of the
earliest examples of a true semiconducting hybrid material was buried in a publication by Yaghi and
colleagues. The materials in that study are a series of isostructural metal-substituted zeolite-type frame-
works, where only the Fe2+ analogue was found to have marginal conductive properties.318 Around the
same time, Allendorf and colleagues addressed the problem on implementation of hybrid materials in
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electronic devices and concluded that at there were many hurdles to jump before we could imagine
MOFs in real devices.229 In summary, designing an electrically conductive MOF is a challenge. To my
knowledge there is no MOF that outperforms (is more conductive than) the condensed binary inorganic
species the MOF is derived from.
a
NU-1000 MOF-5 (IRMOF-1) Pb3C6S6 
b c
Figure 5-1: The ZrO2-based NU-1000 (a), Zn4O-based MOF-5 (b) and Pb3C6S6 (c).
Presently, there are only a handful of functional MOFs being actively researched (e.g. HKUST-1,
NU-1000, MIL-125, the UiO-series etc.). The original IRMOF-n series, based on Zn4O, has fallen out
of vogue because the Zn4O motif is catalytically benign, the linker (bdc) is electronically trite, and the
interface between is chemically unstable. MOF research is Darwinian in the sense that if the MOF is
not beautiful or tough, it will not last long in the literature. Figure 5-1 shows two beautiful materials,
NU-1000 and MOF-5. As a case study, in the first year of my PhD we identified a series of interesting
but dense hybrid materials, in collaboration with Thomas Vaid, University of Alabama (published work
not included in this thesis).240,319 Of all of the metal organic frameworks studied in 3.5 years, this was
the only material that featured significant band dispersion and provided opportunity for conventional
semiconductor defect engineering. Yet, the study reached a dead end due to the synthetic challenges
of controlling the electron and hole concentrations. However, in a very recent publication the Cu2+
analogue was isolated and showed remarkable conductivity.239
We have made significant steps forward in hybrid materials design in the process of the PhD, and
presented here are three studies that demonstrate state of the art chemical modelling, and some current
champions in semiconducting hybrid chemistry.
5.1 Paper 7: The archetypal MOF: HKUST-1
HKUST-1 is one of the most widely studied MOFs, in applications for catalysis, gas storage, light
absorption and in semiconducting applications. Because of its diverse applications, it is also one of the
few hybrid materials that made the transition to being sold commercially by Sigma Aldrich. However,
despite is ubiquity, modelling HKUST-1 posed a challenge that required a culmination of all of my skills
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demonstrated throughout the thesis. The Cu-Cu motif is spin polarised, and magnetically coupled. The
magnetic coupling is pressure dependent. The dehydrated crystallographic unit cell contains 624 atoms
(the primitive is more manageable with 156 atoms).
In Paper 1 and 2 some data for HKUST-1 was presented, but since then we have improved our
understanding of the material. The purpose was to correlate all of the experimentally observed phe-
nomenon to theory. We were inspired to write it because a recent study by Allendorf and colleagues
featured HKUST-1 with tunable conductivity based on the loading of the MOF with a conductive
molecule (inadvertently increasing density and bridging Cu-Cu sites).320 In that paper, cluster calcula-
tions were used to rationalise the observed results, however a periodic calculation could yield a better
description of the solid. The conclusion of this paper not only corroborate many of the literature, but
also propose some audacious avenues that MOF chemistry may traverse in the future.
This publication has been reproduced with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry.321
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Chemical principles underpinning the performance
of the metal–organic framework HKUST-1
Christopher H. Hendon and Aron Walsh*
A common feature of multi-functional metal–organic frameworks is a metal dimer in the form of a
paddlewheel, as found in the structure of Cu3(btc)2 (HKUST-1). The HKUST-1 framework demonstrates
exceptional gas storage, sensing and separation, catalytic activity and, in recent studies, unprecedented
ionic and electrical conductivity. These results are a promising step towards the real-world application of
metal–organic materials. In this perspective, we discuss progress in the understanding of the electronic,
magnetic and physical properties of HKUST-1, representative of the larger family of Cu/Cu containing
metal–organic frameworks. We highlight the chemical interactions that give rise to its favourable
properties, and which make this material well suited to a range of technological applications. From this
analysis, we postulate key design principles for tailoring novel high-performance hybrid frameworks.
1 Introduction
The structural diversity of metal–organic frameworks (MOFs)1
has stimulated research eﬀorts in the elds of gas storage and
sensing,2,3 catalysis,4,5 and more recently, as electroactive
materials in devices.6–10 Many studies have focused on the
syntheses of ‘ultra-high porosity’ materials11,12 with the prospect
of tailor-made gas vessels for selective uptake and storage.13–18
Whilst it is recognised that these organic–inorganic compounds
can exhibit an extensive range of properties relevant to solid-
state chemistry and physics – including magnetism, ferroelec-
tricity and electrochromism – electronic structure modulation
has been a secondary consideration in hybrid materials
design.19
From the plethora of reported MOFs, some of the highest
performing multi-application materials feature an array of
Cu/Cu paddlewheel secondary building units (SBUs), shown
truncated in Fig. 1b. There are many examples of organic–
inorganic frameworks featuring this motif (e.g. HKUST-1,20 NU-
111,21 PCN-14 (ref. 22) and NOTT-115 (ref. 23)), with varying
porosity and aperture depending on the organic linker selec-
tion.24,25 Porous frameworks have been used in the storage of
gas,26 but all have shown signicant retention and selectivity of
gaseous mixtures.27–29 It is not clear that the high porosity of
these materials, attributed to the large organic linkers, corre-
lates with high performance. Indeed, HKUST-1 is one of the
more dense porous MOFs.
HKUST-1, (Cu3(btc)2, Fig. 1a), is a framework composed of an
array of 32 Cu/Cu paddlewheels per crystallographic unit cell,
connected in three dimensions by 1,3,5-benzene tricarboxylate
(btc). Like cupric acetate, this ligand arrangement results in two
coordinatively unsaturated Cu sites per paddlewheel which
polar molecules can interact with. The paddlewheels are stable
in both the coordinatively unsaturated and saturated arrange-
ments.30 In the original preparation of HKUST-1, Cu3(btc)2
crystallises with stoichiometric amounts of water coordinated
to each Cu2+ ion. Anhydrous (or activated) HKUST-1 is realised
by gentle heating under low pressure, resulting in the chemi-
cally activated structure with exposed Cu2+ sites.
MOFs can be complex in both chemistry and geometry. In an
attempt to simplify discussions of these frameworks several
shorthand naming systems have been devised. The most
common is an arbitrary alphanumeric string, oen indicating
the institution where the material was rst isolated (e.g.HKUST-
1 as a description of Cu3(btc)2). An alternative nomenclature
describes the structural topology.31 For example, Cu3(btc)2
crystallises with so-called tbo topology in space group Fm!3m,
Fig. 1 Cu3(btc)2 (HKUST-1) crystallises in the cubic space group
Fm!3m. Shown is the coordinatively unsaturated (anhydrous) structure,
(a). Each crystallographic unit cell features 32 Cu/Cu paddlewheel
motifs, (b), linked by the aromatic tricarboxylate, btc, 1,3,5-benzene
tricarboxylate.
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which relates to ‘twisted’ boracite (the mineral form of calcium
borate). There are many Cu-based MOFs that deviate from the
tbo type. For example, Eddaoudi and co-workers reported a Cu-
containing MOF of type rht,32 and there are further reports
including nbo, cuo, w, eto, gea, rht and agw topologies.33–36 The
electronic structure and applications described herein relate
specically to HKUST-1, but the principles should be transfer-
able to any of the Cu/Cu containing MOFs.
Activated HKUST-1 has demonstrated remarkable gas sepa-
ration and uptake. It has been shown to be both an ionic and
electrical conductor, and an eﬃcient heterogeneous catalyst,
despite its pedestrian chemical composition. Both btc and
Cu/Cu paddlewheels are not unique to HKUST-1. Indeed, btc
is a familiar ligand in MOF chemistry.37,38 Thus, the properties
of HKUST-1 that underpin its multifunctionality stem from the
combination of metal and ligand, in this specic topology. In
this perspective, we explore the chemical and electronic char-
acteristics of HKUST-1 and use them to form guidelines for
future application-specic hybrid materials design.
2 Electronic and magnetic structure
In 1989, an extensive description of the electronic structure and
optical response of cupric acetate was presented by Solomon
and co-workers.39 Solomon also described the electronic struc-
ture of these cupric oxide paddle wheels in relation to biological
systems.40Here, the Cu2+ ions have a d9 electronic conguration
and are separated by 2.65 A˚. This short bond-length results in a
strong antiferromagnetic (AFM) interaction within the paddle-
wheel (Cu[/CuY), with no appreciable interaction between
adjacent paddlewheels.
One decade later, the synthesis and characterisation of
HKUST-1 was achieved by Williams and co-workers.20 The local
environment of Cu2+ is similar to cupric acetate, with the
valence and conduction bands centred on cupric acetate-like
orbitals (Fig. 2). A range of spin congurations are again
possible for Cu/Cu, summarised in Fig. 3a. These can be iso-
lated from rst-principles electronic structure calculations and
placed in order of increasing stability: a d-bond state (a closed-
shell singlet), a ferromagnetic (FM) state (an open-shell triplet),
and an antiferromagnetic state (an open-shell singlet).41
Following cupric acetate, HKUST-1 (both hydrated and acti-
vated) exhibits an AFM ground state, while the FM and d-bond
states may be populated by temperature and/or photo-excita-
tion. Williams and co-workers demonstrated this eﬀect,
showing an increase of the magnetic susceptibility at temper-
atures greater than 100 K.42 In a recent study by Po¨ppl and co-
workers, the AFM ground-state was conrmed with a range of
electron spin resonance techniques, with evidence for an S ¼ 1
excited spin state.43
From rst-principles calculations, the AFM state is 1.53 eV
(148 kJ mol"1) per paddlewheel more stable than the d-bond
state, and 0.03 eV (3 kJ mol"1) per paddlewheel more stable
than the FM state, Fig. 3a. From the negative exchange inter-
action between nearest-neighbour Cu ions, a Ne´el temperature
of 348 K was predicted.44 Treatment of the correct magnetic
Fig. 2 The electronic structure of HKUST-1 as computed from hybrid density functional theory (full details in ref. 41). The valence band
maximum (a) and conduction band minimum (b) electronic contributions are localised on the cupric acetate motifs, with minimal inﬂuence of
the aromatic groups. The electronic density of states (DOS) (c) for the ground-state antiferromagnetic conﬁguration is characteristic of a wide
band gap insulator.



































































structure is critical in calculations of the electronic structure of
HKUST-1 (and related open-shell frameworks). A closed-shell
(spin restricted) calculation forces the d-bond formation, which
is one of many low energy excited electronic states.
There is evidence for magnetoelastic coupling in this system.
The spin state of the Cu ions is sensitive to the lattice volume
(pressure) and spin ipping is observed both experimentally
and computationally upon increases (ca. 0.1 A˚) in the Cu/Cu
distance. Surprisingly, HKUST-1 shows a decrease (pinching) in
Cu/Cu distance with an increase in cell volume, as shown in
blue, Fig. 3b. A crystal subject to hydrostatic pressure will result
in a greater Cu/Cu separation, or puckering. An estimate of
these pressures is shown in Fig. 3.
Under high external pressure, the electronic structure is
altered to a non-zero spin conguration. As the Cu/Cu
distance is increased, the FM arrangement is favoured, with
each paddlewheel converting to a spin triplet. Under expansion
(e.g. at higher T) the metals are brought together, which
subsequently destabilises both the occupied dz2 and partially
occupied dx2"y2 orbitals, but the AFM state remains. Changes in
eﬀective mechanical pressure can also be induced by low
loading levels of gaseous absorbates, which puckers the Cu/Cu
motif, Fig. 3c.45–47
Complex magnetic behaviour was observed by the inclusion
of a di-tert-butyl nitroxide radical, which both coordinated and
coupled to the Cu ions.48 It is not surprising HKUST-1 interacts
strongly with free radicals. As we will discuss in the catalysis
section, this experiment provides a promising avenue for
radical heterogeneous catalysis. The coordination process
increases electron density around the Cu2+ dz2 orbitals: the
destabilisation does not alter the AFM arrangement, but rather
causes a gradual crystallographic expansion due to the increase
in dz2 repulsion. The magnetic conguration not only aﬀects the
local Cu/Cu electronic structure, but also the solid-state
workfunction.
Experimentally, workfunctions (or ionisation potentials) of
MOFs are challenging to measure. MOFs are commonly
unstable in polar solvents (posing problems for cyclic voltam-
metry measurements) and despite recent attempts at under-
standing surface terminations in MOFs,49–51 the exact topology
is unknown (posing problems for photoemission character-
isation). There are however four recent reports detailing an
eﬀective workfunction for HKUST-1,52–55 all of which suggest
variable ionisation potentials depending on the spin state.
Using a recent method for recovering the absolute electron
energies of porous crystals,41 the predicted workfunctions of the
various spin states of HKUST-1 may be aligned relative to
vacuum, Fig. 4b. We compute the workfunctions of the AFM,
FM and d-bond state to be 7.0, 7.0 and 5.7 eV, which is in close
agreement with ionisation potential measurements performed
by Lee and co-workers (5.43 eV).54 The characteristic aquama-
rine hue, closely associated with the Cu/Cu motif, does not
correlate with the electronic band gap of any of the spin states,
it is rather attributed to optical transitions around 1.3 eV which
can be associated with ligand eld transitions and ligand-to-
metal charge transfer.
3 Ionic and electrical conductivity
One can envisage many methods of activating ion conductivity
in hybrid frameworks. In the case of hydrated HKUST-1, expo-
sure to a strong base – ammonia is one example – weakens the
aqueous O–H bond, resulting in labile protons.56,57 This
phenomenon was further demonstrated by Hupp and co-
workers, who showed an increase in proton conductivity
(Grotthus mechanism58) upon loading of methanol in the
hydrated structure.59
As outlined in a recent review by Shimizu and co-workers,
there are several drawbacks with using MOFs as ionic conduc-
tors.60 Perhaps surprisingly, most reports of Cu-MOFs show
stability in ammonia; the same in not true with respect to
oxygen centred nucleophiles.61 The primarily concern is that
proton hopping sites are inherently nucleophilic. A
Fig. 3 Each Cu/Cu paddlewheel has several possible spin states,
some of which are summarised in the crystal ﬁeld splitting diagram, (a).
The ground-state of anhydrous HKUST-1 is an antiferromagnetically
(AFM) coupled spin singlet, with the ferromagnetic (FM) triplet ther-
mally accessible at room temperature. A distinct Cu/Cu bond is
realised through a (closed-shell singlet) d-bond and is 1.53 eV per
Cu/Cu motif less stable than the AFM state. The Cu/Cu distance is
inversely proportional to cell volume. Deviations from the equilibrium
structure (the structure obtained from the black point in (b)) causes
pinching or puckering of the Cu/Cu, (c), upon compression or dila-
tion, respectively.



































































destabilisation of the nucleophilic-bound proton is required to
increase the protonic conductivity; a chemical characteristic
which is essentially a measurement of guest molecule acidity.
Thus the increase in nucleophilicity generally results in
macroscopic framework decomposition.62 Tominaka and
Cheetham presented an alternative mode of ion conductivity in
microcrystalline samples. The ionic conductivity of pressed-
pelleted frameworks was observed to be extrinsic (i.e. the
conduction occurred at the poly-crystalline grain boundaries,
rather than through the proposed Grotthus mechanism that
dominates single crystal samples).63 Besides H+ conductivity, a
recent screening of MOFs for use as cathodes in Li–air batteries
showed crystalline HKUST-1 has a particularly large discharge
capacity of 4170 mA h g"1, in which both ion transport and
storage capabilities are exploited.64
The ability to tune the electronic structure of MOFs, through
modication of the inorganic and organic components, make
them exciting candidates for electronic applications. Notably,
Dinca˘ and co-workers have shown several examples of
conductive MOFs.65–68 Most metal–organic frameworks are wide
band gap insulators with high resistivity.6,69,70 Their porosity
results in electronic bands composed of highly localised
orbitals, and an absence of band dispersion in reciprocal space,
as shown for HKUST-1 in Fig. 4a. This suggests that the most
likely mode of electronic conduction is through electron
hopping, rather than band transport.71–73 In the rst report of a
solar cell containing HKUST-1 electron injection to TiO2 and
hole transport to a redox electrolyte was achieved.54 Elsewhere,
hybrid organic–inorganic perovskite structured materials have
achieved notable recent success in photovoltaic applica-
tions,74–76 originating in part from the interplay between the
organic and inorganic components.77–80 One distinction of the
hybrid perovskites is that the extended inorganic network
provides robust band, rather than hopping, conductivity.
Conventional semiconductors may be chemically doped to
introduce an excess of electrons (donor states) or holes
(acceptor states). The defect chemistry of MOFs is complex –
many are kinetic products rather than in thermodynamic
equilibrium – and there is no general approach to increase
conductivity.81–83 One promising method to increase conduc-
tivity could be through increasing the MOF density. Assuming a
xed topology, this may be achieved through two approaches: (i)
Fig. 4 The electronic band structure of HKUST-1 in the antiferromagnetic (AFM) conﬁguration, a, shows typical behaviour of a metal–organic
framework: bands with low dispersion in reciprocal space indicating highly localised states. The three spin states per Cu/Cu paddlewheel
considered result in three distinct ionisation potentials (workfunctions), shown relative to the vacuum level in (b). Inclusion of the TCNQ electron
acceptor in the pores of HKUST-1 provides an electron acceptor and transport medium. Solid-state calculations of the TCNQ/HKUST-1 interface
show the upper valence band of the framework is not aﬀected by the inclusion of TCNQ, (c), however the molecular LUMO occupies a mid-gap
state, (d). All calculations are based on a density functional theory with a hybrid exchange–correlation functional (HSE06).



































































pre-synthetic ligand choice84 or (ii) loading of the MOF with
electron hopping sites.85 In the latter approach, under-coordi-
nated metal sites can be harnessed to transiently coordinate
redox-active molecules. This principle was the basis of the
seminal work of Allendorf and co-workers who demonstrated
substantial electrical conductivity increase upon loading of
HKUST-1 with tetracyanoquinodimethane (TCNQ).55
The increase in conductivity of TCNQ@HKUST-1 can be
understood from basic principles of semiconductor physics.86
TCNQ is widely used as an electron acceptor in organic elec-
tronics. The electronic workfunction of HKUST-1 (AFM cong-
uration) is calculated to be 7.0 eV with a band gap of 3.5 eV,
Fig. 4b. Single-molecule TCNQ is predicted to have an ionisa-
tion potential of 7.3 eV with an electronic gap of 1.8 eV (at the
same level of theory). Solid-state calculations of the mixed
system conrm that the addition of TCNQ to coordinatively-
unsaturated Cu in HKUST-1 sites provides electronic stabilisa-
tion to the framework, increasing the work function to 7.2 eV.
This stabilisation originates from back-bonding capability of
TCNQ which subsequently lowers the valence band maximum
(VBM, dominated by cupric oxide, Fig. 4c). The lowest unoccu-
pied molecular orbital (LUMO) of TCNQ becomes a mid gap
state, consistent with its behaviour as an electron acceptor,
Fig. 4d.
The inclusion of TCNQ provides a sub-framework connec-
tion – by the formation of a charge transfer salt – between the
Cu paddlewheels. A similar principle of internal cross-linking
modications was demonstrated by Cohen and co-workers,87
but little attention has been paid to the electronic structure of
the linking motifs. There is certainly scope for exploring both
the inclusion of other molecules into the pores of HKUST-1 that
form similar electrical contacts, with varying donor and
acceptor levels.
4 Heterogeneous catalysis
Many hybrid frameworks have shown success as heterogeneous
catalysts, in part owing to the large internal surface areas. There
are reports ranging from polymerisations88,89 to C–H bond
activation90 and CO2 reduction.91 These catalytic frameworks
generally contain motifs analogous to traditional molecular
catalysts, featuring the same compositional diversity, with the
advantage of regular ordering and potential ease of catalyst
recovery.
Many organic transformations do not require a redox active
catalyst, but rather a combination of electron rich and decient
reagents, and an electrophilic centre, such as Cu2+. In principle,
this type of catalysis would be ill-suited to MOFs because
strongly nucleophilic reagents may result in framework
decomposition. However, in reactions that are both gaseous
and chemically moderate – such as the epoxide ring opening92,93
reaction shown in Fig. 5a – the porosity of MOFs comes as a
benet, with the presence of a regular array of metal centres to
facilitate the stabilisation of reaction intermediates.
Ma and co-workers showed highly eﬃcient CO2 conversion
in HKUST-1, and quantitative catalytic turnover for their
modied framework featuring an array of Cu2+ paddlewheels
and single Cu2+ atoms.91 In their report (summarised in Fig. 5a),
the phase transfer catalyst, n-tetrabutylammonium bromide,
does not degrade the framework, and the reagents are the
epoxide and CO2. In this case, Cu2+ coordinates the epoxide,
weakening the C–O bond through the same mechanism that
promotes proton conduction in the hydrated structure. This
unconventional type of catalysis is exciting, and there is scope
for chiral modications of the framework and hence potential
for asymmetric catalysis within designer porous materials.
Mixed-metal redox catalysis has also been demon-
strated.94,95 In a recent report by Fischer and co-workers, the
isostructural Ru-HKUST-1 was constructed with mixed RuII/III
sites, which exhibited exceptional olen hydrogenation
turnover.96 The same Ru-HKUST-1 was reported in a study by
Wade and Dinca˘, which also included several other inter-
esting isostructural M-HKUST-1 analogues (M ¼ Cr, Fe, Ni,
Mo), all of which have multiple accessible oxidation states.97
The same principles of mixed-metal redox states can be
applied to Cu-HKUST-1, forming reactive CuI/II paddlewheels.
The radical stability of HKUST-1, as rst demonstrated by
Po¨ppl and co-workers,48 was recently revisited by Volkmer and
co-workers, with the Cu/Cu paddlewheels showing mixed
redox catalytic properties.98
Copper catalysis is important because it has cross-disci-
plinary relevance to both organic catalysis and biological
systems. Many of these processes are involved in radical stabi-
lisation,99 and this poses interesting challenges for heteroge-
neous development of HKUST-1 and derivatives for more
complex reactions. One illuminating example is an extension to
the work by Stahl and co-workers: the aerobic copper mediated
radical oxidation of alcohols to aldehydes, an example is shown
in Fig. 5b.100,101 This case has similar function to alcohol dehy-
drogenase with the inclusion of the radical initiator, TEMPO,
which reduces the paddlewheel to a mixed oxidation state
dimer. One possible limitation is the water by-product, so the
reaction would have to be performed in conditions suitable for
the liberation and reactivation of HKUST-1.
Screening porous frameworks for catalytic redox activity may
be achieved with knowledge of only the energy of the bound
electrons:102 the workfunctions from Fig. 4b. The frontier bands
of HKUST-1 are cupric oxide centred, but the long-range elec-
trostatic potential can result in substantial shis with respect to
corresponding molecular values, i.e. a cluster calculation of the
cupric oxide paddlewheel may not reect the electron energies
of the periodic solid. In Fig. 6 we present a simple representa-
tion of four possible electronic processes that a reagent may
have with the framework. If the reagent has unoccupied states
lower in energy than the frameworks occupied states, there may
spontaneous electron transfer from the valence band to the
reagent LUMO (shown in green); this process will be limited by
the instability of CuIII. A more probably case is the reduction of
HKUST-1, if the reagent has lled states with low binding energy
(shown in tangerine). The two other cases are where the guest
molecule has mid-gap states that are empty (shown in red) or
lled (shown in blue). The former is a simplication of the
TCNQ example described in Fig. 4, whilst the latter relies on the
unoccupied states of the framework.



































































Whilst the redox activity is linked to the absolute electron
energies of the framework, these are not necessarily constant
and can be inuenced by changes in structure. Band modula-
tion may prove to be an important tool for tailored catalysis.
This modulation could be achieved physically by control of
pressure, temperature or lattice strain.103 An alternative chem-
ical route could be through modication of the organic ligand,
thereby changing the structural topology or the electronic
stability by electron donation or withdrawal.104 Two notable
examples of this are the monoamination of the btc linker, rst
reported by Fro¨ba and co-workers,105 and, separately, the
aromatic ring catenation, rst reported by Yaghi and co-
workers.106 The latter case warranted a new name, MOF-14, as
the pores were so large that interpenetration was observed. The
non-interpenetrated structure should be accessible through
solvent selection.
5 Gas storage, sensing and separation
Gaseous molecules have the potential to interact strongly with
open metal sites, as dened by the electrostatic interaction
between framework and absorbate. A stronger interaction is
found for more polar and polarisable absorbates.107,108
HKUST-1 has the highest density of Cu/Cu motifs of any
known MOF. The exposed coordination sites provide a high
metal-to-unit cell ratio, making HKUST-1 an excellent material
for gas uptake, sensing, and separation.109 However, the space
inside the pore (open pore volume space) is inactive. This factor
is why no MOF currently achieves the physical requirements to
be a useful alternative to compressed gas storage.110 Thus, we
focus on the potential for gas sensing and separations achieved
with HKUST-1.
MOFs can be used to sense molecules in many ways. Besides
the visible colour shi observed for HKUST-1 (which is even
notable in the dehydration process),55 optical and structural
techniques can be used to detect absorbate induced changes in
the framework.28 Most MOFs contract upon low loading of guest
molecules.111 This contraction may be observable in optical
spectroscopy, but also clearly shown with X-ray diﬀraction.45
The contraction is absorbate specic, and with the knowledge
of band positions changing relative to pressure, one can
envisage an electrical device based on change in resistance
upon change in pressure. Also, if the change in pressure is
substantial, one could observe a change the spin state: mag-
netoelastic sensing.
Generally, the more polar the guest molecules, the stronger
the interaction with the framework. This fundamental physical
concept reconciles the multitude of literature showing, for
instance, selective retention of CO2 over CH4: CO2 has a much
larger quadrupole moment than CH4.112 The single report that
challenges this principle show retention of the less polarisable
p-xylene over o/m-xylene, but in this case it was determined that
the retention was attributed to o- and m-xylene accessing
otherwise inaccessible pores.113
HKUST-1 features three distinct internal pores, two of
comparable size (aperture ¼ 14 A˚) and a smaller pore (aperture
¼ 10 A˚). Of the two larger pores, one has Cu/Cu directed into
the pores (shown coordinating TCNQ in Fig. 4c), making this
ideal for gas interactions. The smallest pore could be used to
retain smaller molecules. Increasing the density of both open-
metal site, and the framework itself, are methods of increasing
Fig. 5 An example of a heterogeneous catalytic cycle for the forma-
tion of cyclic carbonates – cupric acetate mediated – from epoxides
and CO2, (a). nBu4NBr serves as both a labile nucleophile and phase
transfer reagent. The same cupric acetate motif may be used as a
heterogeneous mixed redox CuI/CuII catalyst, (b), oxidising alcohols to
aldehydes in the presence of TEMPO.
Fig. 6 Examples of redox processes determined by the band energies
of metal–organic framework and the molecular electron addition and
removal energies of the reagents. A general scheme for computing the
former quantities has been reported in ref. 41.



































































the selective retention and initial gas uptake volumes, but this
comes with the cost of a reduced pore aperture.
6 Conclusions and outlook
Considering the body of research built up over the past 15 years,
it is evident that HKUST-1 is a unique metal–organic frame-
work. The electronic characteristics that underpin the perfor-
mance of the material originate from the synergy of the
structural organic linker, btc, and the magnetically coupled
Cu/Cu paddlewheel motif. Drawing from the current state of
understanding – and informed by rst-principles materials
modelling – we can infer a set of design principles to be used as
a roadmap to other high-performance applications of HKUST-1,
and importantly, the design of novel functional frameworks.
Magnetic paddlewheels
The electronic structure of the cupric acetate-derived paddle-
wheel motif is complex and open to changes in chemical
coordination and spin. Considering magnetic modulation, the
design of organic linkers that permit superexchange interac-
tions between adjacent paddlewheels is of particular interest.
The primary challenge is to modify the organic motifs such that
desirable orbital symmetry is obtained, without dramatic
alteration to the overall MOF structure. One potential class of
ligands could be the extended linear polyalkynes, which satisfy
the preliminary criteria.114 Alternatively, the control of spin
arrangements provides scope for three-dimensional arrays of
quantum data storage, although chemical modication of the
framework may be necessary to prolong the spin lifetimes.115
Furthermore, the observation of spin ipping may eventuate in
magnetoelastic chemical sensing.
Conductive paddlewheels
Currently, HKUST-1 features the most dense array of Cu/Cu
motifs of any framework, with the smallest distance between
adjacent Cu/Cu motifs. It should be possible to further
reducing the porosity with ligand design, whereby modulating
the inter-paddlewheel distances. This could result in an
increase in the orbital overlap and potentially intra-framework
electron transport. The gauntlet has been thrown down to the
experimentalists to realise this challenge. Increasing the size of
the ligand simply decreases the Cu/Cu density. While not
optimal for conductivity, such an approach can be of interest for
applications such as gas storage.116
‘Rewiring’ the framework
Another method for increasing conductivity is modications to
the guest electron acceptor and donor sites. Electronic control
of these guests would allow access to both the valence and
conduction bands. Coordination control could provide a means
to direct conductivity along specic crystallographic directions.
Currently only TCNQ has been shown to increase conductivity
in HKUST-1. This is not because it is unique, but rather because
of its dimensions and that the electron energies coincide with
HKUST-1. The same principles may be extended to any pair of
materials.
Porous catalysis
There are many opportunities for novel catalysis inside MOFs.
In the case of HKUST-1, there is the potential for organic
synthesis that is bio-relevant. The well-dened oxidation and
spin states of the Cu/Cu motifs is desirable and there is scope
for chiral catalysis in modied HKUST-1 analogues. Any mate-
rial with open-metal sites can potentially be used to coordinate
electron-rich motifs, thus paving way for heterogeneous catal-
ysis in chemically robust frameworks.
Chemical capture
Under-coordinated metal sites are ideal for increasing the local
electric elds within a MOF pore. The Cu/Cu motif is partic-
ularly well-suited. The same forces that attract water and result
in decomposition can be used to capture highly polar molecules
like those found in nerve agents and chemical weapons. Thus,
the application of MOFs for capture of polar molecules is an
important variation on the usual approach that is storage of
non-polar species like methane.117
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5.2 Paper 8: Metal-mediated conductivity pathways
Building on organic linker design, one avenue that we had not considered explicitly was the inclu-
sion of inherently conductive organic motifs.234 Whilst this seems like an obvious avenue, the major
problem still remained: A conductive species in a sparse region is merely an electron/hole trap. To gen-
uinely promote organic conductivity, the molecules need to interact, either through space or through
bond.322–326 In principle this design principle should work, if the MOF has a topology of, for instance,
a p-stacking arrangement found in many COFs.83 But this topology is less common due to linker-metal
geometry.
At the beginning of 2015, we were asked for input on a synthetic project in collaboration with
Mircea Dinca˘, Massachusetts Institute of Technology. At the time, the manuscript had pre-existing
chemical models included in the paper, however they were truncated to just the sulfur-containing core.
This made the assumption that the ligand’s HOMO and LUMO were centred on this motif, and the
resultant VBM and CBM of the crystal were also of similar topology. It also inherently assumes
that the electron energies of this region of the molecule were unaffected by the coordination to the
metal, or the ligands substituents. Coincidentally, I had been discussing with my colleagues about
how we could not make this approximation because it is exceedingly challenging to predict electron
energies and orbital hybridisation of a material, only knowing the orbitals and associated energies
of the material’s components. Keith T. Butler and I had postulated the idea of constructing a bulk
binary semiconductor (e.g. TiO2) and its associated band structure and electron energies from a simple
molecular orbital diagram. In principle there is an analytical expression that can be used to describe the
resultant orbital splitting, based on knowledge of ionic radius, polarisability, Pauling electronegativity,
interatomic distance and initial electron energies, but we never got around to completing this challenge
for the binary systems. For hybrid materials, the problem is even more complex because most ligands
are aromatic, and things become exceptionally challenging when delocalised electrons are involved.
Thus, the concept of truncating a MOF may have worked, but it was impossible to be sure without
modelling the entire MOF.
After performing periodic electronic structure calculations, we concluded that the tetrathiafulvalene
ligand was indeed contributing to both the VBM and CBM, but the electronic excitation was from the
sulfur core to the peripheral aromatic ‘wings’. However, the separation between adjacent ligands was
the determining factor in electrical conductivity where the larger the cation, the closer the ligands were
pushed together, thus forming better inter-layer orbital overlap. The principles here are similar to that
of Paper 3. All of the published computational data was performed in Bath by myself, the experiments
were performed in Boston, MA, and the published manuscript was drafted by all authors.
It should be noted that the work function calculations here could not be performed reliably on all
the MOFs because the method is limited by the size of the pore. Further details on this limitation are
described in Paper 1 and subsequent ESI.
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5.2.1 Relevant ESI
All electronic and structural calculations were performed within the KohnSham density functional the-
ory (DFT) framework. Bornvon Karman boundary conditions were employed to represent a framework
infinitely repeating in each direction, with no surface termination. The Vienna ab initio simulation
package (VASP), a plane-wave basis set code (with PAW scalar-relativistic pseudopotentials), was em-
ployed for crystal and electronic structure optimization. A 5 x 5 x 5 k-mesh was used to sample the
Brillouin zone for each of the materials. A 500 eV plane-wave cutoff was found to be suitable for
convergence of electronic wave functions to give total energies within 0.01 eV/atom. Starting with
the experimentally determined unit cells lattice parameters and atomic positions were relaxed with the
semi-local PerdewBurkeErnzerhof exchangecorrelation functional revised for solids (PBEsol). The
key electronic properties, including electron density, electrostatic potential, and band gap, were com-
puted using a hybrid exchangecorrelation functional (HSE06) with 25% of the short- range semi-local
exchange replaced by the exact nonlocal HartreeFock exchange.
In contrast to molecular quantum-chemical calculations, within periodic boundary conditions, the
electronic eigenvalues resulting from the solution of the KohnSham equations are given with respect to
an internal reference (for VASP it is the average electrostatic potential of the repeating cell). The conse-
quence is that absolute values of band energies cannot be compared between two or more frameworks:
there is no common vacuum level. It should be noted that for solids, unlike finite systems, the highest
occupied KohnSham eigenvalue and the electron removal energy (N ¿ N 1 system) are equivalent in
the dilute limit.
For the reference electrostatic potential we use a spherical average of the Hartree potential in a
sphere of r = 2 A˚with an origin at the center of the pore. The analysis code for this calculation, which can
also calculate planar and macroscopic averages of electrostatic potentials and charge densities, is freely
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ABSTRACT: Reaction of FeCl2 and H4DSBDC (2,5-
disulfhydrylbenzene-1,4-dicarboxylic acid) leads to the
formation of Fe2(DSBDC), an analogue of M2(DOBDC)
(MOF-74, DOBDC4− = 2,5-dihydroxybenzene-1,4-dicarb-
oxylate). The bulk electrical conductivity values of both
Fe2(DSBDC) and Fe2(DOBDC) are ∼6 orders of
magnitude higher than those of the Mn2+ analogues,
Mn2(DEBDC) (E = O, S). Because the metals are of the
same formal oxidation state, the increase in conductivity is
attributed to the loosely bound Fe2+ β-spin electron. These
results provide important insight for the rational design of
conductive metal−organic frameworks, highlighting in
particular the advantages of iron for synthesizing such
materials.
Metal−organic frameworks (MOFs) that display intrinsicelectrical conductivity are still rare, but conductivity is
emerging as an attractive complement to the inherent porosity of
these materials. If high surface area is combined with electrical
conductivity or high charge mobility, MOFs could ﬁnd uses in
ﬁelds outside traditional areas such as gas storage and separation,
and make strides into batteries,1 supercapacitors,2 electro-
catalysis,3 and sensing,4 among others. Although recent reports
of conductive MOFs have crystallized several potential avenues
toward improved electrical properties, including in-plane π-
conjugation,4,5 through-space charge transport,6 through-bond
charge transport,7 and doping,7d,8 these design strategies require
signiﬁcant reﬁnement.
In this context, we recently reported Mn2(DSBDC), a MOF-
74 analogue that contains (-Mn-S-)∞ chains, and discussed the
positive eﬀect of replacing phenoxide by thiophenoxide groups
on charge mobility.7a While this was inspired by the rich
literature of organic conductors, where heavier chalcogens
generally lead to better electrical properties,9 the equally
compelling literature of inorganic semiconductors shows, for
instance, that iron chalcogenides10 are better intrinsic conductors
thanmanganese chalcogenides,11 highlighting that the metal ions
may be as important as the chalcogens. Taking a cue from
inorganic chalcogenides, we wanted to test the relative
importance of the metal ion for MOFs with inﬁnite chains as
their secondary building units. To do so, we set out to compare
the Mn2+ and Fe2+ analogues of the family of materials known as
MOF-74, surmising that replacement ofMn2+ by Fe2+ would lead
to superior electrical conductivity, as seen for the inorganic
chalcogenides. Here, we show that within isostructural materials,
replacing Mn2+ with Fe2+ leads to a million-fold enhancement in
electrical conductivity, a considerably more pronounced eﬀect
than substituting bridging O atoms with less electronegative S
atoms.
[Fe2(DSBDC)(DMF)2]·x(DMF) was isolated as dark red-
purple crystals after heating a degassed and dry solution of
H4DSBDC and anhydrous FeCl2 in N,N-dimethylformamide
(DMF) at 140 °C under an N2 atmosphere for 24 h, and washing
with additional DMF. Single-crystal X-ray diﬀraction analysis of
Fe2(DSBDC)(DMF)·x(DMF) revealed an asymmetric unit
containing one Fe atom coordinated by three carboxylate
groups, two thiophenoxide groups, and one DMFmolecule. The
sulfur atoms are coordinated in trans fashion to the Fe2+ atom,
with Fe−S bond lengths of 2.444(2) and 2.446(2) Å. This
indicates that both S atoms interact with the same d orbital of
Fe2+, an important orbital symmetry requirement for eﬃcient
charge transport.12 Although Fe2(DSBDC) is isostructural with
Fe2(DOBDC)
13 and Mn2(DOBDC),
14 its structure is only
topologically related to that of Mn2(DSBDC). As shown in
Figure 1a, whereas Fe2(DSBDC) has a single metal atom in the
asymmetric unit, Mn2(DSBDC) has two: one that is octahedrally
coordinated by donors on DSBDC4− ligands, and another that is
bound by two DMFmolecules. Relevantly, the two distinct metal
ions in Mn2(DSBDC) reduce the symmetry of the (-Mn-S-)∞
chains, which may negatively aﬀect its charge transport
properties. As in other MOF-74 analogues, the (-Fe-S-)∞ chains
in Fe2(DSBDC) are bridged by thiophenoxide and carboxylate
groups to form a three-dimensional framework with one-
dimensional hexagonal pores with a van der Waals diameter of
∼16 Å (Figures 1b and S1).
When M2(DEBDC)(DMF)2·x(DMF) are soaked in dichloro-
methane and then evacuated under vacuum (100 °C, 2 h), they
yield M2(DEBDC)(DMF)2, a series of materials that are guest-
free and where DMF completes the coordination sphere of all
metal sites. Infrared spectroscopy and microelemental analysis
conﬁrmed that all guest solvent molecules were removed under
these conditions (Figure S4). Surprisingly, powder X-ray
diﬀraction (PXRD) revealed that Fe2(DSBDC)(DMF)2 is
distorted in comparison to Fe2(DSBDC)(DMF)2·x(DMF), a
distortion that was not observed in the other three analogues
(Figures S3 and S5). Mathematical simulation and DFT
optimization of completely solvent-free Fe2(DSBDC)
15 gave a
structure whose simulated pattern agreed well with the observed
PXRD pattern of Fe2(DSBDC)(DMF)2 (see Figure 1c and the
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Supporting Information). This distortion is reversible: soaking
Fe2(DSBDC)(DMF)2 in fresh DMF produced a crystalline
phase with a PXRD pattern identical to that of Fe2(DSBDC)-
(DMF)2·x(DMF) (Figure S6). To our knowledge, although
breathing behavior has been observed for several classes of
MOFs,16 it has never been associated with MOF-74 analogues.
N2 sorption analysis revealed Brunauer−Emmet−Teller
(BET) surface areas of 232, 241, and 287 m2/g for Mn2-
(DSBDC)(DMF)2, Fe2(DOBDC)(DMF)2, and Mn2-
(DOBDC)(DMF)2, respectively, conﬁrming their guest-free
nature and permanent porosity (Figure S8). These values are
lower than those expected for completely activated MOF-74
analogues because coordinated DMF molecules occupy a
signiﬁcant portion of the pore volume in M2(DEBDC)(DMF)2.
Fe2(DSBDC)(DMF)2 exhibited a lower BET surface area of 54
m2/g, likely because the distorted pores in this case are almost
entirely occupied by coordinated DMF molecules (Figure S9).
Owing to the small crystallite size of all of these materials,
single-crystal measurements of their electrical properties proved
unfeasible. Accordingly, we prepared pellets of both M2-
(DEBDC)(DMF)2·x(DMF) and M2(DEBDC)(DMF)2 materi-
als, for a total of eight samples, all of which were analyzed by two-
probe current−voltage techniques. Plots of measured current
density versus electric ﬁeld strength, shown for the as-
synthesized samples in Figure 2a and for the guest-free samples
in Figure S10, revealed striking diﬀerences in electrical
conductivity between the Fe and Mn analogues, regardless of
their solvation level. Indeed, both Fe2(DSBDC)(DMF)2·
x(DMF) (σ = 3.9 × 10−6 S/cm) and Fe2(DOBDC)(DMF)2·
x(DMF) (σ = 3.2 × 10−7 S/cm) were ∼6 orders of magnitude
more conductive than Mn2(DSBDC)(DMF)2·x(DMF) and
Mn2(DOBDC)(DMF)2·x(DMF), which exhibited conductiv-
ities of 2.5 × 10−12 and 3.9 × 10−13 S/cm, respectively (Table
1).17 Although the guest-free materials showed slightly lower
conductivities overall, possibly due to additional defects and
grain boundaries caused by the solvent exchange and guest
removal process, they reﬂected the same remarkable 6 orders of
Figure 1. (a) Parts of the inﬁnite secondary building units in
M2(DEBDC)(DMF)2·x(DMF) (M = Fe, Mn; E = S, O). The (-M-E-
)∞ chains are represented in purple. (b,c) Partial structures of
Fe2(DSBDC)(DMF)2·x(DMF) and Fe2(DSBDC)(DMF)2 as deter-
mined by single-crystal X-ray diﬀraction and DFT structure
optimization, respectively. H atoms and solvent molecules are omitted
for clarity.
Figure 2. Electrical properties of M2(DEBDC) (M = Fe, Mn; E = S, O)
pressed pellets. (a) Plots of current density versus electric ﬁeld strength
(J−E curves) for M2(DEBDC)(DMF)2·x(DMF) at 297 K. (b)
Conductance−temperature relationship for M2(DEBDC)(DMF)2.
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magnitude diﬀerence in conductivity between the Fe and Mn
analogues (Table 1). Although at the lower end of intrinsically
conductive and porous MOFs, whose conductivity ranges
between 10−6 and 102 S/cm,4−7 the conductivity of the Fe
frameworks described here is the highest in the MOF-74 family
and is comparable to that of typical organic conductors (>10−6 S/
cm).18
To probe the cause of the large diﬀerence between the Fe and
Mn analogues, we determined the activation energy in
M2(DEBDC)(DMF)2 by measuring their pellet conductance
under variable temperature between 200 and 420 K. Working
with guest-free rather than as-synthesized materials was
necessary because our variable-temperature, air-free electrical
microprobe setup requires that samples be passed through an
evacuation chamber. However, it is reasonable to assume that
because neutral guest solvent molecules are unlikely to
contribute to charge transport, the activation energies of
M2(DEBDC)(DMF)2 are not vastly diﬀerent and follow the
same trends as those of M2(DEBDC)(DMF)2·x(DMF). All
samples showed an increase in conductance with increasing
temperature, indicative of semiconducting behavior (see Figure
2b). Fitting the respective conductance values, G, to the
Arrhenius law (eq 1) revealed notable diﬀerences in activation
energies, Ea, shown in Table 1. Thus, both Fe2(DSBDC)(DMF)2
(Ea = 0.27 eV) and Fe2(DOBDC)(DMF)2 (Ea = 0.41 eV) had
considerably lower activation energies than Mn2(DSBDC)-
(DMF)2 (Ea = 0.81 eV) and Mn2(DOBDC)(DMF)2 (Ea = 0.55
eV), suggesting that the Fe-based MOFs have smaller band gaps
and hence higher charge density than the Mn-based MOFs.
Notably, the addition of a single electron per metal ion (i.e.,
substitution of d5 Mn2+ for d6 Fe2+) has a much more
pronounced positive eﬀect on conductivity than changing the
bridging atom from O to S, indicating that the electronic
structure of the metal ions plays the most important role in
charge conduction in this class of materials. To conﬁrm the
oxidation state and high-spin conﬁguration of the Fe atoms, we
measured 57Fe Mössbauer spectra of both Fe-based MOFs. As
shown in Figures S11 and S12, these spectra revealed well-
resolved doublets characterized by isomer shifts of 1.172 and
1.308 mm/s, and quadrupole splittings of 3.218 and 2.739 mm/s,
for Fe2(DSBDC) and Fe2(DOBDC), respectively. Because the
isomer shifts of bothMOFs fall in the expected range of high-spin
Fe2+, these experiments demonstrated that oxidation to Fe3+ did
not occur during our experiments.
Density functional calculations were used to further probe the
diﬀerences in electronic structure of M2(DEBDC)(DMF)2, and
the signiﬁcance of the additional d electron associated with the
Fe2+ ions. The electronic density of states and ionization
potentials of the guest-free system are presented in Figure 3, and
detailed in the Supporting Information. Because Fe2(DOBDC)
and Mn2(DOBDC) are structurally analogous, while Fe2-
(DSBDC) and Mn2(DSBDC) diﬀer in the number of metal
ions in their asymmetric units, the comparison between
Fe2(DOBDC) and Mn2(DOBDC) illustrates best the diﬀerence
between Mn2+ and Fe2+. Most importantly, the valence band
maximum ofMn2(DOBDC) is composed of C-p, O-p, andMn-d
states, while in Fe2(DOBDC) the Fe-d states dominate the
valence band, with negligible contribution from ligand orbitals.
This diﬀerence is attributed to the low binding energy of the ﬁlled
β-spin d band of Fe2+, which is empty for the d5 high-spin Mn2+
ions.20 Furthermore, because the lower conduction band in both
MOFs is dominated by ligand-based orbitals, the band gaps are
narrowed owing to a decreased work function. As a result, the
calculated work functions and band gaps of Fe2(DOBDC) are
0.91 and 1.01 eV smaller than those of Mn2(DOBDC),
respectively.
To assess the relative importance of the chalcogen atom on the
charge transport, we also compared the structurally analogous
Fe2(DSBDC) and Fe2(DOBDC) materials. First, the valence
and conduction bands of these frameworks are ﬂat in reciprocal
space (dispersion of <100 meV in all cases). This behavior is
indicative of localized orbitals rather than delocalized bands, and












3.9 × 10−6 2.5 × 10−12 3.2 × 10−7 3.9 × 10−13
σguest‑free
(S/cm)b
5.8 × 10−7 1.2 × 10−12 4.8 × 10−8 3.0 × 10−13
Ea (eV)
c 0.27 0.81 0.41 0.55
Eg (eV)
d 1.92 2.60 1.47 2.48
Φ (eV)e 3.71 3.81 2.81 3.72
aElectrical conductivity of M2(DEBDC)(DMF)2·x(DMF) at 297 K.
bElectrical conductivity of M2(DEBDC)(DMF)2 at 297 K.
cActivation
energy of M2(DEBDC)(DMF)2.
dCalculated bandgap of M2-
(DEBDC)(DMF)2.
eCalculated work function of M2(DEBDC)-
(DMF)2.
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Figure 3. Calculated energy bands and projected density of states
(DOS) of M2(DEBDC)(DMF)2 (M = Fe, Mn; E = S, O). The work
function, Φ, and the absolute energy scale are aligned to vacuum
according to ref 19. Gray curves represent total DOS. Blue, teal, yellow,
red, and black curves represent projected DOS of Fe, Mn, S, O, and C,
respectively.
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is typical of many MOFs.21 Thus, we anticipate that the primary
mode of conduction is through charge hopping. Moreover,
because the Fe2+ d orbitals dominate the valence band (83% of
the orbital contribution), intervalence transitions between Fe
atoms will proceed with little contribution from O. In contrast,
due to the enhanced orbital overlap in Fe2(DSBDC), where Fe
and S orbitals contribute 53% and 14% to the valence band,
transport will occur through both Fe and S in the (-Fe-S-)∞
chains. This mechanism lowers the charge hopping barrier and is
also associated with the larger work function of Fe2(DSBDC)
compared with that of Fe2(DOBDC). Finally, the increased
contribution of C-p states to the valence band in Fe2(DSBDC)
compared to Fe2(DOBDC) may also indicate a more eﬃcient
interchain transport, which further increases the conductivity of
the former.
In summary, the synthesis of a new MOF-74 analogue based
on (-Fe-S-)∞ chains led to a material with the highest
conductivity in the MOF-74 structural family. The combination
of loosely bound Fe2+ β-spin electrons and the low electro-
negativity of S atoms contributes to the higher relative
conductivity of Fe2(DSBDC). Applying similar design principles
to other MOFs made from one-dimensional secondary building
units should lead to further improvements in electrical properties
for materials in this class.
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The future of porous hybrid materials
The term metal-organic framework encapsulates essentially all materials that feature an inorganic motif
arranged regularly with the inclusion of a carbon-containing molecule. Because of the loose governing
definition, and the endless possible applications ofMOFs in catalysis and as scaffolds for heterogeneous
reactions, the field has attracted attention from a variety of chemists and physicists. Over the past 3.5
years, the chemical diversity and function has evolved, and MOFs now feature exotic ligands with more
inherent reactivity like cobalt bis(dicarbollide)329 and flexibilty like cyclic cationic amines.95 When we
started this project the primary material application discussed in the literature related to gas storage and
separation. As the field progressed, it became apparent that no matter the ligand or metal selection,
there is an intrinsic dichotomy between storage capacity and absorption energy, where the capacity
scales inversely to the average energy of absorption. This realisation pushed MOFs forward as reactive
scaffolds with high accessible surface area, but also as materials with highly tunable properties, both
electronically and physically.
Rational materials design is increasingly important as the race for a functional framework is no
longer a synthetic problem, but rather man versus machine (the computational combinatorial approach).
No longer is an N2 absorption isotherm an indication of a MOF’s potential for application. Now
chemists want to perform heterogeneous enantioselective chemical reactions, conduct electricity along
specific crystallographic directions, and separate and destroy toxic chemicals in gaseous mixtures.
The application of the material depends on the amalgamation of the chemistry and physics. To truly
describe and design hybrid materials, principles must be gleaned from both organic and inorganic
chemistries. Inorganic chemists may neglect the intricacies of the organic ligand used to support the
inorganic motifs, whilst organic chemists may overlook the chemical physics associated with small
metal chalocogenide clusters.
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6.1 Bridging organic and inorganic chemistry: The workfunction
The ability to align a material’s electron energies is the basis for describing its function as a photo/electro-
catalyst, photosensitiser and electrical conductor. In solid-state chemistry, the workfunction is typi-
cally only discussed with relation to heterojunction offsets for semiconducting applications. Aligning
bands between two interacting materials will give an indication as to whether there will be an energetic
‘step’ at their interface. There are three types of band alignment that can occur between semiconduc-
tor/insulators, Figure 6-1. A similar image was presented in Paper 7, which detailed alignments of
Type I and II for catalytic applications. Type III is less common in hybrid materials, because rarely
are unoccupied states located deep in the electronic structure (MOFs have a largely negative electron
affinity).
Type I Type II Type III
Material A Material B Material A Material B Material A Material B
Figure 6-1: The three types of semiconductor heterojunction band offsets which determine the nature
of electronic excitations and the direction of electron and hole transport..
In organic chemistry, the electron energies are what defines a system’s reactivity. In practice, these
energies dictate redox reactions and multi-electron transfer. In organic modelling, the electron energies
are dependent on the polarity and dielectric constant of the solvent modulate the ionisation potential of
the solute through stabilising interactions. Despite being only semi quantitative, knowledge of the gas
phase energy levels is still a useful way of discussing the relative electron energies and using them to
predict reactivity.
I have found it beneficial to apply the concepts of ‘band’ alignment in organic systems, where the
band is simply the molecular orbital and corresponding energy. Equally, the application of organic
rationales (e.g. reactivity, hybridisation) to inorganic systems has proven useful, particularly in mod-
elling MOFs. For metal-organic frameworks it is not only important what the electron energies are, but
also the identity of the orbitals the electrons occupy. Unlike inorganic materials, where in the case of
a binary semiconductor the orbitals at the band edges are defined by either species A or B, or a hybrid
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of A and B, MOFs can have complex varying spacial contributions. As shown in Paper 2, Figure 3,
MOFs feature a variety of compositional dependent valence and conduction band extrema. In the case
of MIL-125, which features an organic VBM and TiO2-centred CBM, we can rationalise the EPR evi-
dence for the existence of a short lived Ti3+ species (the first excited state). Using the same tools, we
can predict it being unlikely to observe a Zn1+ in the photoexcited MOF-5 structure, because a) the
VBM, rather than the CBM, is ZnO-based and b) the CBM is organic centred.
In Paper 1, we speculated on the band alignment relative to standard condensed phase redox pro-
cesses. Perhaps the CO2 redox line would have been more informative, as it is a gas phase electron
transfer. It is certainly ongoing work to make a comparison of solid state ionisation potentials of porous
materials to something chemically tangible like gas phase catalysis.
6.2 Altering electron energies: Pressure and chemical substitutions
With the consideration that not only does the composition define the band edge position, but also
pressure on the material, MOFs present themselves as more highly tunable than once imagined. We
can now turn our hand to designing materials with desirable workfunctions, and orbital contributions
at the band edges. This is no small task, but will be a major step forward in hybrid materials design.
It is a common trap to assume that an as-synthesised material forms in the most thermodynamically
favourable geometry: Crystallisation kinetics may favour alternative structures. The heteroepitaxial
strain at the interface of two materials, unless the lattice parameters match perfectly, installs an effec-
tive pressure on the system. In two case studies, Paper 2 and 3, we show how very minor changes in
pressure can modulate the electron energies significantly. Indeed, we can make statements about how
the energetics are affected based on the band’s contributing orbital symmetry. We can also speculate
that instantaneous changes in pressure (i.e. where the material does not have time to reach an equilib-
rium geometry after lattice modulation) can act differently to gradual pressure change. In summary,
bonding interactions (in the direction of compression) are stabilised under pressure, whereas antibond-
ing interactions are stabilised upon expansion. This physical understanding will likely find application
in future studies where spectroscopic evidence is available to assess the interface.
Besides pressure modulation, organic chemistry is a powerful tool in the solid state. Because MOFs
suffer from not being inherently conductive, and defect tuning of the framework can yield macroscopic
decomposition, emphasis is placed on the ability to tune electron energies without substantial structure
modification. We found, that simple electron donating groups are enough to make substantial differ-
ences in band gaps, but as shown in Paper 6, Figure 4, result in mid-gap occupied flat bands. This is
not desirable for electrical conductivity, but for redox level band alignment, it poses an interesting and
exciting prospect of being able to direct electron and hole transfer.
We also explored an unusual class of organic molecules that may find their place as designer ligands
for magnetic tuning (Papers 4 and 5). The applications of helical orbitals is still being explored.
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6.3 Designing hybrid materials
Knowledge of the absolute electron energies and possible routes to their modulation are important steps
forward in MOF design. Since the beginning of the project there have been an increasing number of
examples of MOFs in electrical devices and sensors. Presently, there are two metal ions that have cap-
tured the imagination of researchers: Zr4+ and Cu2+. Zr4+-based MOFs are ill-suited for electrical
applications because of their inherent lack of valence d-electrons to facilitate metal-ligand hybridisa-
tion, but also because they are essentially redox inert. More success has been found with Cu2+ MOFs,
with examples of other conductive species containing Ni2+ and Fe2+.
It is not clear that dividing the design of MOFs into discrete inorganic and organic contributions is
the most useful method for the discussion, because the two sections overlap. Despite this overlap, there
are some clear examples of modulations that originate from either of the two regions, and they can be
used to systematically improve our understanding of the hybrid interface.
6.3.1 Modulations from the metal node
Zr4+-based frameworks are useful platforms to demonstrate organic modularity, and also for ZrO2
cluster engineering. As a demonstration of the former, the inclusion of bipyridine linkers (instead of
biphenyl) in the UiO-67 framework allows for coordination of catalytically active metals. In work not
included in this thesis, we showed that we could achieve heterogeneous CO2 reduction at the same









Figure 6-2: The Zr6 clusters in the NU-1000 (a) and UiO-series (b). The clusters are structurally
related, but the ligand in NU-1000 prevents complete coordination of the Zr clusters. As a result, the
NU-1000 features hydrated and hydroxylated sites.
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Recently, NU-1000 has taken the spotlight. NU-1000 and the UiO-6n series form an interesting tan-
dem, as they feature compositionally identical metal arrangements, with the NU-1000 having intrinsic
hydration sites, Figure 6-2a.331 The identification of these protonic sites was a triumph of computa-
tional chemistry, because they were unresolved in XRD experimentation. These protons have been
shown to be efficient Lewis acids.332 The application of which was then used for the argument that
MOFs can be used as Lewis acid catalysts for breaking down nerve agents,333 but also for hosting and
supporting catalytically active metals.334 As shown in Figure 6-2, the UiO-series of materials are very
similar to the NU-1000 framework, and through engineering of defects in MOFs the same metal node
arrangement can be achieved. There is still a significant amount of work required to understand the
defect chemistry in MOFs, but the UiO-6n and NU-1000 tandem are a good starting point.
The series of Cu2+-based MOFs have been equally interesting, with most reported structures featur-
ing an array of the Cu-Cu paddlewheels (as presented in Paper 5 and 7). From an electronic perspective,
we have a sound understanding of the chemistry associated with Cu-Cu containing MOFs. The next
challenge is to form a MOF with a higher density of Cu-Cu motifs than HKUST-1, and perhaps learn
to harness the multiple spin states for electron transport and quantum data storage.
We found particular success deviating from the typical Zr and Cu containing MOFs. Paper 8
featured a series of non-traditional MOFs based on a semiconducting ligand and a series of d5, d7
and d10 metals. In that report, the ligand has high energy occupied states. As a result the metal
modulates the conductivity by subtle changes in the distance between adjacent ligands, with the metal
not contributing to the frontier bands. This is an interesting route for the resurgence of d10 metals,
which form predictable tetrahedral coordination geometries, but vary in size. Another route for metal-
modulation is a targeted synthesis with high energy valence electrons, aiming to push these electrons to
the band edges. In practice this is achieved through the selection of ligand, and the energies are defined
through their coordination environments.
6.3.2 Organic contributions
The energies of metal-centred electrons are defined by the ligands that support them. One example
is the high spin to low spin transition that is observed in some Fe2+ complexes. The prospect of
including spin transitions in MOFs is certainly interesting, and there are a few frameworks that present
the opportunity for multiferroic properties. A recent example is the unusual Fe2+ MOF reported by
Jeffrey Long, University of California, Berkeley, which reported a structure with alternating ligand
installed high spin - low spin metals in the same framework.335 In that report, it was not the electronic
properties that defined the function as a molecular chromatography channel; Studies are ongoing with
our collaborators at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
MOF-74 (CPO-27) study presented in Paper 9 showed a significant increase in conductivity when
the isostructural material was made with both the sulfur containing ligand and Fe2+. The selection of
Fe2+ over Mn2+ yielded a six order of magnitude increase in conductivity (due to the additional weakly
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bound electron associated with Fe2+). More subtly, the conductivity increased significantly when tran-
sitioning from the oxide to sulfide derivatives. We know from Paper 6 that organic substitutions alter
the electron energies and can be used to tune band gaps. But we also postulated that by increasing the
electron donating ability of the substituent on the ligand would install undesirable midgap states for
electrical conductivity. As shown from the density of states in Paper 9, the addition of sulfur did not
create a mid gap state, but rather contributed to the frontier orbitals symbiotically with Fe. As a result,
the loosely bound Fe2+ electron is delocalised over the chain of -Fe-S- subsequently increasing con-
ductivity. Turning this result into a design principle is a work in progress, because the extent to which














Figure 6-3: The post-synthetic approach to installing an extended subnetwork (a, shown in blue). One
idea is to link orthogonal ligands through a sulfur-anchored TTF molecule (b) similar to what we
showed carried electrical charge in Paper 8.
An exciting avenue for ligand modulation is following on from work presented by Seth M. Co-
hen, University of California, San Diego.336 In their original article they proposed the crosslinking of
modified MOF-5 analogues both pre- and post-synthetically with no firm application. Since then, they
have shown they can start with an amorphous polymer and install crystallographic order with the same
degree of crosslinking upon exposure to coordinating metals (e.g. Zn2+).337 We have began work on
prediction of materials properties with more exotic crosslinking, like that proposed in Figure 6-3.
6.4 Outlook: Design rules and materials applications
6.4.1 Design rules
Whilst this body of work is unusual and somewhat diverse, each piece helped sculpt a few simple but
profound design rules and materials applications of semiconducting metal-organic frameworks.
1. The construction of a MOF is in constant competition with the subsequent decomposition. It
is apparent that these materials are highly sensitive to environmental variables. To overcome
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this instability problem is something that will almost certainly come at the cost of chemical
reactivity. Are metal-organic frameworks likely to form any technology in their current state?
No. But they have tremendous upside and serve as chemical functional materials for a variety
of interesting fundamental science. To help overcome these limitations, one might consider
construction of MOFs using linkers that feature pyrazoles/triazoles/tetrazoles and other nitrogen
donating ligands. Like the ZIFs, it should be possible to generate a series of materials that
have stable metal-organic interfaces simply by applying principles from typical hybridisation
arguments.
2. For the material to exhibit any appreciable band conduction, the material density must be in-
creased so that neighbouring chemical motifs influence and interact with each other. In MOFs,
the pore volume is too large to allow for delocalised electronic states, which indicates that the
upper limit of metal-organic materials is defined by the porosity. This is bad news for MOFs
as semiconductors, because part of the definition of a MOF is that is must be porous to some
appreciable extent.
3. In order to create a material that has increased magnetic, mechanical or optical properties, one
must understand which orbitals contribute to the band extrema. In the case of catalysis, the
electron density must resides at either, or both, of the band extrema, otherwise the material will
act almost unperturbed. This applies equally to optical properties. Similarly, to be able to predict
mechanical response or the potential deformation is a powerful tool, but the application of such
properties is not well-defined. Some speculation has suggested this makes MOFs suitable for
sensor applications.
6.4.2 Materials applications
With the progress and motivation shifting away from stability and gas uptake to function and appli-
cation, the future for MOFs is bright. Their chemical diversity (the initial attraction that sparked the
interest in the field) is more relevant than ever. Hybrid materials are finding applications in solar
cells,338–344 and have long been used in biological systems. Of course they are not porous polymeric
arrays, but it is only a matter of time before we uncover the porous advantage. Casting our mind back
to the seminal paper by Geoffrey A. Ozin, University of Toronto;54 where he postulated a variety of
possible applications for zeolites, we can construct a series of similar bold predictions for metal-organic
frameworks (with the exclusion of the hand drawn figures).
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6.4.3 The design of semiconducting frameworks that rival their inorganic condensed
phase analogues
One of the main concerns in MOF chemistry is that no framework out performs a variation of the
condensed phase material for a particular applications. For instance, HKUST-1 has a lower magnetic
critical temperature than the condensed phase cupric acetate. This is because the material density if
higher in the latter case, which meanes the coupling interaction is stronger. Our metal-TTF MOFs are
all ‘million-fold’ less conductive than the metal oxide components that hold the framework together
(ZnO, CdO, MnO etc). Should a material have comparable conductivity to the condensed phase mate-
rials, then we would be able to focus on finding the porous advantage.
6.4.4 The inclusion of light absorbing ligands and organocatalysts
As presented in the discussion relating to the UiO-6n and NU-1000 frameworks, redox and chemically
benign materials are exciting because they can act as scaffolds for organocatalysts. I had the pleasure
of living with Alexander T. Murray, presently pushing the boundaries of science at the University of
Nottingham, throughout my PhD. Throughout those years, we frequently discussed organic reaction
mechanisms over dinner. Given that many MOFs can tolerate exposure to radicals, we have thought
incorporating an organic catalyst onto one of the ligands in the UiO series. From Alexander’s work,
one option would be the inclusion of his synthetic flavin to perform biomimetic catalysis.345 Besides
single electron transfer organocatalysts, designing a framework that has an organic centred valence or
conduction band extrema (or both), can produce interesting properties for charge transfer photosensiti-
sation.346
6.4.5 Guest-framework and framework-guest charge transfer
To design highly porous multi-functional frameworks, one possible route is the consideration of chemi-
cal activation through spontaneous electron transfer to chemically benign absorbates. This idea merges
the concepts of band alignment in the periodic material, and the redox activity of the absorbate. If we
could harness high energy electrons to transfer selectively into, or out of, our framework this could
pose a heterogeneous route to a gas-phase reaction pathway. In principle, an exciting outcome could
be the photoinduced polymerisation of CO2,347 or a switchable absorbate induced fluorescent probe.
6.4.6 Aligning framework energy levels in the presence of small molecules and other
materials
One of the greatest challenges of utilising the workfunction as a design tool is the is that the value
is modified in the presence of any other material. It is an active area of research, but certainly a
challenging frontier.348 An achievable and important step forward can be made with the exploration of
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the change in workfunction as a function of absorbate/interface dielectric constant. We found that in
our TTF MOF study (Paper 8) that the workfunction was highly susceptible to the inclusion of DMF. It
appeared that the workfunction was reduced by approximately 1.5 eV with explicit inclusion of DMF.
From a gas-solid interface perspective, the change in energy of both species is important and directly
feeds into the prediction of catalytic pathways, as well as structural stability.
Pending the ability to make a stable, cheap, conductive (or other useful property like compressibil-
ity, luminescence etc) and scalable material, engineers can take control and attempt to build devices that
feature designer porous materials. Zeolites made the transition to commercial application because they
have a high affinity for water, making them a practical drying agent. But the underlying fundamental
electronic properties of designer porous materials are being uncovered much slower than new materials
are being synthesised. In order to incorporate porous materials into devices, we must know the band
alignments with respect to all materials in their vicinity.
6.4.7 Designing complex magnetic arrays
Magnetism in metal-organic frameworks is a complex field of study. This is because for the materials
that show any appreciable ordering, their are often many interactions that contribute to this effect. It
means that magnetic data storage is likely going to be challenging in practice. One promising material
was recently published, but the magentic coupling occurs through an explicitly inorganic chain, rather
than through ligand.349 Should we be able to design a MOF that shows prolonged spin ordering life-
times, and has a complex array of accessible spin states, then MOFs could be used for complex data
storage, encryption, magnetosensing and more.
6.5 Closing remarks
Over the past 3.5 years, I had the luxury of working with Aron, Keith, Alex, Chris, Dave, Max, Lesley,
Dave, Caroline, Mircea, Dyanne, LTCB, Tom and many others. Together we explored chemistry and
dabbled in areas outside the scope of our projects. It felt like every paper we wrote involved an in-
depth literature search into a new field. And during the course of my PhD, we became good friends and
long-time colleagues. I would argue that my greatest ideas came on the Pitch-and-Putt golf course, in
the pub and on the road to conferences. Somehow I worked more hours away from the office than I did
in the office. I also had many unproductive nights thinking about the science and arguing with friends
about far-fetched chemical ideas. I have less hair now, yet somehow weigh more.
After immersing myself in MOF chemistry, I realise that MOFs have captured the interest of scien-
tists, not because of their applications, or their complexities. Rather, they require a deep understanding
of both inorganic and organic chemistries. They are a beautiful paradox and like all materials, they have
their flaws. It is not clear which avenue/application to pursue; MOFs can do it all, but not very well.
One thing is certain, the future is bright for materials chemistry, and regardless of whether MOFs ever
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find application in a real technology, or become a proving ground chemical synthesis and reactivity,
they will continue to be challenging because there will never be a truthfully analytical explanation for
the metal-organic interface the underpins the material.
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